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A SINGLE -SEATER KAYAK

A 6in. REFLECTING ASTRONOMICAL
TELESCOPE

MAKING A DRESSMAKER'S DUMMY
MAKING A DOLL'S PRAM

HOW THE GYRO COMPASS WORKS
A MARIONETTE STAGE
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WITH NEWNES NEW WORK

Practical Handyman

Presented to You

Case of

How -To -Make

Charts
Hoof to make Table.
Mknobsheif, Garden
furniture. Stoat,
Meek! Yacht. Writing
Desb, Doll's House
fantasise, shouorium,
etc. tech chart in
the Irst tire of
Per Ott".

Complete
with two double ,u
and special blase ;:,r gisirris work.

filefy fogVel
You must see this COMPLETE popular guide to
repair, redecoration, renovation and how -to -make. In
two volumes it provides, at instant call, practically every
do-it-yourself activity-everything you want to know
just when you need money -saving help. It is sent to you
on free approval for 7 days, so that you can judge its
value ! On retaining it a Stanley handyman knife, worth

several shillings, is yours free.

2 VOLUMES  864 PAGES  1,500 ILLUSTRATIONS

REPAIRS REDECORATION HOW -TO -MAKE
Build your own Garden and Tool shed. Paperhanging. Li: ng walls.
Painting-including paint rollers and spra} painting, etc. Plastering.
Distempering. Water Systems-burst pipes, tap washers, cisterns,
fagging, air locks, etc. Drains. Doors, windows, skylights. Roofing.
Gutters. Trellis, Fences and gates. Paths. Damp mall treatment.
Bricklaying. Concrete work-mixes, pebble -dash, ornamental. Dry
rot, wet rot and woodworm. Floors-repairing. staining, polishing,
laying lino and carpet. Glass-cutting, glazing, drilling and frosting.
Varnishing, Diantelling, Lacquering, French polishing. Veneering,
graining, marquetry. Carpentry-tools, timber, joints, plywood, glue,
etc. Perspex 's work. Built -h) furniture. Shelves and sliding shelf doors.
Grinding. Re -upholstering. Making kitchen furniture, deck chair,
bookcase, bedside table, folding table, first -aid cabinet, firescreen, etc.
Leaded lights. 'vletal work-riveting, soldering, cutting, beaten copper

work. Car troubles. Electric power tools, etc.

I MU4NtllfltllHi1t10liIHIiLUI11111111U61iRifIi111UftlPlltltlFlUIIkill 1E1 Immo

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 15,17, Last Acre, LefIdefi., W.C.99*GIVEN AIWAY Please send me Newnes PRACTICAL HANDYMAN without obligation to burohase. I
return it in 8 days er stnd deposit 8 days after delbery and you will then tnd the Free Stanley
knife. Thereafter I will send 10 Vstirthly payments of lel-, raying 1101- in ill,. Cash price

The Famous E 8 days /05,-.
ire

STANLEY
Trimming Knife

N'es, it is free to every purchaser of Newnes
PRACTICAL HANDYMAN. It will cut and E.

trim wallboard, leather, flooring and roofing '27:

materials, poll3thene, veneer, rubber, canvas, etc.

SAVE 170
Tttse jobs done 'outride' would cost of

ierst

Decorating room
Broken window
Re -polishing table ...
Concreting sideway
Repairing gutter ..
Roofng shed
Correcting door bell
Painting house front
Re -upholstering ..

Built-in cupboard
Tiling kitchen
Fainting doors

s. if.
14 10 0

1 2 0
5 IS 0

19 0 0
II 10 0

The cost of moter relatively low-it is
the tabour which makes bills so high !
Mesons* PRACTICAL HANDYKAN
pays for itself over and over again.

lit11111111111U11111111111111MHOM111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111rnitir-*

.1frs..

ealdress

0. 'imparters

lour Signature
'Or Parent it you are under 21) HA136

applicable

HOU$<0 NER

1.101NeNticit*
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TERRY'S SPRING PRODUCTS

QUALITY SPRING WASHERS

EOM.Single Coil

No. 159.
Light Double Coil
No. 54A.

Standard Double
Coil No. 54.

Hardened and
tempered Domed
No. 554.

TERRY'S security Worm Drive
Hose Clip.
Just one example of the kind of thing
we make supremely well. Immediate
delivery of all sizes from stock. Sample
and price list free.

No. 1024

20 Compress-
ion Springs 12" long

to 1" diam. 24G to 180
suitable for cutting into shorter lengths;
and 30 Expansion II" to 12" long. 5/32"
to r diam., 22G to 160. 24:- each.

NJ. 757

Extra light
Compression. 1 gross

Assorted. A to 7/16" diam. r to 2"
long. 27 to 19 S.W.G. 15/- each.

Whatever you need in springs can be supplied or made for you by
TERRY'S. After more than 100 years of spring making in all its
various spheres 'TERRY' & 'SPRINGS' have come to mean the
same thing.

You're sure to find the very

spring you want in Terry's

Boxes of Assorted Springs

No. 1200

Three dozen Assorted Light Expansion
Springs, suitable for carburettor con-
trol, etc. 13'6.

381

No. 760

Three dozen
Assorted Light Com-

pression Springs. 1" to 4"
long. 22 to 18 S.W.G. r to r diam.
6,'6 each.

No. 761

1 foot lengths Expansion Springs
suitable for cutting into shorter lengths.

Assorted diameters from i" to r and 24 to 16 S.W.G.
7/6 per box containing 1 dozen lengths.

No. 762

1 foot lengths Compression Springs
suitable for cutting into shorter lengths.

Assorted diameters from 4" to t" and 24 to 16 S.W.G.
4/6 per box containing 1 dozen lengths.

CUT

Cj)
PRODUCTION
COSTS WITH

TERRY WIRE CIRCLIPS

We can supply from stock in sizes
from 1" to 4".

Have you a presswork problem?
If so, send it along and help to solve it for you

HERBERT TERRY&SonsLtd.
Redditch, Worcs.

(Makers of Qualify Springs, Wireforin & Presswork for over 100 years).

Interested in Springs?
Ninth Edition of

"Spring Design &
Calculations" post

free 12'6.

YOU to an
BUTTERFLY BRAND

ABSORBING HOBBY with beautiful
reall

RESU LT S
y worthwhile

Some of the beautiful, interesting and useful items include fish tank models,
sea shells and starfish, butterflies and moths, seasonal display flowers,
model gardens and floating water lilies, etc.
All the models can be made from coloured paper and easily obtained
materials of exceptionally low cost. The book is illustrated throughout
with colour and monochrome photographs as well as many " step-by-step "
line diagrams.
An essentially practical book which will be tremendously useful for educa-
tional and therapy work.

 COLOURED PAPER DECORATION 7 6d.
 COLOURED PAPERCRAFT FOR SCHOOLS 7 6d.
 COLOURED PAPERCRAFT FOR INFANT

SCHOOLS 6 -d.
 LAMPSHADE AND PARCHMENT CRAFT 8 6d.
 PASSE PARTOUT FOR SCHOOL AND HOME

86d.
 GUMMED STRIP AND PAPER MODELLING

7.6d.
 PAPER SCULPTURE FOR SCHOOLS 7 6d.

All books obtainable from
Newnes & Pearson. Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

W.C.1.

Ask your stationer to show
you the Butterfly Range
of Handicraft materials.

FREDERICK
T, DAY

SAMUEL JONES & COATD.
STATIONERY MILL,CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.5. RODNEY 5064
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FOR
CONTINENTAL
MAKES

5 Ring Spanners, short series,
SMR 5W, 6-15mm., in plastic
wallet, polished chrome, 31s. 3d.,
bright nickel, 26s. 3d. or 5 Open
End Spanners SMO SW, 22s.
and I7s. 9d.

3 Spanners 6-11 mm., Ring SMR 3W, 16s. 3d. and 13s. 9d.,
Open End SMO 3W, I Is. 6d., 9s. 6d. Open End Spanners in
Cartons at slightly lower prices.

Also available in Whit. and B.S.F. sizes for Villiers engines
and British Scooters.

JOHN BEDFORD & SONS LTD., LION WORKS, SHEFFIELD
LONDON OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE : 92 ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.I.

HUGHES MOTORS, shunt wound 12 v. 1i amp.,
speed 5,000 r.p.m.. reversing, size 3M. long. lain.
dia., gin. shaft, weight 20 oz.. a very superior
motor designed for anti -radar equipment, new
unused 10/, post 116. lb per doz., carriage paid.
Ditto fitted reduction gear, giving a final drive
( fin. shaft) of either 323 or 160 r.p.m.. state which
required. 12/6. Post L9; £6 per doz., carriage paid.
POWER SUPPLY UNITS NO. 5, consists of
hand generator, generates enough to charge a 6 v.
battery at 5 amps.. a 12 v. at 3 amps.. also cut-out, 6 v. input vibrator unit, with
L.T. and H.T. supplies for 18 and 38 sets, complete with spare vibrator, bakelite
battery box. Contained in metal case size 17in. x 101n. x Din., new in sealed cartons,
bargain, 30/.., carriage 7/6.
SIGHTING TELESCOPES by Ross and other makes. Contains 4 easily removable
40 mm. dia. acliromats, 2 of 31n. FIL.. 2 of iittn. F'L., also smaller image erecting 21n.
F!L. achromat In screw focusing mount, etc. Length lain., weight 7 lbs., new and
boxed, post 313.
FUSE 110 XES. consists of strong black japanned steel wall case with front hinged
lid. Contains 12 Slydlok Fuses, each 15 amp. 250 v.. new in sealed cartons, 12/6, post
316.

R.C.A. RELAYS, 12 v. D.C. taking .3 amps Armature has powerful 18 deg. rotary
movement actuating the 2 heavy -and 1 light duty changeover contacts. Size 3in. x
Sin. x 211n. The ideal relay for securing your car against -theft or accidental start by
children. Merely switching off ignition automatically renders car inoperative,
except to owner, even if key is left in. New boxed, well worth 50/, our price, 71,
post 15.
DRAWING BOARDS (chartboardi), size 31in. x 31in. x fin., stained and polished.
Fitted brass corners and back battens. included are brass rules and drawing pins.
Contained in strong canvas case, little used, 20/-, carriage 7,6, Scot. la -, N.I. 12;6.
LEATHER CASES, very superior iin. thick hide, chamois lined. Sox sewn with
rounded bottom. Size 7lin. x 4in. x 101n. deep. Ringed overlap top lid fitted
buckle fastener. Adjustable shoulder strap. Ideal for meters or camera equipment.
New, unused, 7/6, post 21-.
ELECTRIC TIME SWITCH CLOCKS. operates from ordinary 3 v. dry battery,
taking an impulse every 4 minutes to energise the fully jewelled lever escapement.
Has two setting hands. one up to 44 days. the other up to 24 hours, also second hand.
In eases, part brass and part bakelite. Size 3iin. dia., 31n. deep, with top cover, a
superior movement, new, unused, 20/, post 3,-.
CAMERA CONTROLS TYPE 35. Fitted with the popular small motor actuating
the repeating exposure timer mechanism. with variable setting control knob.
red and green indicators complete with lamps, also solenoid, start switch, etc.,
in grey finish metal case size 8 x 41 x 3in. New unused, contained in usual wood
instrument case. fraction of original cost, 201-, post 3!-.
TELEPHONE SETS, consists of two combined microphones and receivers, which
when wired up by ordinary twin flex, provides perfect 2 -way communication, excel-
lent results at 1 mile range have been reported, self -energised, no battery required.
set complete, new unused. 716, post lig; suitable twin 14/36 p.v.c. up to 300 ft. lengths
at Id. per ft. supplied, postage each 20 ft. flex 3d. extra.
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS by famous maker, 200/250 v. or 100 130 v. A.C. mains.
'On. long, 5/321n. dia. shaft, speed 1.350 r.p.m., size 211.n. x 21n. x thin., weight 18 oz.,
lilted rubber bushed mounting bracket, recent manufacture and brand new, 151-,
post lie.

Main other Bargains: send stamped, addressed envelope for lists.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO., Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17
Tel.: HAR 1308

ARCOY DOVETAILER

operated by any

standard I Electric

Drill. Supplied

complete with ball

bearing Cutter

head and three

different sizes of

cutter.

With the ARCOY DOVE -
TAMER anyone can cut

lap dovetails in any com-
bination of thicknesses of

wood between 3' and I"
up to 9 in width, in a

fraction of the time
taken by hand.

15.17.6
MAIN LONDON STOCKISTS Carriage & packing 2 6.

PARRY & SON (Tools) LTD
329,333 OLD ST., LONDON E.C.I SHOreditch 9422-3-4
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* WE NOW HAVE PLEASURE IN
= ANNOUNCING OUR LATEST
- DEVELOPMENT

REPLACEMENT
RE -BUILT T.V.
TUBES [8.10.0.
12 MONTHS FULL GUARANTEE.
All sizes and types except 101n.
Rebuilt to the high standard
required to give long picture

gl
Ins.q

y
1516.

m,.Lenadrev aaliu e. h7era..tr .

= oiler attractive terms on the above as follows :-s80.6 initial
= PS yment and 19 weekly repayments of 88.

REGETTERED
IMPROVED VACUUM

 T.V. TUBES
17in. Rect. £7.10.0
141n. Rect. 0.10.0

Our 12 months guar-
antee (6 month full

= - replacement. 6 months progressive) illustrates our whole-
= hearted confidence in the Tubes we offer. Remember they
= also hold a 10 days money back guarantee.
= 9in.. 10In:. 141n.. Thin. and 181n. ROUND TUBES. Our
= special offer of these sizes £5. 121n. T.V. Tubes £6. Three
= months guarantee on round tubes. Ins., Carr. 15/6.

HOME RADIO 79/6

,mi rill valve octal superhet 3.wave-
AC'DC. Universal mains 5

--

/4. . ---- band receiver can be adapted
,,. ,...- -AAA ' to gram p.m In attractive

- ---- wooden cabinet 91 x 184 x=- - - 11Iin. Ins., Carr. 7, 6.== SOUND/VISION & I.F. STRIP SI9
= Salvaged. Complete sound and vision strip. 8 valveholders.
= Less valves. I.F's 16-19.5 Mc s. Size 84 x 41 x Olin. Drawings
= free with order. P. & P. 26.

.

= TIMEBASE 4,9
 Containing scanning coils, focus unit, line transformer.
= etc. Less valves. Drawings free with order. P. & P. 2'6.

POWER PACK & AMPLIFIER 9.9
= Output stage PEN45. O.P. trans_ choke. Smoothed I -1.T.
- 325 volt at 250 m.a.'4 v. at 5 amp.. 6.3 volt at 5 anap.4 v.

= at 5 amp. centre tapped. Valve base forrectifier. Octal or
= 4 pin. Output is taken from standard plugs. Less valves.
= Ins., carr. 5.6.

NODARK OVERLOAD CUT-OUT SWITCH 8/9
= This will stop the search for that illusive fuse -wire and the
= annoyance of repairing the fuse. Accidental crossing of= wires or faulty connections will automatically throw
= the switch of the Nodark cutting the current to the fuses.
= It now only remains to rectify the fault and switch on
E...-- the Nodark. 200-250 volt maximum load. 2-5 amps. A
= fraction of the list price. P. & P. 1 6.

17in. T.V.
CHASSIS,
TUBE &

SPEAKER

16

Gns.
17in. Rectangular Tube on
modified.chassis. Supplied

as single channel chassis covering B.B.C. channels' 1-5, or,
incorporating Turret Tuner. which can he added as an
extra, at our special price to chassis purchasers of 50 -
giving choice of any 2 channels (B.B.C. & I.T.A.). Extra
channels can be.supplled at 7 6 each.. Chassis size 12 x 14
x llin. less valves. Similar chassis are used by well known
companies because of their stability and reliability.
With Tube and speaker (less valves) 16 guinras.' Com-
plete and working with velvet and Turret Tuner. 24
guineas. 12 months guarantee on the Tubes. 3 months
guarantee on the valves and chassis. Ins., carr. (incl.
Tube), 25 ..

* A T.V. CHASSIS AT CLEARANCE PRICES *
The Popular I2in. PLESSEY CHASSIS 19/6
A bargain lor anyone wanting to make up their own 'I' V.
at a very low cost. A chassis in one unit less valves and
tube. Simply adapted for a 12 channel Turret Tuner and
can be modified to take a larger Tube. Circuit diagram
available at 3.6, or free with order. Carr, & Ins.. 10/6.
SUPER CHASSIS 79/6
5 valve superhet chassis including
81n. P.M. speaker and valves.
Four control knobs (tone, '
volume. tuning wlchange switch).
Four w'bands with position for
gram p.a. and extension speaker.
A.C. Ins., carr. 5)6.

C

14N .4 I
imo

p
SOLO SOLDERING
TOOL 110 v.. 6 v. or 12 v.

12/6 (special adaptor for
200.240 v. 101- extra).

Automatic solder feed including
a 20M -reel of Ersin 60,40 solder

and spare parts. It is a fool for electronic soldering or car
wiring. Revolutionary in design. Instantly ready for use
and cannot burn. In light metal case with full instructions
for use. Post 3,6.
FAMILY RADIO /6.10.0
5 valve (octal) superhet A.C. 3 waveband and grain
position. 4 controls. Modern attractive cabinet size
ill x 18 x 10lin. in cream and brown. Carr. & Ins. 8:6.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

RECORD PLAYER
CABINET R.P.2.
A beautitu IIN styled
cabinet. Made by a famous
manufacturer. In polka dot
cloth with clipped lid and
carrying handle. Size 16 x
14E x floin. deep. Will take
B.S.R. Monarch 4 -speed
Autochanger and 4 x Tin.
elliptical speaker and. -
most of the modern
portable amplifiers. Carr.
& Ins. 4 6.

U A8 B.S.R.
MONARCH 4 -SPEED AUTO -
CHANGER 46.19.6.
COLLARO 4 -SPEED A UTOCHANGER 16.19.6.
B.S.R. MONARCH 4 -SPEED STEREO AUTO -
CHANGER 49.19.6.
COLLARO CONQUEST STEREO AUTO -
CHANGERS 11 guineas.
U.A.I2 LATEST B.S.R. MONARCH 4 -SPEED
MIXER 48.9.6
T.U.9. B.S.R. 4 -SPEED SINGLE PLAYER 89 6

P. & P. on all the above 5/6.

69:6

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER MK. D.2 796
12 MONTHS (UARANTEE.
Printed circuit. Latest design. Dimensions 7 .x 21 x Sin. =
A.C. only. Mains isolated 3-4 watts output. Incorporating =
the latest ECL82 triode pentode output valve giving E
higher undistorted, output. Volume and tone controls. =
Knobs 211 extra. ' P. & P. 3/6.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS 19/9
Polished oak cabinet. Fitted with 81n. P.M. Speaker. =
Standard matching to any receiver. 2-5 ohms. Switch
and flex Included. Ins., cern 3/6.
81n. P.M. Speakers 89. With O.P. trans. fitted 10 -
Emu. Pal. speakers 1213. 4 x 7in. & 8 x Sin. Elliptical =
Sneakers 19 6. P. & P. 29. =

DUKE & CO.
(DEPT. H

621 3 ROMFORD ROAD, MANOR PK., E.I 2
Tel ILE 6001 3

Send for FREE CATALOGUE
TERMS AVAILABLE

Exhaust
Manifolds
EASY TO FIX ON THE 2.46

Write to Dept. P.M.
for illustrated lists
giving full details of all
E.D. Engines, Radio
Controls, Mechanisms,
Spare Parts, Accessor-
ies, etc.

A boon to model boat enthusiasts.
Ultra light Exhaust Manifolds, specially produced for
the E.D. 2.46 c.c. " RACER " Engine. Designed for
maximum efficiency, easy to fit, no filing required.

A length of plastic tubing should be attached to
each of the two round exhaust tubes
and the ends brought into a suitable
container fitted in the model boat.
Waste oil is thus collected, ready
for disposal, instead of fouling the
interior of the boat, or the water.

The same principle applies to model aircraft but a
container is unnecessary. The waste oil is diverted
into the air below the aircraft instead of fouling
the fuselage and wings. Supplied in
hammered, Admiralty grey. Price 13/6

Plus 2/S P. Tax.

Plastic Manifold tubing available at 1)- per foot.
Order from your model shop.

ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD
PNONE DEVELOPM ENT ENGINE F NS

MOLES
3".. ISLAND FARM RD. WEST MOLESEY.( SU,RREYI ENGLAND.

The
handy

man
about the

house

There's a versatile too! known by thousands the world
over as their " third hand "-the Mole Self -Grip Wrench.
It locks on to work with positive grip to remain there
until the release lever is touched. Super pliers, hand
vice, clamp are some of its many uses for Engineers,
Mechanics and especially the Handyman about the house
and garage. Have you a " third hand " ?

IN TWO SIZES, 7" 12/6, 10" 151- FROM
IRONMONGERS, MOTOR AND MOTOR
CYCLE ACCESSORY DEALERS.

* Ask for a Genuine Mole Wrench and
look for the name on it.

If in difficulty write to
M. MOLE & SON LTD., BIRMINGHAM, 3.

THE

MOLE
TRADE MARI,

SELF -GRIP
WRENCH
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The Flamemaster
hand torch

* FLAMEMASTER is a registered trade name of STONE -CHANCE Ltd.

The Stone -Chance FLAMEMASTER is now distributed only by
Buck and Hickman Ltd.

This famous little tool remains unchanged in design and is invaluable
for all glass working, metal brazing and soldering. It is made and will

continue to be made by Stone -Chance, but your enquiries and orders
should now be addressed to :-

BUCK & HICKMAN LTD.
2 Whitechapel Road, London, E.1
also at Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Leeds and Manchester
Stone -Chance Ltd.. 28 St. James's Square, London, S.W.1

June, 1959

The ideal Build -it -yourself
WELDING KIT

ONLY

£25
Complete
with all
Accessories

as shown

New H.P. Terms
£5 down and 6
payments of 63.15.0.

Unconditionally
GUARANTEED

Works from Standard Household Power Plug (10-15 amp. A.C.).
Welds up to any thickness plate. Brazes down to 26 swg plate.
Silver solders, Tins and Surface Hardens. Send Cash or Deposit for
Immediate Delivery, or write for Fuller Details. Not a cheap choke
set, but a full WELDING TRANSFORMER in heavy gauge welded
steel case. Larger models available. 180 amp. £52 (£10.10.0 deposit)
and 360 amp. £95 (deposit by arrangement). Thousands in daily
use in factories and workshops throughout the World.

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL ON REQUEST

TAYLOR BROS. (MIDDLESBROUGH) LTD.

- For garage or workshop

FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER

MOTORS
A.C. or D.C.

BTH motors and associated control
gear are second to none in quality
and proved performance. ^
Types and sizes are available to
suit any application.

THE
BRITISH THOMSON -HOUSTON

32 Baker Street, Middlesbrough, Yorks.
Tel. : 45241-2

to. LTD., NEWCASTLE (STAFFS). ENGLAND
Company. A5l86
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STEEL SHELVING
72 in. HIGH
34 in. WIDE
12 in. DEEP
 Brand new -Manu-

factured in our own
works.

 Shelves adjustable
every inch.

 Heavy gauge shelves
will carry 400 lbs.
each.

 Stove enamelled
dark green.

 6 shelves per bay -
Extra she/ves 8:- each.

 Also available in white
at £5 per bay.

 Quantity discounts.

Delivered free £3 15s.
Ready for erection.

N. C. BROWN LTD.

Green Lane Wing

HEYWOOD LANCS
- the manufacturers !

ALL OTHER SIZES avail-
able at equally keen
prices.
Deliveries Free to England,

Scotland ant Wale..

Telephone:
Heywood 69018
1.6 lines)

EX-GOV. BARGAINS
SCE MK. II THREE DRAW TELESCOPES. 25 x 50. Lightweight, only 21lbs..
with leather case and sling. Optic -ally perfect. Sound condition. £7.15.0 each.
Spare high -power eyepieces to lit 50X or 75X, 5.01- each. Triple power conversion
kit to fit, giving 25X and 40X terrestrial and 60X astro, 50i- per set. SIX POWER
KIT, 25, 40, 50 and 80X terr. and 60 and 120X astro, £5 per kit. We can supply eye
pieces to increase the power of most types of telescope. State type or send existing
eyepiece for quotation.
TELESCOPE OBJECT LENSES. NEW and PERFECT. UNMOUNTED. 21 in. x 20in
501-. 2On. x 25in., 55'-. Bloomed, 60 -. 45mm. x 201n.. £1. 45mm. x 27in.. 25'-. 48mm
x 18in., air spaced high resolution. 35 -. 75mm. x 121n..£4. Minim. x 15in.. 30 -. Zeiss
3.11n. x 1711n., £7. 31in. x 60in.. £20. 2lin x 161n., £5. 31in. a 321n., £14. 31in. a 32in .

£12.
EYEPIECES. lfln. in focusing mount, EI/6. lin. orthoscoMe push in mount. I; a.
fin. extra W.A. ortho in focusing mount, 50', Stacks of others. See our new 11,1
DIAL SIGHT NO. 7. Weight 6 lbs. Will set out any angle with accuracy of the-
odolite ; 51n. dial calibrated 360 degrees with micrometer to 5 mins.. with throw -out
lever to geared head. Limited elev. and dep. adjustment could be adapted for level
ling. With 4X optical sight. Sound condition. but not, guaranteed. 35,- each. In
near new condition, 55/- each.
SURFACE ALUMINISED FLATS. 4in. x 21in. x 5 32in., 10 -.21 sq. corners rem.,
6 -. tin. x I lin., 5'-.
CLEAR FLATS. 4in. sq. x fin., 12 6, or edge chipped, 8:6.
SEMI -SILVERED MIRRORS. ANO*DISED. 40n. x 31in. x On. Cornet's ground
off. 12'6 each. Smaller sizes 1'6 per sq. inch.
ERECTING EYEPIECES. On. focus. 45:-. tin. focus. 55,-.
I IN DER TELESCOPES. Elbow type 7 x 50. New 47:6. Ditto lightweight bloomed
lever focus. Latest type. New. Mint. £5 each.

ARIABLE POWER TELESCOPES. 5-15X angle type prismatic.75.- used. £5
as new 7-21X straight through. £4.10.0 used. £6.10.0 new.
RECTANGULAR LENSES. For viewers. 21.in. a 211n., 7 6. 311n. x 21in.. 11 -.
Use one of each for high powir 35mm. or 21 sq.

ASTRO TELESCOPIC KITS. Achro 0.G., 201n. x 45mm. Paxolin tube and focusing
eyepiece, £2.
TERRESTRIAL 40X KIT. As above, but with erecting eyepiece ready to mount
in tube, £4.
HELIOGRAPHS. Brand new in leather case. Cost £30 each. A gift at 15.- plus
2'- post.
Our lists contain details of more than 800 USEFUL ITEMS, many unobtainable
from any other source. We claim the widest variety and most complete range ol
Ex -Govt. Optical and Scientific Equipment Mn the BRITISH ISLES. Lists FREE;
FOR STAMPED ENVELOPE. " HOW TO USE. LIENS1',S A: PRISMS," Nos. 1

and 2, 3'- each, post free.

H. W. ENGLISH
Rayleigh Rd., Hutton, Brentwood

Essex

Training with I.C.S.
THE WAY TO SUCCESS

The great and growing demand of today is for TRAINED
men. Thousands more are needed, but there is no worth-
while place for the untrained.

Through I.C.S. Home Study you gain the specialised
knowledge that marks you out for promotion, for
SUCCESS ! I.C.S. teaches you in your own time -
expertly, quickly and easily. It is the world's largest
and most successful correspondence school, offering
courses for almost every branch of trade, industry
and the professions. No books to buy.

ADVERTISING &
SALESMANSHIP
Account Executives
Mail Order
Copy Writers'
Advertisement Managers
Commercial Travellers'
Sales Management
EXAMS : Joint Inter.

A.A. & I.P.A. Finals.
Inc. Sales Mngrs. Ass.
United Corn. Travel.
Association

ARCHITECTURE &
BUILDING
Drawing and Designing
Quantity Surveying
Builders' and Surveyors'

Clerks
Bricklaying
Carpentry & Joinery
Construction and Steelwork
Heating and Ventilating
EXAMS Roy. Inst. of Br.

Archts. Inst. of Quant.
Surveyors. Roy. Inst. of
Chartered Surveyors.
Inst. of Builders. Inst.
of Mun. Engrs. (Bldg.
Inspectors'). Inst. of
Clerk of Works.

COMMERCIAL ART
Elementary Art Training
Poster Work
Sketching

COMMERCIAL
TRAINING
Book-keeping and Accoun-

tancy
Costing and Auditing
Company and Private Secre-

tarial
EXAMS Chartd. Inst-

Secs. Corp. of Secs
Ass. of Cert. & Corp.
Accts Inst. of Cost &
Works Accts. Inst. of
Book-keepers

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING
Industrial Electronics
Electronic Computersr

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Highway Engineering
Surveying and Mapping
Structural and Concrete

Engineering
EXAMS : Inst. of Civil

Engineers. Inst. of Mun.
Engrs. Inst. of Struc-
tural Engrs.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
(State which Br -aridly
Architectural
Drawing Office Practice &

Machine Design
Structural Drawing
Maths & Machine Drawing,
Woodworking Drawing

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Illumination and Heating
Electricians'
EXAMS : Snc'ety of En

gineers. C. & G. Cert
in Elec. Eng. Practice
C. &. G. C^rt. in Elec
Installations. C. & G
Cert. in ilium. Engg

FARMING &
HORTICULTURE

Arable Farming
Pig & Poultry Kneeing
Livestock Farming
Farm Machinery (Mainten-

ance)
Flower. Vegetable & Fruit

Gardening
Rock & Shrub Gardening
EXAM R.H.S. Genera:

FIRE ENGINEERING
EXAMS : Inst. of Fire

Engineers. Fire Service
Promotion.

GENERAL CERTIFICATE
OF EDUCATION
Principal Subjects at Ordin-

ary or Advanced Level
Engineering Joint Board Pre-

liminary

MANAGEMENT
Office Management
Foremanship
Personnel Management
Business Management
Methods Engineering
EXAMS : British Inst. of

Mngemt. Intermediate,
Final and Certificate of
Foremanship.

;CAL
ENCINEERING
Subject- melude
Weding. Fitting. Turning.

Erecting. lig & Tool De-
sign, Production, Draughts-
manship, Mathematics, In-
spection, Diesel Engines.
Diesel Electric Loco-
motives Refrigeration

EXAMS : Inst. of Mech.
Engineers, Inst. of Pro-
duction Engineers.
Society of Engineers.

MOTOR ENGINEERING
Diesel Transport Engines
Motor Body Rebuilding
Owner Drivers'
Running and Maintenance
PHOTOGRAPHY
A basic Course including

Colour Work
RADIO AND TELE-
VISION ENGINEERING
Service Engineers'
Television Servicing and En-

gineering
Practical Radio with Equip -

Men t
Radio Service & Sales
EXAMS : Br. Inst. of

Radio Engrs. C. & G.
Radio Servicing Cert.
(R.T.E.3.). C. & G. Tele-
com. Engineering. C. &
G Radio Amateurs'.

WRITING FOR PROFIT
Free Lance journalism
Short. Story Writing.

LEARN AS - YOU - BUILD PRACTICAL
RADIO COUFSE

Build your own 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve superhet .
radio receiver : 5.enal Generator and High -quality

Multi -tester;

INTERNATIONAL CORRE3PONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 169D, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please send rne Tree bork'et on 44e

Name Occupation
(USE -BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia 140 Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Eire : Dawson House, IS Dawson
Street, Dublin. India Lakshmi Bldg. Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort, Bombay.
New Zealand : 182 Wakefield Street, Wellington. N. Ireland : 26 Howard
Street. Belfast. South Africa a P.O. Box 19, Cape Town.

I 1111101,M1d11,1q1kNilltil Ka] "
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VALUABLE kiEIV HANDBOOK

FREEENgNEERS
TO AMBITIOUS

Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and, describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile frig.-
Maintenance & Repairs-
High Speed Diesel-
Garage Management.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
-Draughtsmanship-Sup-
ply - Maintenance -
Design.

RADIO &
ELECTRONICS

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs - Telegraphy-
Telephony - Television-
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions-Electronic Eng.-
Automation-Digital Corn-
putors - Analogue Com-

BUILDING putors-Data Processing-

Gen. Building-Heating & Instrumentation.

Ventilation-Architectural CIVIL ENGINEERING
Draughtsmanship - Sur- Gen. Civil Eng. - Sanitary
veying-,Clerk of Works- Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Carpentry and joinery- Road Eng. - Reinforced
Quantities - Valuations. Concrete-Geology.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE ?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Prod.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.S.H., A.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS, COMMON

PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than £20 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

To : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

only 2d
stamp is

needed if
posted in an

unsealed envelops.

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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FAIR COMMENT

No 304

LIFE ON MARS ?
MUCH of the space fiction of the past has been written about travel to the planet

Mars and about imaginary beings who might live there-the " Martians."
But it would seem, however, that, in a very limited way, the top scientists

of America are tending to agree with the space fiction authors inasmuch as they now
think that there is life on Mars.

That there is.probably life on Mars was the conclusion reached at a -recent meeting
of the National Academy of Sciences in Washington. This followed the presentation
of details of observation of the infra -red spectrum of the dark areas of Mars obtained
at Mount Wilson. A band of spectral lines was obtained at a wavelength of 6.7
microns and this closely compares with spectra of algae found on Earth.

The dark areas of Mars on which the observations were carried out are those
popularly assumed to be vegetable life of some form, a conclusion reached after
observing seasonal changes of colour from season to season. These changes of
colour, it is thought, are attributable to plants showing green vegetation in summer
and turning brown in winter ; it is also thought that there may be some form of
evergreen. This latter assumption is also a result of observation of the location of
bands of colour. Dust storms occur frequently on Mars and periodically cover up
areas of the surface, but the green always reappears, indicating that the vegetation
is either strong and vigorous enough to break through the dust or that it can grow
again on top. Water, if it exists at all, can only be present in small quantities and
oxygen, similarly, is likely to exist only in minute amounts, so that plant life on
Mars must, by Earth's standards, have overcome almost insurmountable difficulty
in its fight for survival.

Observations over several years of the ice caps at the poles of Mars have shown that
they decrease in size during the Martian summer, which could indicate melting of
ice and snow similar to that on Earth. The canals, too, have been reported to become '
more clearly defined in summer (although they are seldom visible at all). This
could perhaps be interpreted to mean that water flows down them when the ice cap
melts with a corresponding increase in the vegetation along their banks, which is
probably what can be seen through the telescope. Or could it be, as so many scientists
have emphatically stated in the past, that the " canals " are not canals at all, but some -
other phenomena ? This is a fascinating field for speculation and perhaps our
readers would like to send their views for inclusion in " Letters to the Editor."

BRITAIN'S SPACE PROJECT

ALTHOUGH at the time of going to press, there seems to be no details settled of
what role Britain will play in the exploration of space, it is a very welcome

decision indeed that Britain is to take some part, albeit a small one. This country's
contribution will be concerned mainly with collecting scientific data rather than with
space exploration and the first step is to be the building of scientific instruments,
for which space will be -rented in an American satellite. Design studies are also to be
put in hand for a British -rocket for launching satellites. This would probably be a
three -stage rocket, comprising a solid -fuel rocket to carry the satellite, a middle stage
" Black Knight " and a " B!tie Streak " missile as a booster.

The chief brake on the Br' tish programme would seem to be political, in that it is
not wished to spend too much money before the General Election. Some two months
ago we said it was a pity that there was to be no British space programme, but now it
seems almost as great a pity that although the decision has been made 'to go ahead,
the whole project is likely to be handicapped by lack of money. We have at Woomera
the ideal launching site ; we have scientists and technicians second to none, but
apparently our scientists-the potential discoverers of new worlds-will have to face
exactly the same difficulties as did Christopher Columbus when he wanted to sail
westwards-no one will finance them

The. July, 1959, issue will be published on June 38th. Order it now!
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Making the mast of Kur

CIRCULAR gAlff
How to Make Some
Useful Attachments
By Jameson Erroll

EVEN the smallest of circular saws is
capable of fulfilling functions other
than just straightforward ripping or

cross -cutting. The purpose of this article
is to enumerate a few of the more simply
made gadgets which enable grooves, tapers,
tenons, etc., to be cut accurately and quickly
with the circular saw.

Tapering
Fig. 1 gives details for the construction of

72"Backflap hinge

f t 18"

stop A7tx/'

Fig. 1.-Taper jig details.

a tapering jig the length of which may vary
from 2ft. upwards according to the size of
the saw table and the class of work likely
to be undertaken. In practice, it consists of
two pieces of wood hinged at one end (the
hinge must be recessed) and fitted with an
adjustable lid -stay at the other. The outer
edge of this jig, i.e., that farthest from the
saw, is run along the saw fence while the
work rests against the inner edge and is
prevented from sliding along it by the stop.

N.B. The dotted centre
line should hats through
the centre of the sow
blade and not as shown.

?Lid stay

MECHANICS

Assuming it is required to
cut a tapered leg as shown:
clearly the taper is in. in
rain., and the jig is set for

1

Thumbscrew

11

hinged end and setting the
)

this by holding a ruler at a
distance of I2in. from the

arms so that their inside
edges are ,in. apart at this
point. When two sides of
the legs have been cut and,
consequently, a tapered side

must rest against the jig, reset the jig to
double the amount of taper, i.e., gin.

Flute (or Cove) Cutting
To cut coves with a circular saw make

up a temporary jig as shown in
Fig. 2 so that the side battens
- which must be parallel-are
the same distance apart as the
width of the cove required.
Adjust the jig on the saw table

Steel gtode

Centre line df
intended flute

Passing through
centre of saw

Fig. 2.-Flute or cove cutting jig.

so that the inner edges of these battens
just touch the teeth of the saw; this
gives the correct angle at which to fix
the fence which can consist of a length
of wood clamped to the saw table.
Its exact position is ascertained by
arranging it so that the centre line of the
proposed cove passes across the centre
line of the saw. This is made clear in
Fig. 2.

When correctly set up, lower the saw
to project about ;,in. and make the first
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cut, feeding quite slowly; continue to lower
the table gradually, making cuts at each
adjustment, until the flute is completed.

Tenon Jig
This piece of apparatus enables tenons of

any width to be cut speedily and accurately;
their depth is limited only by the depth of
saw cut possible with the saw being used.
Size is largely a matter of convenience and
is naturally related to the work most likely
to be undertaken within the limits of the
capability of the saw. Those given are used
by the author with a Tin. saw and have
covered practically all requirements.

The base " A " rests on the saw table
along which it is guided by the length of
steel which runs in the groove in the table.
The face -plate " B " is fixed to the base at
right -angles and is made perfectly rigid by
an L bracket at the back-not visible in
Fig. 3 which is a perspective drawing of
the jig. By easing the wingnuts on the a in.
bolts which pass through grooves in the base
and are fixed to the guide bar, the face-
plate can be moved to and from the saw in
order to accommodate varying widths of
tenons. The work to be cut is placed in
front of the fixed upright " C " and
fastened to the face -plate with a G "
cramp. The jig is then pushed forward past
the revolving saw, the work released and
turned round, and the second cut made. The
depth is, of course, regulated by the rise -

(Concluded on page 454.)

Saw table

11141.1.11M1

Hole to
admit
G' cramp. 8.

7,

/0" Shaft

Fig. 3.- (Above left).
Details and dimensions

of tenon jig.

Fig. 4 (Above right).-
A wobble saw for
cutting grooves and

rebates.
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MARIONETTES,
if handled
by a good

manipulator, can play
their parts successfully without the aid
of elaborate and gorgeous settings. Never-
theless, a well -fitted theatre with good
lighting can definitely improve the
performance.

This stage has been designed on the lines
of a professional one for use with puppets
18in. to 24 in. high. It is small enough
to be used in a large room and yet, if
placed on an existing stage or platform,

N©h©Eng ScUso
C. C. Somerville Also Deals With Lighting

Arrangements and Scenery
is adequate for the church or village hall.
Although the stage has been made portable,
the use of pin -hinges,
telescoping and jointing could
do much to make it even
more so; but this is a
matter for the individual
craftsman.

Construction
Fig. r shows the general con-

struction and overall measure-
ments. The marionette stage
consists of three main parts:
the proscenium or stage front
which screens the puppeteers
from the audience, the stage on
which the puppets perform, and
the bridge on which the
manipulators work. Whatever
the system of construction of a
marionette theatre, it must
embody the three features
described.

The whole stage is built upon
the two shallow boxes, each
measuring 7ft. 6in. X 3ft. 6in.
X 6in. high. They consist
simply of a framework of planks 6in. X Sin.,
and are topped by a sheet of lin. plywood.
The bridge box must be battened across the
middle, but this is unnecessary with the stage
which has to support only the weight of
puppets and scenery. These boxes, when
stored, can serve to hold flat scenery, curtain

9,

Fig. I.-The general
..instruction and overall

measurements.

rods and drapery. When in use they are
bolted together, one in front of the other.

The four corner uprights made of 4in.
X lin. planks and are gft. high. At the
bottom they are bolted to the stage boxes,

and at the top
to 4in. X lin.
battens. The two
side battens are
7ft. long and the
rear batten 7ft. 6in.

Fixed

Fig. 2. - The curtain
arrangement.

Close

Ope,

The two drapery supports are each 7ft.
slim X slim and are joined at the centre
by a flat metal strip bolted to each. An
alternative system would be to fit a square
metal tube over the centre joint.

A lightweight batten runs along the front
of the proscenium at a height of 3ft. above
stage level. This serves to fix the position
of the top of the proscenium opening and
acts as a support for the draw curtains.

The leaning rail and scenery support is
constructed from 6in. X lin. battens and is
4ft. high. The top is 6ft. long, and from
this is hung the backcloth. The whole lean-
ing rail is bolted to the floor by means of
two sturdy angle brackets.

Drapes
The entire front of the theatre is hung

with lightweight drapes, blackout cloth being
excellent. These drapes can be simply
drawing -pinned to the top battens. The
draw curtains should be in some rich, con-
trasting colour, and are hung from either
brass curtain rod or spring curtain wire.
The method of operating these is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

Lighting
Once this basic framework has been con-

structed you arc free to experiment with
scenery and lighting positions. The usual
puppet theatre lighting is based upon the
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ToP od s

-Blue

Bolt to proscenium

Fig. 3.-Details of light positions.

three colour system. As all illumination
will be done by electricity, it is obvious that the
work of equipping the theatre with wires and
light points should be done, from start to
finish, by an expert on the subject, in order
to ensure a system both shock -proof and
reliable.

For this reason this article will not give
any detailed description of the wiring of an
electrical circuit for the theatre. The matter
here will be confined to the position of the
lamps and the general arrangement of the
lights.

The system shown in Fig. 3 is adequate
for any but the largest theatres, and is, in
fact, based upon the system used in Britain's
only permanent puppet theatre. The general
layout shows strip footlights, two floods in
the wings and a batten of three top floods.

The Flood Boxes
These can either be constructed by a tin-__
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smith, or can be improvised
from biscuit titis. The boxes
are slotted to take coloured
gelatine slides, available from
any theatrical supplier. In
normal use the three top, lights
will have blue, red and yellow
gelatines and the two floods
rose -pink _ and amber. The
footlights are left white. These
gelatines are available in a wide
variety of tints and it would be
worth while having a selection
of these for special effects. The
use of a stronger gelatine called
" cinemoid," which though more
expensive, is well worth while,
since it is non -inflammable and
is tougher and does not
wrinkle with the heat of
the lamps. On a stage of this
size the lamps will be 6o watt,
and should ideally 'be connected
to a dimmer, a variable resis-
tance supplied by the makers
of theatrical lighting equipment.

Scenery
The scenery consists of back-

cloths and wings with perhaps
occasional set -pieces. The backcloths,
which hang from the top batten, are
painted on linen or scenic canvas, with
poster colours, distemper or flat" oil
colours. Rings _along the top edge will
allow the scene to be fitted to corresponding
hooks on the scenery support. The bottom
edge of the scene can be weighted by a
dowel rod through a wide hem (Fig. 4). This
serves a dual purpose, it makes the scene
hang well and facilitates rolling for storage.
The wing pieces can be painted on card-
board, plywood or hardboard and are
strengthened by a thin wood strip behind.
The positioning of these can be seen in
Fig. 3.

Operating
When the theatre is made, the lighti -fitted,

scenes painted and the puppets ready. for
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action, the play, opera or variety show, or
what you will, has to be produced. This
means that every action, every stage position
and movement, every effect of lighting,
sound acctimpaninient, and the various
dialogue will have to be rehearsed and
synchronised to ensure a smooth -running
show.

For hanging the puppets when they are
not " on-stage " cup hooks are screwed at
regular intervals along the whole length of
the top battens.

The selection of a play or an act of any
kind is entirely a matter of personal taste.
Remember, however, that the puppet can
do many things impossible to the human
actor, he can fly, be a dragon or a witch,
lose his head or perform a host of other
" impossibilities." This would indicate that
the puppet's best field is that of fantasy and
imagination, which suggests a wealth of
possibilities.

On completion of the marionette theatre
you might also like to make the accom-
panying puppets from the design given in

Fig. 4.-Weighting by using a dowel
rod.

the February, 1959, issue of PRACTICAL
NilicHANIcs. The design was for a 24in.
wooden puppet. In our September, 1956,
issue we also described the making of a
fully articulated skeleton marionette, which
readers may find of interest.

A DESK ENCIL SHARPENER
n Ed ea
Describe d B
W. 3, titllnage

USEFUL as the ordinary
cheap pencil sharpener is, it

has one disadvantage. As there
is no container for
the waste material
this can quickly dirty
the hands and
clothes, and if scat-
tered will quickly be
trodden into the
carpet. To over-
come these snags
the writer fixed the
sharpener to the
inside of the metal
screw -on top of a
glass jar (see Fig.

Sharpener Holder
To hold the sharp-

ener in position a
metal holder was made up, and Fig. 2 shows
the various stages in its construction. How-
ever, the first requirement is a hardwood
block about 6in. long and the same width
and thickness as the actual sharpener. This
block is necessary to fold the metal around.

Fig. 1.-Completed
sharpener.

Ambet'

The metal required can be a piece of light
tinplate, but aluminium was used by the
author. A strip of the chbsen metal is
required, and this should be the same length

Fig. 2 . -Three
st.:g.-s in producilig

the holder.

as the block and about kin. wider. The
metal and block are clamped together in the
vice, the metal overhanging the block by an
equal amount on each side. The metal is
then formed over the block to give the chan-
nel section shown at " A " in Fig. 2. The
centre section is then cut away. The size of
this section will depend on the size of the
particular sharpener being used by the
reader.

The channel is now bent up around the
block to give the shape illustrated at " B."

Following this operation the sharpener is
slipped into the formed holder and its height
marked off. The actual channel sides above
this mark are filed away and the metal turned
back to form lugs. These are now trimmed
to fit inside the lid, and two small holes
are drilled. This is stage " C."
Fixing

A hole is now drilled in the jar lid, equal
in size to the pencil hole in the sharpener.
The two holes are lined up and the position
of each fixing hole marked off.

Two small, round -head machine screws
about :in. dia. with nuts are required to fix
the sharpener holder to the lid. The jar top
is now painted an attractive colour and set
aside to dry.

If the screw which holds the blade in
place fouls the edge of the channel, file a
small section of the channel away to clear it.

It is advisable when folding back the
fixing lugs to have the sharpener projecting
about i/16in. above these so that the sharp-
ener will be pulled up tight against the lid.
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BEFORE fixing the top side panels, pieces -
of wood have to be glued and screwed
to the bow and stern pieces between

the chine and sheer strips.
These are to provide addi-

tional surfaces for glue and nails other than
the chamfer on the bow and stern pieces.
They can be made from pieces of :lin. X
din. and are planed to the correct slope
when in place.

Glue and nail the top side panels as in
the case' of the bottom side panels. Get
a good butt joint of the panels at the
centre frame. When the glue is dry trim
off the slight overlap at the chine.

It is at this stage that the canoe may be
removed from the building form Fig. 21
and then the overlap of the top sides at
the sheer may be removed.

Fig. 23. - Deck
beams in position.

The Cockpit
Two deck beams are required to form the

fore and aft ends of the cockpit. The top
curve of these pieces should blend in with
that of the smaller frames as shown in
Fig. 22.

Mark out the positions of the two side
members of the cockpit on the deck beams
and with a straight -edge joining them mark
the position on the centre frame.

Saw out the unwanted piece of the main
deck member, screw the deck beam to it
and screw the two ends of the beam to the
sheer strips (see Fig. 23).

Now saw out the unwanted part of the
centre frame and screw in place the two
strips for the sides of the cockpit.

Fitting the Decks
Before fitting the decks, the fore and aft

buoyancy compartments must be given two
or three coats of aluminium priming paint.

A Single-seater
Kayak

The decks are made from the pieces of
plywood remaining from the sheets used
for the top and bottom sides. Prepare
paper patterns as
before. It may be
necessary to fair off
the main deck beam
and the sheer strips
so that the decks will
fit smoothly on these
members.

Glue and nail the
deck pieces in place
and remember toget a goodwatertight
joint across the top
of the fore and aft
frames.

Mein member

Fitting the
Rubbing Strips
and Keel

Invert the kayak and
plane along the joint of
the two bottom side

By F. Hook
No. 3.-Full Details for
Completing the Boat

panels to accommodate the Bin. half -round
keel strip (Fig. 19, May issue). This
strip runs the whole length of the boat
but it is easier to apply in two pieces
with a joint in the middle. To bend this
moulding round the stem and stern it is
necessary to place the ends of the moulding
in boiling water for a short time and then
temporarily hold in place with one or two
screws until the wood is dry.

When the strips have dried out they
may be removed and will keep the curve.
Under the strips should be placed a thin
layer of Seelastic or othe: similar type
jointing compound. The keel strip is then
screwed back into place. Clean off any
Seelastic which may be exuded. By using
this method of fixing the keel strip it will

Deck beam at fpre
and eft ends of c  ckpit

Fig. 22.-Shape
of the deck beams.

be an easy matter to replace it from time
to time as it wears.

The strips at the chine and sheer will be
unlikely to get a great deal of wear and
so may be glued and nailed into place.
Be particularly careful when fixing the
chine strip, that, whilst covering the joint

Fig. 21.-The kayak removed from the building form.
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Yacht enamels are, of course,
the ideal finish but good
results can be obtained with
any of the enamels advertised
as being resistant to heat and
water.

When 'painting is com-
pleted four grab handles may
be fitted at the sheer, each
being screwed astride the fore
and aft frames. These handles
are useful for portages and
for roping the canoe to the
car top.

Two seat cross bearers resting
on Keelson and chine strips

Fig. 24.-Dimensions of the seat.

Slots for
pivot pin

Strip for backrest
adjustment screwed
to side of cockpit

Backrest loth

the.
Notch for

backrest lath

Fig. 25.-Details of the
back -rest.

of the pieces of plywood an even smooth
curve up towards the bow and stern is
obtained. Chamfer off the ends of these
strips where they reach the keel strip at
bow and stern.

If required, a coaming may now be fitted
to the kayak. Such a fitment is not shown
in Fig. I (last month's issue). However,
if the canoe is to be used on the sea, the -
addition of a coaming would be most
desirable.

Finishing
The kayak is now ready for painting.

First of all the surfaces should be well
prepared with various grades of glasspaper.
Any slightly protruding heads of nails must
be hammered home flush. All holes should
be filled with plastic wood.

First of all apply a primer. Two thin
coats of priming are better than one thick
one. Next apply the undercoat. Finally,
apply the finishing coat. Between each
coat of paint the surfaces should be lightly
rubbed down with No. a glasspaper.

Seat and Back -rest
A seat is made of strips

secured to two cross -pieces

G Cramp

rwo pieces %B plywood
tor peddk blades
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aid to comfort and should be fixed in place
by gluing or other means to prevent move-
ment during use.

The backrest is made from two pieces
of plywood secured to a cross -piece am. in
dia. (see Fig. 25). This has two metal pegs
on the ends which rest in slots on two short
members screwed to the side of the cockpit.
The movement thus provided will accomo-
date the backrest to the back of the crew.
The two vertical pieces may be padded so
as to give greater comfort.

The Paddles
The paddles should be strong yet as

light as possible. As the overall length is
8ft. it is convenient to make the handle
in two parts with a centre joint like that
of tent poles. Professionally made paddles
have a spring pin at this joint so that the
two parts of the handle will not separate
when in use.

The blades Of the paddle are built up
from two pieces of kin, resin -bonded ply-

wood glued and cramped up as
shown in Fig. 26.

'3/4 The finished paddle can be
painted or varnished. Two drip
rings are required half way up

\..,S ---re e

Overel/ length 5=0'

which rest on the chine strips and the keel-
son. Fig. 2.4. These cross -pieces are slightly
curved to give more comfort. A suitably
sized sorbo-type cushion would be a great

Fig. 26.-Building up the paddles
and attaching the handle and

drip ring.

the handles of the paddle so that
water will not run up the arms
of the user. These rings may
be made from some pieces of

rubber sheeting such as is used for soling
shoes. The rings should be about 2-lin. out-
side diameter and should be a tight fit on
the handles.

Metallised Paper
AN American firm has developed a new

metallised paper for bottle labels and
carton overwraps. The paper is processed
in vacuum chambers where pure aluminium
is deposited on it. The finished product
looks like aluminium foil, and is easily
printed on.

Underground Listening Equipment
THIS equipment has been developed

specially for use in searching for trapped
miners. No special equipment needs to be
carried by the men. They merely strike the
walls, roof or floor of the space in which
they are trapped and the rescue teams will
pick up the sound by means of sensitive
electronic detectors. These use a geophone
(a special form of transducer) spaced some
distance from an amplifier using modern
low -noise valves and a special switched input
circuit. Clear signals have been obtained
over a distance of more than a quarter of a
mile, in spite of earth noise from machinery.

Rubber Mr Bags For Bunkers
AGERMAN firm has recently discovered

a new way for emptying bunkers. In
the past manually or mechanically operated

pokers were used to detach the mass from
the walls. Unsatisfactory results and even
serious accidents often occurred. Now
rubber air bags are mounted on the internal
walls of the bunker or are countersunk into
the structure. The air bag consists of an
iron base and a soft rubber diaphragm.
When inflated the force exerted by a bunker
air bag of the standard size is about 32 tons
and is sufficient to detach the charge from
the sides of the bunker, even in cases where
the mass is relatively sticky and adheres
strongly to the walls. The number of air
bags required depends on the size and type
of bunker. It is impossible to burst a bunker
air bag because a safety valve opens auto-
matically as soon as the permissible volume
of air has entered the bag.
Weather Rocket

0 enable more accurate weather forecasts
it may be possible sometime in the

future to use an inexpensive rocket made of
plastic to be fired daily by meteorologists.
The successful firing of the American
ARCAS rocket-All-purpose Rocket for
Collecting Atmospheric Soundings-has
paved the way for these future weather
rockets. The rocket would only need a two -
man crew to launch it and would run on
solid fuel.

Image Converter
ASIMPLE device that photographs stars

electronically has recently been used
successfully on telescopes in America. The
Carnegie Institution in Washington is test-
ing an improved version of this device which
will be used soon on an expermental basis

for making stellar and planetary photo-
graphs. Called an image converter the
device is also being tested for photographing
the path of high energy nuclear particles
passing through a scintillation counter. The
device is a 6in. long tube, attached to the
eyepiece of the telescope, that receives the
starlight at one end. Internally the light is
intensified by electronic means and then
shown at the other end where it is photo-
graphed. The image converter has been
used on a 4oin. reflector and 24in. refractor.
An exposure time of only two minutes per-
mitted photography, of stars of the i8th
magnitude on the 4oin. reflector. The same
region photographed directly showed stars of
only 16.5 magnitudes.

Thames Navigation Service
ANEW service consisting of a vompre-

hensive radio -telephone system extend-
ing from London Bridge to the outer limits
of the port beyond the Nore, is being opened
by the Port of London Authority. Called
the Thames Navigation Service, its purpose
is to provide ships with information on
berthing and all necessary complementary
navigational data such as state of tide, posi-
tion of wrecks and weather conditions, etc.,
thus assisting ships. Pye V.H.F. frequency -
modulated radio -telephones are used through-
out the entire scheme. Ships entering the
Port of London and requiring information
from the Navigation Service will call initially
on Channel 16 (156.8 Mc/s). The opera-
tions room will then switch to the relevant
two-way information channel on which ship
and shore can converse.
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A Sperry Gyro
Compass. Photo-
Sperry Gyroscope

Co., Ltd.

THE gyro compass is an instrument that
will point to the true north pole, its
operation is mechanical and so it does

not depend at all on the earth's magnetic
field. It depends solely on the properties
of the gyroscope to give it its "North seek-
ing" properties, and as a result it is very
accurate.

The Gyroscope
To understand the operation of a gyro

compass, the working of a toy gyroscope must
be studied (see Fig. t).

Suppose the toy gyroscope to be spinning.
It remains pointing in the same direction,
even though the baseplate be moved in all
directions. It does not matter if the baseplate
is twisted or turned or indeed the gyroscope
moved sideways, as long as the flywheel
continues to spin, the axle will still point
in the same direction. Thus it is learnt that
-unless the direction of a gyroscope is
forcibly changed it will continue to point in
the same direction.

Effect of a Weight
Assume that the gyroscope is spinning

again, but this time a small weight has
been hung on it as shown in Fig. 2. A
surprising thing now happens; instead of
the gyroscope tilting, as might well he
expected, it starts to turn about its vertical
axis in the direction shown. This turning

Sperry
Gyro Compass
(top of page)

KEY
I. Lubber ring.

2. Lubber line ad-
justing plate.

3. Compass card.
4. Outer member.
S. Follow-up trans-

former and
armature.

6 Azimuth motor.
7. C o m p e nsator

weights and
frame.

8 Control element.
9. Rotor assembly.

ID. Rotor case lock.
I I. Vertical ring

lock.12 Phantom
element.

is known as " pre-
cession " and is
the second impor-
tant property of
the gyroscope. It
can therefore be
staled that - a
gyroscope is caused
to precess if an
upsetting force acts
on its axis, the
direction of pre-
cession depending
on the direction of
rotation of the fly-
wheel.

How
vvircarl-r .4s
Our Largest Ships Depend on the

Accuracy of This Instru_nent
By R. N. HADDEN

The Gyro Compass
So it is now known how a gyroscope

will react in any given circumstance,and
this gives the background to understand the
working of the gyro compass. The first
person to think of using a gyroscope instead
of a compass tried to set a motor -driven
gyroscope pointing north and south. As
has been seen, this should have retained
its direction always, thus enabling it to
be used as a compass. Unio.tunately,
although this idea is sound in theory it
did not work in practice. This was because
it was impossible to have the gyroscope
so perfectly balanced that pl-e'.essori did
not occur. Even an extra d op of oil on

PIG 3

Fig. 1.-The gyroscope. Fig. 2.-A weight attached. Fig. 3.-The gyroscope turning
bodily in a vertical plane.

One Other Property
There is one other property of the gyro-

scope which ought to be known and whicn
can easily be found from the model. This
property is that if the gyroscope is turned
forcibly about the vertical axis, the flywheel
and axle will rotate bodily within their
housing, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus-a
gyroscope will turn bodily on a horizontal
axis if it is forcibly caused to rotate about a
vertical axis.

one bearing caused the gyroscope to precess
considerably during one day. For this
reason the idea was discarded as useless.

It was obvious that if a gyroscope was to
be used at all for a compass something had
to be done to make it "north seeking."
This was, in fact, done by a very ingenious
means, and the principles shown with the
toy gyroscope can be applied.

Suppose that an ideal frictionless, per-
fectly balanced gyroscope is at the equator,
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4.-Gyroscope at the equator directed
east and west and the earth rotating.

and that it is set pointing east and west,
as shown in Fig. 4. As the earth revolves
the gyroscope continues to point in the
same direction. To a man standing on
the earth, the gyroscope seems to rotate
slowly once every day, so that 24 hours
after it was started it is again in the same
position from which it started.

So far not much has been done to riake
the gyroscope north seeking, but now hang
a weight under the gyroscope, as shown in
Fig. 5. As the earth rotates the gyroscope
axle wants to continue to point in the
same direction, but it cannot do this as the
weight causes an upsetting force to act
in it. The more the earth rotates, the
greater, is the upsetting force; this is shown
in Fig. 6. It can be seen from the second
experiment that this upsetting force must
cause the gyroscope to precess. In fact, the
gyroscope continues to precess until its
axis is pointing north and south, in which
position it is again stable. The sequence
of events is shown at (a), (b), (c) and (d) in
Fig. 6. Thus, by hanging a weight under

IP"'"
'11)1111

Z./ /;''',/4 SUR FACE
/ /W7//7 OF EARTH '>i' '''////j % - -  -
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course error, and amounts to about 2 deg.
in a ship steaming at 20 knots in British
latitudes. To overcome this difficulty many
modern gyro compasses have their lubber "
mark, which is the mark from which the
bearing is read, moved by a servo motor
toy correspond with the ship's course and
speed.

An Actual Instrument
So far only a theoretical compass has

been considered, but how are they made

Fig. 5.-Adding a weight

Fig. 6.-The gyroscope is made north seeking.

a gyroscope it has been made north seek-
ing, and the only place it can come to
rest is when its axis is pointing north and
south.

A Difficulty
Although in the case described the gyro-

scope is at the equator, it will work equally
well when it is at any other point of the
earth's surface. However, there is a slight
difficulty when using a gyro compass on a
ship that is steaming either north or south.
Fig. 7 shows the position. The gyroscope
wants to keep its axle pointing in the
same direction as before, but due to the fact
that it is going, say, north, the weight will
soon start to. cause an unbalanced force.
This causes a slight amount of precession,
and thus a slight deviation from the true
north -south line. This deviation depends
on the speed of the ship and on the latitude,
but is not affected by the make of the
Compass. It is known as the speed and

N

Fig. 7. Difficulty
encountered when
steaming north and

south.

S
in practice ? Look at a typical compass,
he Brown compass, sketched in Fig. 8.
[he gyroscope itself and driving motor are
contained in the casing (c) which is held
in gimbals. On either side of the case
here are respectively the working bottles
B) and the damping bottles (b). The tops
of both sets of bottles are connected to air
chests (k) and (k'), both of Which are
directly over vertical air jets (j).

Suppose now that the compass is not
pointing north and south; to a man stand-
ing on the earth the gyro casing must
start to tip. As the casing tips it causes
the air chests (k) and (k') to move relative
to the air jets. This causes air to be blown
into the lower bottle, in the case of the
working bottles, and into the upper bottle
in the case of the damping bottles. The
air -forces the liquid, which is usually
kerosene, out of the bottle in question and
into the other bottle. These two movements
of ke,osene on opposite sides of the gyro
easing- would cancel each other out, were
it not for the restriction fitted in the damp-
ing bottles. The effect of this is to make
the movement of kerosene much slower in
the damping bottles, and so it does not
cancel out the movement in the working
bottles. The result is a gradually reducing
unbalanced force is applied to the gyro-
scope.

Due to the unbalanced force the gyro-
scope starts to precess. However, as a
result of the damping, bottles applying a
force in the opposite direction, which is
gradually cancelling the unbalanced force,
the gyroscope does not swing past the
north -south line as it would do other-
wise. As a result it comes to rest in the
north -south line about one hour after
starting. The rate of damping can be
adjusted by altering the restriction in the
damping bottles.

Fig. 8.-Details of the Brown compass.
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Part 2.-Concluding Details of Construction
CONSTRUCTION of the simple tube is

shown in Fig. to. In the case of the
circular tube the writer favours a

square end. In Fig. 12 the most simple
fixing for the mirror cell is shown. In
Figs TO and 11, there is set out a refined
fixing, which allows the mirror to be
" squared on " when the operator's eye is
at the eye tube. Both these arrangements
once set and locked will give absolute
satisfaction.

Consider the simple fixing of Fig. 52
first. Four simple bolts of not less than

B.S.F. are fixed to the tube end. These
bolts co-operate with the straps which
carry the mirror cell. By adjusting the
nuts and the lockouts the mirror and the
mirror cell can readily be tilted to bring
the optical axis into the correct position.

The refined fixing in Figs. to and
allows the observer to adjust the mirror
while he has his eye at the eye tube of

Tapped
holes

Block cut away
to take metal

plate

rube wail

ore of blocks //
to support tube

Tapped
holes

Wood
blocks

Meta/
,o/ates M

Strap of
mirror

Fig. to.-Details of simple tube constmction
using cardboard cylinder.

By

F W

COUSINS

Position of Eye Tube on Main Tube
When the mirror cell is located it is pos-

sible to consider the cutting of the eye
tube aperture. This must be done with
some care. First examine the back of the
mirror; it will be marked with a diamond
giving the signature of the maker and its
focal length. It is not always possible to
have a mirror figured at exactly 18, so
check the exact focal length of the mirror
to be used.

In the writer's view (some will disagree)
it is sufficient to bring the focal point
outside the outer wall of the telescope tube
(see Fig. 13). If the radius (or half the

Tube
Square wall

wood tube
Block (4 1

Clearance so that
bolt can rotate

Prime

.1\ \
Mirror cell strata N.

Flat

Fig. t 1 (Above).-
A refined mirror ad-

justment system.

Fig. 13 (Right).-
Geometry of mirrors
of Newtonian focus.

focus

Nuts

Tube wall

the main tube. When the
optical setting instructions are
read it will be seen that this
refinement is indeed worth
while.

The straps of the mirror cell
are seen to be carried by screwed
rods which screw into the flat
screwed members firmly fixed to
the tube end. The screwed rods,
with their knurled heads, are
long enough to reach easily to
the operator's hand when his eye
is at the eye tube. Once the
mirror is satisfactorily aligned the
locknuts are tightened.

Cheese head bolt (41

Block

40.01,444 05. 

tube wall

Mirror cell strap

Fig. The
simplest type of
mirror adjustment

system.

\

Flat

Fig. 14.-Find.
ing eye tube position oq

tube.
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41e. Focal length of mirror

minus 5"
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Fig. 15.-Position of eye tube for round tube.

1

P4. L

Focal length of mirror
minus 6j

Wan 4-614.-0

Fig. i6.-Position of eye tube for square rube.

--

....... . ...

3"-
.i4stronomical l'Or less

thread Tubes to be
1%.;dia.16TP/ sliding fit To recess in AI.

tube wan f:
Fig. 17.-Eyepiece draw tube assembly.

side of the square for a square tube) is Her"°aon Ive;re;ccf.cr use
added to this dimension it will give
the amount by which the cone of rays is to
he truncated and the point at which the
fl b laced to

3 holes for
wood screws
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aperture from the top surface of the mirror.
For those who are interested in the field

of view available the calculations are set
out separately on page 397. Those using
either a square section tube or circular tube
having a half width (radius) lying between
the limits of 4iin. and 3.1tin. with the r.3in.
flat recommended will obtain satisfactory
conditions.

Two examples-one for a 61in. (outside)
diameter tube (Fig. r5) and 9in. (outside)
square section tube, Fig. x6, are given
below.

Assume the focal length of the mirror to
be 48in.

For the circular tube the eyepiece mount
will be (48in.-5in.) from the top of the
mirror surface.

For the square tube the eyepiece mount
will be (48in.-Nin.) from the top of the
mirror surface.

Wheels Universal joint

Wheels always normal
to ground surface

Wheels

interceptat or prism is to e p
the rays (see Fig. 54). Deduct this distance
from the focal length of the mirror to obtain
the dimension of the centre of the eye

Fig. t9.-The Appleton altitude'
control.

C

AZIMUTH

It will be readily seen
that the mirror cell should
be fixed and satisfactorily
placed to allow for some
adjustment before the eye-
piece aperture is cut in the
tube wall.

The Eyepiece
Tube Assembly
From Fig. I

(May issue) it can
be readily seen that
the eyepiece fits
into an adaptor
tube which in turn
slides in a flanged
member screwed
to the wall of the
main tube.

With the image
brought to a focus
only I lin. outside
the tube wall the
flanged member
must be kept very
short. The details
of a suitable eye-
piece assembly are
shown in Fig. 57.
The entire fitting is
much restricted by
the dimensions
of the standard
Royal Astronomical

Pelt
/fining

tee

Corner gussets

Plate at one side only
for eyepiece

--LTube boxed in*lik about mirror
tAltitude

Fig. 20.-.4NT -41
superior rube

6
constructed
from alloy angle.

Thread,
which is to
be found on
most eye-
pieces. The sizes are given in Fig. 17.

6.-The Sellers Altazimuth Mounting
This mounting is one of the few

which is simple yet rigid. The mount-
ing is portable and comprises a dipod

Dipod

Fig. 18 (Above).-A perspective
view of the Sellers
dipod mounting.

Polygonal wood block
of good thickness

Fi-ame

Felt lining

Fig 22.-Trunnion and
bearing details.
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N.B. o=
Angle o

Latitude.

Frame

Fig. 21. -General arrange-
ment of a superior. equa-

s tonal cradle mounting.

having extendible legs fitted near to the eye
end of the tube; a long pitched adjusting
screw for slow motion in altitude and
supports for the tube terminating at the
mirror end with wheels for motion in
azimuth. The general construction is
shown in Fig. 18.

An improvement to the Sellers Mounting
was proposed by A. K. Appleton. He pro-
vides an altitude control of a novel
construction in which a straight tube is
moved by the friction -wheel principle. The
main tube A (Fig. 19) of Sin. dia. is
arranged to co-operate with an opposed -done -
wheel B, and two running wheels, C and D.
The running wheels are on eccentric spindles
so that the centres of wheels C and D can
be moved towards or away from the centre
of the opposed -cone -wheel B. The Appleton
altitude control is shown with the most
important sizes in Fig. 19.

Adjustable wheels are an advantage for the
azimuth movement and this refinement is
set out in Fig. 18.

The eyepiece of the tube should he placed
as shown in Fig. 18. It is easier to push the
mirror end from you than pull the eye end

toward you to counteract , the
earth's rotation. The wheels
can be placed on a simple
sheet of rough surfaced hard-
board if the mounting is to be
used on a damp lawn or
garden.

7. Superior Tube from Angle
This can be

made -from hard -
rolled light alloy
of I1in. X
X ;in. section and
other lighter
sections such tin.

tin. 1/16in.
as braces. The
parts can conveni-

N ently b e held
together by
Parker-Kalon self -
tapping screws.
The basic construc-

tion shown
in Fig. zo
may be
followed.
(Concludd on

Pvge 417-)

Fig. 23. -A
slider balance

weight.

N.B.--A door is re-
quired at "A" when
this tube is used with

either mounting.

Appendix :
Available Field of Full Illumination

gin. square
tube of tin.

wall.
Focal length of
mirror 48in.

The proportion which y bears to x gives
the proportion of the diameter of the mirror
which the minor axis of the flat mirror must
be in order to contain the rays from a point.
But for anything wider than this one has in
effect to deal with two cones more or less
divergent. It is the outside of these cones
which must be included in the minor axis

Rod

Brass
segment

Worm

Locking screw,
to c/amp
turntable to
trunnion

Locking
screw

Weight

lop of moon

Bottom of moon

of the flat mirror if full illumination is to be
secured.

In this case, let y -48in.
x =6.25in.
6.25 I
48 - 7.68.

To contain the rays from a point the
minor axis of the flat mirror must be the
diameter of the main mirror divided by 7.68.

6in.

Hand contra/

Fig. 25 (Rig it). -
Two types of -inipic

finder.

7.68
With the flat mirror's minor axis decided

at r.3in. we have
(1.3-0.781) for illumination of the field,
viz., 0.519in. .

Now this 0.519in. is (48in.-6.25in.) from
the main mirror, that is 41.75in.

We know from radian measure that
tin. at 57.3in. gives 6o minutes of arc (1').
o.519in. at 57.3 gives 6o x 0.519 minutes of arc.
0.519in. at 41.75in. gives

(60;:0.519;57.3)
41.75

minutes of arc.

This works out to 42.
A very reasonable though
taking in the whole moon
good bit td spare.

Six inch circular
tube with tin. wall
(Focal length mirror
4810.).

y=48in.
x= 5in.
5 I

48 9.6

Brass
segment -

10" turntable

Fig. 24. - Hand
control for
moving the cradle
in a direction
counter to the
earth's rotation.

7 minutes of arc.
not excessive field

or 3o') with a

To contain the rays from a point minor
axis of flat mirror must be diameter of main
mirror divided by 9.6

6in. o.625in.
9.6

Flat chosen at 1.3 illumination of field is
(1.3 -o.625)=-o.675in.

This o.675in. is (48in. 5in` from main
mirror, that is 43in.
tin. at 57.3in. gives Eo rnnufes of arc.
o.675in. at 57.3in. gives 6o .675 minutes of arc.

,
43

o.675in. at 43in. gives 6o 0.675 - minutes57.3

of arc.
This works out to approximately 54 minutes

of arc -a very good field.
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How Make
Recorders
Part 5 Deals with Descant,
Treble and Tenor Versions

of the Instrument

THE simple type of pipe made from
bamboo tubing which has already
been desc7ibed in our January issue

has certain limitations in range. Never-
theless there is an extensive range of
musical publications for these instruments.
The reader may now like to make an
instrument of the recorder type which has
a greater range and with which an even
greater field of musical arrangements is

opened up.
In the days of Shakespeare the recorder

was a very popular instrument and many

Fig. a.-Making the
recorder mouthpiece.

3/6"

A 3116

Fig. r. Descant, treble and tenor recorders.

piece removed from the end of the tube
extends in down from the end of the
tube (Fig. 2). The opening for the wind -
way is centred 13/16in. from the end of
the tube, and is drilled and filed to be
rectangular in shape-kin. across the width
of the tube and 3/x6in. down the tube
(Fig. 2). A shallow windway is filed on
the inside of the tube leading to this

opening. Trim up
the corners of the
windway with a
sharp ;in. chisel.

The slope below
t h e rectangular
opening is kin. in
length and in two
stages. Work the
complete slope at
first leaving- a blunt
top about half the
thickness of the

3/8"
346,

// 0// I/P/I//.4

Fig. 3.-Details and fitting of the mouth-
piece plug and adjuster.

families had consorts of recorders used for
community playing in the home.

The note of the recorder is produced in
the same way as the bamboo pipe, but
the extended range of the instrument is
produced by the use of a tapered bore. With-
out the use of a lathe it will be difficult to
make an exact replica of the original recorder.
Therefore a design is given for making
these instruments in a simplified way by
using parallel bore tubes of ebonite and
inserting certain restrictions in the bore
which will give the extended range and
fingering of the original recorder. Thus,
only the simple tools already described will
still be necessary.

The fundamental notes of the three
recorders to be described are different from
those of the bamboo pipes. The descant
recorder is tuned to C, a tone below the
fundamental of the treble bamboo pipe.
The treble recorder has the fundamental
of F, in interval of a fifth below the
descant instrument. The tenor recorder is
an octave below the descant instrument.
These are all shown in Fig. a.

The Descant Recorder
The material needed for this instrument

is a nin, length of ebonite tubing with a
bore of kin, and wall thickness of Ain.
Although ebonite is specified there is no
doubt a number of more modern types of
plastic tube which would do quite as well
provided they have the dimensions stated. A
piece of kin. diameter rod is necessary to
form the plug at the end of the mouth-
piece.

The mouthpiece is made in a similar way
to that described for the bamboo treble
pipe. Dimensions only are different. The

The
adjuster

Thumb hole
on back

SL

bore. Then for a
distance down of
x / i6in. bring the
top edge to a sharp
edge (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 (Left).-
Finger hole distances
for the descant

recorder.

0

 

O

0

On the plug file a fiat," gin. wide at
the end leading to ;in. wide at the inside
end. Trim off the surplus material so that
the instrument is comfortable between the
lips (Fig. 3).

In order to produce a wider range of
notes on this instrument a small adjuster is
placed inside the bore at a distance of 2in.
from the extreme top end of the recorder.
This is made from a piece of the ebonite rod
and is kin. in thickness. A V -piece is sawn
from the adjuster as shown in Fig. 3,
which gives the measurements of the
segment required. This segment is pushed
into the bore of the iroar7ment with the V
towards the windway. For the time being
the adjuster is 2in. from the end of the
instrument but it may subsequently have
to be slightly moved up or down the tube
from this position. Replace the plug and
the instrument is ready for tuning.

Tuning the Instrument
Test the note produced by the recorder

and by removing small pieces from the
lower end of the tube raise the pitch so
that the fundamental note is C.

Positions of the holes are shown in
Fig. 4.

The first hole, covered by the little finger
of the right hand when playing the instru-
ment, is placed fin. off centre of the
remaining six finger holes above. This is
to accommodate the shorter length of the

0

O

O

0

0

0

0

O

0

O

0

0

O

O

0

0

0

O

0

0

O

0

0

0

O

o.

O

0

0

Thumb
hole

0

0

0

04
 Closed hole 0 Open hole 0 Half c osed note

Fig. 5.-Fingering of the descant recorder scale.

The end of the instrument is plugged
with a piece of ebonite rod. Some care is
needed in fitting this plug to prevent
cracking the tubing. Gradually reduce the
diameter with a fine file and emery cloth
so that the plug will go into place with light
pressure only. It should reach to the top
of the rectangular opening.

Little
finger
hole

little finger. The hole is centred skin, from
the bottom of the tube. Drill it 3/x6in. in
diameter and gradually enlarge it to produce
the note D. It will be found that the
sharp pocket knife will cut the ebonite quite
well. Alternatively a suitably tapered
reamer or tang of a file could be used.

The second hole, now in line with the
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Lower adjuster
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83/8"Top adjuster

Fig. 6.-Details of the
adjusters and their
positions in the treble'

recorder.recorder.

windway opening, is centred 3 3/16in.
from the base of the instrument. Drill
it 3/16in. dia. and open out gradually to
produce the note E.

The next hole is that to produce F and
is centred 4 3/thin. from the end of the
tube. This hole is tuned to F natural with
the first two holes covered. With these
uncovered the note will be F sharp.

The G hole is drilled 4 13/16in. from the
bottom end of the tube. Proceed care-
fully with the tuning of this hole as it will
be a little smaller than the preceding holes.
This completes the holes covered by the
right hand and attention should now be
given to the holes for the left hand.

The next hole is 5 1 t/t6in. from the
base and tuned to A. It is followed by the
B hole which is 6 -'in. from the end. Drill
all these holes with r. 3/16in. drill and open
carefully so as not to make them sharp.

The front top hole is 7gin. up from the
base and is tuned to C sharp-with the
next hole below covered it will be C
natural. Test for both notes carefully.

Finally, at the back of the instrument is
the thumb hole, 7A -in. from the base of
the recorder. This is tuned to D with the
second from the top front hole covered.
Refer to the chart in Fig. 5, which shows
the fingering for the various notes of the
scale with recorder fingering.

1Thu rob
hole on

back

I03/4"

Fig. 7 (Left).-Finger hole
distances for the treble

recorder.

Fig. 8.-Upper adjuster
for tenor recorder.

/0d4"

C an octave above will be produced. Blow
still harder when the note will spring up to
upper G. It is these two
upper octave holes that must
be- listened to with care to
see if they are in fact true
octaves. This can be done
by ear or compared with the
piano or other tuning instru-
ment.

Should these upper holes
be a little sharp then the
adjuster must be pushed very
slightly down the inside of
the bore. Move but a
fraction of an inch at a time
and test again and again
until the .true octaves are
produced.

Fig. to
(Right).-
Position of
finger holes
and ad-
justers f or
the tenor

recorder.

Fig. 9.-Lower adjuster
.for tenor recorder.

Now comes the final positioning of the
small adjuster placed inside the instrument
so that notes in the upper octave of the
instrument are produced accurately.

Close all finger holes so that the lower C
note is produced. Blow a little harder and

//

Thumb hole
on back

Upper
adjuster

/5"

Lower
adjuster

64"
5 Y8
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produced by this method when playing the
instrument but is played by uncovering the
lower four holes and thumbing or nailing
the thumb hole and blowing slightly harder.
It is perhaps outside the scope of these
articles to give full details of playing the
instrument and the reader is asked to refer
to one of the many tutors available from
music publishers concerned with the playing
of recorders. It is sufficient to say here that
notes in the upper octave are produced by
sliding the left thumb at about right angles
to the instrument so that the edge of the
nail is across the diameter of the hole, thus
partially uncovering the hole. Then by
using the fingering for the Icaver notes and
slightly blowing harder the rote will silting
up the octave.

73/4'

61a

On the other hand if the octave notes are
flat then the adjuster must be moved nearer
towards the mouthpiece.

It should, of course, be noted that the
upper G referred to as the second harmonic
of the fundamental note is not generally

Fig. 11.-A player with the treble recorder.

The Treble Recorder
The treble instrument is the next to. be

made in the consort of recorders. The
ebonite tube for this is of in. bore and (in.
walls. A piece 18in. in length is required
and a piece of rod lin. dia. to fit the mouth-
piece end.

Saw out the segment from the end of the
tube in the usual way 'gin. down from the
end of the tube.

The wind opening is t t/t6in. from the
end and is drilled and opened out to 5/16in.
width and 3/16in. depth. The shallow wind
way is filed and chiselled out an the inside.
of the bore, about 1 /3zin. deep. The slope
to the lower edge of the opening is made in
two stages as before-Alin. long with a blunt
edge at the top. Then sharpen the top edge
extending down the primary slope I /16in.
Fit the mouthpiece plug carefully so as not
to split the tube.

For this instrument two small adjusters
arc required (refer to Fig. 6). The one
pushed in 88in. from the top end takes the
same shape as that used for the descant
instrument (Fig, 6). The lower one which
is pushed up 4 -1 -in. from the base is a com-
plete circular piece thick whiCh has a
rectangular opening drilled and filed out as
shown in Fig. 6. This lower adjuster is
used to bring the position of the first finger
hole higher up the tube so that it can be
covered comfortably by the little finger.

First, then, make the two adjusters and
push them carefully into place with a piece
of in. dowel rod (Fig. 6).

Proceed then to tune the fundamental note
to F. Take care as usual not to get the
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note sharp. When the correct note has
been attained, test the position of the lower
adjuster. It should now be approximately
3:; in. from the lower end.

The position of the finger holes is given
in Fig. 7. The first finger hole is drilled
3/16in. dia., but is fin. off centre of the
wind -way opening for ease of covering with
the little finger of the right hand. It is
centred 3in. from the base of the recorder.
Open it gradually to be tuned to G.

The second, third and fourth holes are
positioned at 41in., 5 7/16in. and 6fin. res-
pectively from the base of the tube. The
third hole may be rather larger than the
whets. The second hole is tuned to A and
the faird to B flat with the lower two holes
covered, or B natural when uncovered. The
fourth hole is tuned to C.

The top three finger holes are centred
8lin., 9fin. and tofin. from the base. The
fifth hole is tuned to D and the sixth to E.
The tope hole is tuned to F with the hole
second from the top covered.

Finally, the thumb hole at the back is
tolin. from the base. This hole is tuned
to upper G with the hole second from the
top covered.

When all the finger holes are completed,
attention can now be given to the corrigp.
of the notes of the upper octave by'llitlit
movements of the adjuster in the same way
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as described for the descant recorder.

The Tenor Recorder
For the tenor recorder a piece of ebonite

tubing. 24in. long and with tin. bore and
in. thickness walls is required together with
a piece of tin. dia. ebonite rod for the mouth-
piece plug and the adjusters.

The mouthpiece is constructed in the
usual way except that the piece to be
removed is sawn away gin. from the end of
the tube. The opening is centred 'fin.
from the end of the tube and is filed
out to be 7/16in. and 3/16in. deep. File
out and finish with a chisel the shallow wind -
way leading to the opening. The slope to
the lower edge of the opening extends down
for sin. with the blunt top, which is after-
wards sharpened, extending down t/i6in.
Fit the end plug carefully, making a flat
at the end sin. wide and narrowing down
to the width of the opening. Trim off the
surplus part of the plug and smooth off with
file and emery cloth.

Two adjusters are needed as for the tenor
recorder. They are shown in Figs. 8 and
9. The lower one is pushed up the tube
Nin. and the upper one is pushed down the
tube ttin. from the extreme end.

With the adjusters in place the tuning of
the instrument may be proceeded with. This
tuning is precisely an octave below that of
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the descant recorder, therefore, proceed to
tune the fundamental note to. C, which will
be equivalent to the middle C of the piano
keyboard.

The first finger -hole is off -set from the
centre line of the other holes by fin. so that
it will fall easily under the little finger. It
is 5/in. from the bottom end of the tube
and is tuned to D (Fig. to).

The next hole is tuned to E and is
6 t i/i6in. from the lower end of the tube.
The F hole is centred 74in. from the base
and enlarged to be in tune with the two
lower holes covered. With the lower holes
exposed it will produce F sharp. The
remaining right-hand hole is 9in. from the
end and is tuned to G. All these holes will
be a little larger than usual, being a trifle
over tin. dia.

The holes for A and B are measured up
and 13fin. from the base. The top

C hole is centred at 14 7/16in. up and
remember to tune it with the hole next
below covered.

Finally; the thumb hole at the rear of the
instrument is Isin. from the base. It is
tuned to upper D with the second down
front hole covered as for the note tcp C.

It now remains to test the harmonics of
the instrument as explained for the other
types of recorder. A completed treble
recorder is shown being played in Fig, t is.

Pan and rift -Read
Use This with Your Studio Camera By R. Lister

THE fully adjustable head shown in
Fig. r is easily trade and will
give perfectly rigid support to

a camera up to quarter -plate size, at
any angle even when fully extended and
out of balance. For vertical work it throws
the camera baseboard well clear of the tripod
legs. It has the added advantage that the
individual movements-up and down, side-
ways and angular set of the camera-can
be adjusted independently and precisely and
once fixed there is no fear of the setting
being disturbed when inserting or removing

**Hole

41"Ho/e

Heed Sili117
after solide
into wing

two shaped pieces which are shown ready to
rivet together. For this job, the projections
whiQW orm the rivets should be softened by
heatinr., and quenching, and when hammered
down the excess length will just about fill
the countersinks of the rivet
holes, leaving a slight hump to
be filed smooth. One of the

in. screws is used for the
pivot, and the other is screwed
into one of the wing nuts,
soldered in position and then
the head sawn off as shown in

Fig. 2. The wing
screw so made is to
attach the camera by
means of its tripod
bush.

VHoles slightly
countersunk
underneath

Fig. 2. ----Full
dimensions of the

parts.

focusing screen and dark slides or manipu-
lating the swing back.

Materials Required
These are as follows: about min, of tin.

X fin. brass strip; two fin. Whitworth brass
round head screws; three lin. Whitworth
brass wing nuts; two fin. brass washers.

Construction
Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of the com-

ponent parts and Fig. 2 gives the dimensions
of each piece. The two movable parts of the
head are identical and each is constructed of

/*Washer4

Whit. round
heed screw/ long

Optional
Modification
Refilence to Fig.

I will show that a
long pivot screw
with a I :in. tubular distance

1-4:vWhingieWePnutth

Fig. 3.-General arrangement details.

Fig. 1.-The
tripod head in

use.

piece has been used to bring the middle
nut into a more convenient position. If the
head is not to be carried about regularly
this is.worth doing, but if weight and com-
pactness are considerations it is not essential
and has therefore not been included in the
drawing.

There may arise one small difficulty. The
standdid ;,din. Whit. centre screw on the
tripod usually projects about 5/16in. above
the top plate and as the strip out of which
the head is made is fin. thick this will
leave 3/16in. of thread for the wing nut.
This is quite enough, but if the screw should
be on the short side it is usually a simple
matter to remove it from the tripod and fit
another fin. longer. When the head is out
of use and detached from the tripod the
bottom wing nut and the top wing screw
will be loose and should be screwed together
through one of the vacant holes to prevent
their being lost.
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tting Photography to Work
Here are Some of the Camera's Tasks

Fig. 1.-A desk
model of a
" Recordak "
microfilmer.
Courtesy of
Kodak Limited.

PHOTOGRAPHY
in its amateur applica-

tion is familiar to everyone, but not
many people realise the thousands of

uses that photography, cine-photography and
television have in the fields of commerce,
industry and science. Just a few of these
applications will be described here.

Photocopying
The advantage of a quick method of

photocopying in an office where a dozen
copies of long and involved schedules are
frequently required is patently obvious.
Modern apparatus provides this quick
method. The process is basically , the
ordinary reflex copying process, photo-
graphic' paper being exposed in contact with
the document to be copied, but the wet
stages of developing and fixing are accom-
plished using a porous block on which the
paper is placed and the solutions squeegeed
on with a sponge. There is also available
a faster process using an " Autopositive -
paper which provides a first time positive
image without the necessity for an inter-
mediate negative. No camera, darkroom or
running water .are used.

When a camera is used and a negative
made, it is possible to vary the size of the
copies required, which is an advantage when
copying intricately detailed drawings. As
many copies of drawings as are required
can be turned out in much less time than
it would take a team of expert tracers to
copy them and this applies equally, of course,
to typists copyin-, documents.

When great masses of past correspondence
have to be kept for a number of years and
referred to from time to time, " microfiling
is the ideal solution. Some 8,5oo letters can
be recorded on iooft: of 16mm. film in
some modern apparatus, while with other
types I,5oo documents can be copied. in an
hour and the same apparatus used later to
project the processed film for reference as
required. Fig, I (right) shows a desk model
of a ." Recordak " microfilmer. Up to 99 per
cent. of filing space can be saved by this
method and there is the additional advantage
that a facsimile copy of the originaI can he
made at any time from the microfilm.

Libraries, too, are using this type of
apparatus and Messrs. Kodak now supply
regularly microfilm copie3 of " The Times "
newspaper to libraries all' over the country.

In the reading room all the
operator has to do is to rotate
a .handle, until the required
page is shown on the screen,
and commence reading.

Instrument Recording
Another example of the

camera being used for recording purposes is
taking a series of photographs of, for
example, dials or gauges, at pre -arranged
intervals. During the last war a great many
cameras were used in this way, thus releasing

manpower for other duties. Where a great
many dials have to be read at once, as when
testing an aircraft, it is often beyond the
powers of the pilot to do this and fly the
plane at the same time, .so the recording
camera takes over. Sometimes after a test
plane has crashed, the recording camera is
the only source of information on the reason
for the crash.

Photo -micrography
In many branches of science and industry

the microscope has become a standard
instrument for investigating the
structure of materials and it is
vitally necessary for the pur-
poses of comparison that records
of these investigations should be
available. This is the job of
the photo-micrographist. This
branch of photography is
widely employed in studying the
structure of metals and identi-
fying the characteristics which
'indicate hardness, strength, etc.
Perhaps the best known branch
of photo -micrography is in the
fields of zoology, botany and
medicine whore slides are pre-
pared with coloured stains to
demonstrate a particular point.
In the hands of the expert the
camera can accentuate colour
differences and increase the
effectiveness of the slide by
photographing it.

Radiography
Mass X-rays and the wide

use to which X-rays are put in
modirn hospitals has familiar-
ised almost everyone with the
principle of radiography, but it
is perhaps less well-known that
radiography using gamma rays
has wide applications in indus-
try. Gamma ray photographs
of metal castings can provide
much information to the manu-
facturers. Imperfections will be
revealed, and if the same

Fig. 2.-A radiograph of a zinc alloy casting. By_ courtesy of Ilford Limited.
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Erg. 3.-The stress analysis of a hammer striking
a nail. By courtesy of Kodak Limited.

imperfections are seen in a number of cast-
ings, they will know the process is at fault.
Fig. 2 shows a typical radiograph of a zinc
alloy casting. The dark mottled patches
show the presence of voids in the metal.
When a regular radiographic check is not
made, the manufacturer often makes his
castings more bulky than is necessary to give
a margin of strength. This extra material
can be saved by radiographic checking. Even

faults are not discovered, radiography
enables the manufacturer to give a really
comprehensive guarantee to purchasers.

Stress Analysis
Machine parts which operate under load

are invariably subject to stress. To check
that the strain in operation on various com-
ponents is not too great they are subjected
to photo -elastic stress analysis. This entails
the production of a scale model in trans-
parent plastic, which, while under load, is
observed in polarised light and photographed.
Fig. 3 shows the stress analysis of a hammer
striking a nail. The results obtained can be
applied to the actual object which it is
desired to test and the method can be used
for any object of metal, concrete or other
homogeneous material.

Metal Analysis by Spectography
The original use of spectography was to

determine the composition of stars and was
used by astronomers. The principle is that
characteristic line spectra are given out when
elements are heated. When elements are
mixed, the line spectrum given out is com-
plex and comprises characteristic lines of each
element of the mixture. The lines resulting
from metals can all be recorded by photo-
graphy. Only a small amount of metal needs
to be used and spectography has the advan-
tages over chemical analysis that it is several
times cheaper, very much quicker and yields
a permanent photographic record.

High Speed Photography
This is the method of filming a very

high-speed action which is too fast for the
eye to see and then slowing the film down
on projection so that it can be seen in slow
motion. The speed in the camera varies
between 1,000 and 16,00o frames per second
and when these are projected at the standard
speed of 16 frames per second the action is
speeded up between 6o and r,000 times.

A special film camera is used for this
work. An Eastman high-speed camera is
shown in Fig. 4. The normal tine camera
carries the film across the front of the lens in
jerks so that each exposure is made when the
film is stationary. In the high-speed camera
the film is carried through the gate con-
tinuously and the exposures are made by
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means of reflection on the sides of a prism
which is rotated between the gate and the
lens. The rotation of the prism faces is
synchronised with the movement of the film
so that the image is not blurred. By this
means, using an 8 -sided prism, 16,000 pic-
tures per second can be achieved.

There are many uses for this type of film-
ing. Fast automatic machinery may carry
out, say, 500 operations per second, but
when this speed is exceeded may fail. High-
speed photography can show why the machine
fails. A high-speed film of any automatic
process, even one which is working well, can
show potential causes of failure and lead to
an improved technique. Applications range
from recording the flame fronts from rocket
motors and ramjet engines to discovering

Fig. Eastman high-speed camera. By
Kodak Limited.

why cut grass misses the lawn -mower grass
box.

Training Information and Selling
Under these heads come some of the most

extensive uses of photography.
In training, a series of photo-
graphs or a short film will
illustrate a new technique far
better than thousands of words,
either written or spoken.

The modern trend of using
photographs to relay news and
information is shown by the
increasing number of pictures
which appear in to -day's news-
papers and magazines. A great
number of photographs are
reproduced every month in
PRACTICAL MECHANICS and the
step-by-step series is sometimes
used as well.

A glance at the advertisement
columns will provide examples
of how photographs help
to sell goods, but an even
better example can be seen in
the typical mail order catalogue.
Photographs are used extensively
at all levels in the commercial
world to show goods far sale
and commercial photography
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to -day is very big business, indeed.

Developing and Printing Equipment
Amateur camera users who make use of the

24 -hour day and postal services may some-
times wonder how it is possible to produce
contact prints in such a short time for the
thousands of people who use the service.
The answer lies in automatic processing
equipment. Typical of this type of machine
is the Ilford type " N " printer shown in
Fig. 5. Not every agent, of course, will own
complicated equipment, but for the large-
scale operator very elaborate and speedy
equipment is available.

For example, the high-speed projection
printer shown will accommodate negative
sizes between 34mm. and 12o size and

can produce contact prints,
small enlargements or enprints
at the rate of 1,200 prints an
hour. It works the opposite
way to a standard enlarger, the
negative holder is on the base-
board and the printing paper,
which is in 250ft. rolls, is
carried in the enlarger head.
Focusing is automatic as the
lens and paper magazine head
is moved up and down for the
different magnifications. Ex-
posure is estimated and con-
trolled by a photo -electric cell
working with an electronic
timer and exposing lamp. A
foot control governs the
exposure and the motorised
paper transport.

From this printing machine
the continuous paper roll is
taken to a continuous paper
processer. The time the paper
spends in each solution is
adjustable by means of control
rods and the paper runs in
sequence through developer,
stop bath and fixer and washing
bath. From this point it can be
wound straight on to the glazing
drum. This is made of stainless
steel and water jacketed, being
thermostatically heated to main-
tain the correct temperature
within - F.

In the final stages of develop-
ment is an automatic gtillotine

which will cut the prints apart neatly.
There are many aspects of photography

in industry whica have not been mentioned
here, but some idea can be gained of the
way it is spreading through industry.

courtesy of

Fig. 5.-Au Ilford type " N " printer. By courtesy of
Ilford Limited.
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own Dressmaker's Dumm
Your

THE dressmaker's dummy made up in
the shops and stores can be expensive,
but it is possible to make up an

accurate and neat dummy, in the home, to
the exact measurements of a figure, with the
aid of gummed paper tape, and all for well
under £ t in cost.

The Gummed Tape
Brown paper tape is sold in pra,:tically

every stationers. Tape that is 2in. wide is
best and a fairly strong grade should be
chosen. One dummy will use approximately
one small roll. Where several dressmaker's
dummies are being prepared, large diameter
coils of tape may be purchased from a com-
mercial stationers. Colour is not important,
as the tape is finally covered with muslin to
give the dummy a first-class finish and
appearance. If, however, the modeller decides
to leave it plain, a coloured tape may be
desirable.

The application of cut off strips of tape
entails a good deal of moistening. This is
best carried out with a wet cloth or sponge.

By F. T. Day
It Costs Under £1

Too much moisture, however,
must be avoided as a part of the
adhesive may be washed away and
poor bonding of material result.
On the other hand, too little water
or moisture will often hardly
activate the glue. After an initial
trial, the ccrrect amount of water
can he ascertained.

Preparing the Figure
The model first slips a yard of

closely woven mutton cloth over
the head and on to the figure. This must be
smoothed down to obviate any wrinkles. Any
old vest, jumper or similar garment may be
worn over the figure as an alternative, but it
must fit snug and tight to the figure. It is to
this muslin or vest that the moistened tape is.
applied-it actually forming the base of the
dummy make up. Some dummies are made

-just up to the shoulders, but sleeves, elbow
length, may be included and in such cases
allowance must be made for this extra length

Fig. 1.-The method of applying the tape and removing the shell.
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the application of base muslin or other
material.

In the same way, a collar length may be
included and this may be allowed for in
the preparation of the base or at a later
stage when the mould is fitted on to its
stand. An extra piece of thin cardboard may
he added then for the neck and taped on to
the model.

Applying 'the Tape
Suitable strips of well -moistened glued

tape are wound round the figure from the
thigh line continuing upwards in a spiral
form to the hips, on up to the waist, cover-
ing the bust and finishing at the shoulders
or elbows and up to the neck line (see Fig.
t). The trunk of the figure will now be
completely covered with zin. wet tape, which
dries off almost immediately after application.
This first covering of tape is then strength-
ened by an additional layer of tape, wound
in the same fashion, but this time the tape is
o T:rlayed in the form of bandage application.
This gives added strength. The dummy now
begins to take shape and some strength,, but
fdr a first class durable job, to last for all
time, strips of wet tape are applied from the
thighs diagonally up and over the shoulders.
One application goes from the left thigh up
and over the right shoulder and the other
from the right thigh to the left shoulder.
The mould is now complete in its first stage
of make up.

All tape applications must be carefully
applied and smoothed down to avoid blisters
or wrinkles and untidy edges of tape around
the neck line, the shoulders or elbows, and
the thigh line should be carefully trimmed
away with a pair of scissors or a sharp
knife.

Removing thz. Dun my
This is carried out by carefully cutting

the applied tape on its base make up, with
a pair 'of scissors. The mould is cut up
the back when it will be found that it may
he removed just like a suit of 'armour (Fig.
t). It is firm and durable and, at this stage,
it should be immersed in water for a shoir
time. When removed, it will then dry out
quickly, be rock hard and almost unbreakable.

It is advisable at this stage to measure
the dummy and the :person used for the
work, Any slight discrepancy may be
adjusted when the mould is fitted on to its
gland by cutting out a small strip of mould-
ing along the back already cut or adding
a suitable number of strips when it comes
to making the join of the back again.

Making the Dt:rnmy Stand
Any kind 'of post, say, 2in. X 2in. in size

(Concluded on page 413).
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HERE are many purposes for which a
low -voltage D.C. supply is required,
such as motor cars and motor cycles,

. electroplating, model trains and other
mechanisms. For most purposes it is desir-
able that the D.C. supply should be as
steady as possible, and for this purpose a
substantial accumulator is usually the best
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this can be utilised to charge an accumulator
at little cost, using fairly inexpensive equip-
ment. For instance the power required to
charge a 12 -volt 6o -amp. -hour accumulator
is in the region of 1.5 kilowatt hours. Thus
if the electricity costs id. per unit the elec-
tricity used to charge the accumulator will
be about I d., which is very much below
the cost of having this done at a local charg-
ing station.

1

Char

ischeinse

7

Fig. s. -Variation of terminal voltage of a
lead -acid accumulator cell on charge and

discharge.

source of ' supply. These, however, are
rather heavy items to transport to a charg-
ing station and, apart from the cost of
periodical charging, it is usually much more
convenient if the accumulator can be
charged at home, as may be done overnight.

Accumulator Capacity and Charging Cost
The capacity of an accumulator is mFa-

sured in ampere -hours. The ampere -hour
capacity of an accumulator may be taken as
equal to the product of the normal dis-
charge current (amps.) and the number of
hours for which the full -charged accumula-
tor can deliver this current. The ampere -
hour capacity may be somewhat reduced,
however, if it is discharged at, a high rate.

Where a normal A.C. supply is available

a 9 /0

2/12 Volt 6 -amp. Charger
The equipment to be de-

scribed is suitable for charging
either a 12-, 6-, 4- or 2 -volt
accumulator at a rate up to
6 amps. A 6o -amp. -hour accu-
mulator can thus be charged in
to hours. Provision is also
made for charging at a lower
rate if required, as this may be
more convenient if a partly dis-
charged accumulator is to be
recharged overnight, or an
accumulator of lower amp. -hour
capacity is to be charged. The
main items of the charger are
the transformer, which is used
to step down the A.G. supply
to a suitable voltage, the metal
rectifier used to convert the
low -voltage A.C. to D.C., and
the variable resistor which acts
as a ballast resistor and also
enables the charging current to
be varied if required.
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Do Your Own
Charging Voltage and Current

- The current (I amps.) passed through an
V -E,accumulator on charge is equal to

where V is the applied D.C. voltage, E the
back E.M.F. (volts) of the accumulator, and
R the resistance (ohms) of the charging
circuit. Normally the internal resistance of
an accumulator is quite low, so that quite a
high charging current can be passed if the
applied voltage is only slightly in excess of
the back E.M.F. of the accumulator. How-
ever, as indicated in Fig. I,
the terminal volts of a lead -
acid accumulator cell may
vary from about 1.8 volts
when the accumulator is
fully discharged to about
2.3 volts when charged,
these values being
measured with current flow-
ing through the accumulator.
Continuing the charge
causes gassing due to the
production of oxygen and
hydrogen at the plates.
These gases increase the
internal resistance of the
cell and also set up an in-
creased back E.M.F., so that
a higher voltage must be
applied to pass the current.
It will be realised that if a
steady D.C.- voltage is
applied to an accumulator
through a low -resistance
charging circuit the rise of
back E.M.F, as charging
proceeds will cause the
charging current to fall
appreciably as the battery
becomes charged. By using
a ballast resistor in the
circuit its resistance is
increased, so that a more
uniform charging current is
obtained throughout the
charging period.

The rectifier converts the
low -voltage A.C. output
of the transformer into a
pulsating direct current, and charging current
only flows during the instants when the
rectified voltage exceeds the back E.M.F. of
the battery. In order to pass an average
charging current of 6 amps. into a battery
the secondary windings of the transformer
should be capable of delivering a R.M.S.
(virtual) A.C. current of about 8.4 amps. For
charging a i2 -volt accumulator -the second-
ary windings of the transformer should be
rated at about 17 volts when using a ballast
resistor. Thus for charging a 12 -volt
accumulator at 6 amps. the transformer
should have an output of 8.4 amps. at 17
volts =143 volt -amps.

The Transformer
Such a transformer may be constructed

with a core of stalloy stampings approxi-
mately 0.014M. thick to the dimensions given
in Fig. 2. The stampings should be lightly

J
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Re -charging at Home
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insulated with oxide scale, insuline, varnish
or similar material to minimise eddy currents
in the core, which cause heating of the core
and loss of efficiency. The core is to be
built up to I 9/I6in. thick, so that approxi-
mately 1 to of each shape of the stampings
will be required.

The simplest way of winding the trans-
former coils is by using a bobbin of bakelite,
presspahn, pirtoid or similar material. The
dimensions of a suitable bobbin, having
/t6in. thick walls and two slots for the

winding leads, are given in
Fig. 3. It will be appreci-
ated that these bobbins are
rather fragile and the bobbin
should, therefore, be sup-
ported by a wooden jig
during winding. This could
be made with wooden ends
4+in. square X tin. thick,
which are screwed to a
wooden centrepiece t tin. X
I 9/16in. X 2iin. long.

6 Slots should be cut in the
end pieces to correspond
with the slots in the former.
If a lathe is available a hole
may be drilled through the
wooden centre piece of the
jig so that the jig can be
mounted on a screwed rod
secured in the lathe chuck.

The primary winding is
wound with 22 s.w.g.
copper wire, enamel
covered. About ttlb. will
be required. For use on a
240 -volt so -cycle supply
96o turns are needed. The
transformer can be wound
for other voltages than
240 if required; the
number of primary turns
being proportional to the
voltage at 5o cycles, with-
out change of the secondary
winding. Thus for 200

L WATTS
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nicirsis of core bobbin.
volts at 5o cycles the
primary could be wound
with Boo turns of 22 s.w.g.

For lower voltages than 200 volts thicker
primary wire is advised.

The primary winding may be commenced
by passing about 12in. of the wire through
one of the slots in the end of the bobbin,
after passing this through a systoflex sleeve.
The turns should be kept close together and
the winding made as tight and flat as pos-
sible to conserve winding space. With care
about 87 turns may be placed on each layer.
After winding on one layer a strip of thin
paper, about o.00t5in. thick, should be
wrapped round the layer before winding on
the next layer. Some experiment may be
necessary to find the exact width of paper
required, and the ends of the paper should
not overlap by more than about lin. The
winding should be continued until 96o turns
have been wound on (for 240 volts), with a
layer of paper between each of the layers of
wire. It Mat be possible to accommodate

the 96o turns in II layers, but it is not very
important if there is a twelfth layer. The
end of the wire should then be slipped
through a piece of systoflex sleeving and
brought out through the slot in the end of
the bobbin.

Secondary Winding and Tappings
After completing the primary winding it

is necessary to provide sound insulation
between the primary and secondary. A strip
of o.otoin. leatheroid is cut 21in. wide and
about 32in. long. this being
wrapped tightly over the
primary winding, followed by a
similar strip of o.o loin. empire
cloth. The secondary is to be
wound with 74 turns of
13 s.w.g. double silk covered
copper wire. About I.;lb. will
be required.

To start the secondary wind-
ing about Izin, of the wire is
passed through a systoflex
sleeve and passed out of the,

bobbin through one of the slots
in the cheek, as at C in Fig, 4.
About 23 turns may be wound
on the first layer before starting
to wind the second layer. After
winding a total of 37 turns, i.e.,
about 14 turns on the second
layer, the wire should be bent
and brought out radially from
the coil; this must be done on
the narrow side of the coil, i.e.,
on the same side as a slot. The
wire should then be bent back,
leaving a loop about 12in. long
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outside the coil as at D in Fig. 4. A
systoflex sleeve should then be passed over
the loop, the ends of the loop tied together
close to the turns, and the winding con-
tinued to the end of the second layer, when a
loop should be brought out of the coil at
a total of 43 turns as at E in Fig. 4. This
loop should be covered with a systoflex
sleeve but, in this case, the loop is brought
out through a slot in the coil cheek.

The third layer is continued, with a loop
brought out radially at the 5oth turn, as

-.1---2/h"o/es

4:4 k6dia

Primary
il-I2 layers
of 22 SWG.
( 960 turns)

transformer winding.

hithick 4oprox)

kir\ .15-N

-e--.-
4 ho/es 6dia /1--a. 4

Se

Fig. 5.-Diniensions of asbestos board resistor
support.

at F in Fig. 4. This loop is covered with
a systoflex sleeve and brought out radially
on the narrow side of the coil. The third
layer is completed and, after winding on the
fourth layer the number of turns required
to complete the 74 turns, the end of the wire
is tied in position and brought out through
a slot in the cheek, as at G in Fig 4. The
finished coil may then be wrapped with
empire cloth.

Assembling the Transformer
The laminated core may next be fitted.

In doing this it is important that the insu-
lated sides of the stampings should all face
the same way. Two of the T-shaped stamp-
ings (A in Fig. 2) are first passed through
the bobbin. one from each side. A U-shaped
stamping (B in Fig. 2) is then laid on the
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HERE are many purposes for which a
low -voltage D.C. supply is required,
such as motor cars and motor cycles,

. electroplating, model trains and other
mechanisms. For most purposes it is desir-
able that the D.C. supply should be as
steady as possible, and for this purpose a
substantial accumulator is usually the best
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this can be utilised to charge an accumulator
at little cost, using fairly inexpensive equip-
ment. For instance the power required to
charge a 12 -volt 6o -amp. -hour accumulator
is in the region of 1.5 kilowatt hours. Thus
if the electricity costs id. per unit the elec-
tricity used to charge the accumulator will
be about I d., which is very much below
the cost of having this done at a local charg-
ing station.
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Fig. s. -Variation of terminal voltage of a
lead -acid accumulator cell on charge and

discharge.

source of ' supply. These, however, are
rather heavy items to transport to a charg-
ing station and, apart from the cost of
periodical charging, it is usually much more
convenient if the accumulator can be
charged at home, as may be done overnight.

Accumulator Capacity and Charging Cost
The capacity of an accumulator is mFa-

sured in ampere -hours. The ampere -hour
capacity of an accumulator may be taken as
equal to the product of the normal dis-
charge current (amps.) and the number of
hours for which the full -charged accumula-
tor can deliver this current. The ampere -
hour capacity may be somewhat reduced,
however, if it is discharged at, a high rate.

Where a normal A.C. supply is available

a 9 /0

2/12 Volt 6 -amp. Charger
The equipment to be de-

scribed is suitable for charging
either a 12-, 6-, 4- or 2 -volt
accumulator at a rate up to
6 amps. A 6o -amp. -hour accu-
mulator can thus be charged in
to hours. Provision is also
made for charging at a lower
rate if required, as this may be
more convenient if a partly dis-
charged accumulator is to be
recharged overnight, or an
accumulator of lower amp. -hour
capacity is to be charged. The
main items of the charger are
the transformer, which is used
to step down the A.G. supply
to a suitable voltage, the metal
rectifier used to convert the
low -voltage A.C. to D.C., and
the variable resistor which acts
as a ballast resistor and also
enables the charging current to
be varied if required.
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Do Your Own
Charging Voltage and Current

- The current (I amps.) passed through an
V -E,accumulator on charge is equal to

where V is the applied D.C. voltage, E the
back E.M.F. (volts) of the accumulator, and
R the resistance (ohms) of the charging
circuit. Normally the internal resistance of
an accumulator is quite low, so that quite a
high charging current can be passed if the
applied voltage is only slightly in excess of
the back E.M.F. of the accumulator. How-
ever, as indicated in Fig. I,
the terminal volts of a lead -
acid accumulator cell may
vary from about 1.8 volts
when the accumulator is
fully discharged to about
2.3 volts when charged,
these values being
measured with current flow-
ing through the accumulator.
Continuing the charge
causes gassing due to the
production of oxygen and
hydrogen at the plates.
These gases increase the
internal resistance of the
cell and also set up an in-
creased back E.M.F., so that
a higher voltage must be
applied to pass the current.
It will be realised that if a
steady D.C.- voltage is
applied to an accumulator
through a low -resistance
charging circuit the rise of
back E.M.F, as charging
proceeds will cause the
charging current to fall
appreciably as the battery
becomes charged. By using
a ballast resistor in the
circuit its resistance is
increased, so that a more
uniform charging current is
obtained throughout the
charging period.

The rectifier converts the
low -voltage A.C. output
of the transformer into a
pulsating direct current, and charging current
only flows during the instants when the
rectified voltage exceeds the back E.M.F. of
the battery. In order to pass an average
charging current of 6 amps. into a battery
the secondary windings of the transformer
should be capable of delivering a R.M.S.
(virtual) A.C. current of about 8.4 amps. For
charging a i2 -volt accumulator -the second-
ary windings of the transformer should be
rated at about 17 volts when using a ballast
resistor. Thus for charging a 12 -volt
accumulator at 6 amps. the transformer
should have an output of 8.4 amps. at 17
volts =143 volt -amps.

The Transformer
Such a transformer may be constructed

with a core of stalloy stampings approxi-
mately 0.014M. thick to the dimensions given
in Fig. 2. The stampings should be lightly
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insulated with oxide scale, insuline, varnish
or similar material to minimise eddy currents
in the core, which cause heating of the core
and loss of efficiency. The core is to be
built up to I 9/I6in. thick, so that approxi-
mately 1 to of each shape of the stampings
will be required.

The simplest way of winding the trans-
former coils is by using a bobbin of bakelite,
presspahn, pirtoid or similar material. The
dimensions of a suitable bobbin, having
/t6in. thick walls and two slots for the

winding leads, are given in
Fig. 3. It will be appreci-
ated that these bobbins are
rather fragile and the bobbin
should, therefore, be sup-
ported by a wooden jig
during winding. This could
be made with wooden ends
4+in. square X tin. thick,
which are screwed to a
wooden centrepiece t tin. X
I 9/16in. X 2iin. long.

6 Slots should be cut in the
end pieces to correspond
with the slots in the former.
If a lathe is available a hole
may be drilled through the
wooden centre piece of the
jig so that the jig can be
mounted on a screwed rod
secured in the lathe chuck.

The primary winding is
wound with 22 s.w.g.
copper wire, enamel
covered. About ttlb. will
be required. For use on a
240 -volt so -cycle supply
96o turns are needed. The
transformer can be wound
for other voltages than
240 if required; the
number of primary turns
being proportional to the
voltage at 5o cycles, with-
out change of the secondary
winding. Thus for 200
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nicirsis of core bobbin.
volts at 5o cycles the
primary could be wound
with Boo turns of 22 s.w.g.

For lower voltages than 200 volts thicker
primary wire is advised.

The primary winding may be commenced
by passing about 12in. of the wire through
one of the slots in the end of the bobbin,
after passing this through a systoflex sleeve.
The turns should be kept close together and
the winding made as tight and flat as pos-
sible to conserve winding space. With care
about 87 turns may be placed on each layer.
After winding on one layer a strip of thin
paper, about o.00t5in. thick, should be
wrapped round the layer before winding on
the next layer. Some experiment may be
necessary to find the exact width of paper
required, and the ends of the paper should
not overlap by more than about lin. The
winding should be continued until 96o turns
have been wound on (for 240 volts), with a
layer of paper between each of the layers of
wire. It Mat be possible to accommodate

the 96o turns in II layers, but it is not very
important if there is a twelfth layer. The
end of the wire should then be slipped
through a piece of systoflex sleeving and
brought out through the slot in the end of
the bobbin.

Secondary Winding and Tappings
After completing the primary winding it

is necessary to provide sound insulation
between the primary and secondary. A strip
of o.otoin. leatheroid is cut 21in. wide and
about 32in. long. this being
wrapped tightly over the
primary winding, followed by a
similar strip of o.o loin. empire
cloth. The secondary is to be
wound with 74 turns of
13 s.w.g. double silk covered
copper wire. About I.;lb. will
be required.

To start the secondary wind-
ing about Izin, of the wire is
passed through a systoflex
sleeve and passed out of the,

bobbin through one of the slots
in the cheek, as at C in Fig, 4.
About 23 turns may be wound
on the first layer before starting
to wind the second layer. After
winding a total of 37 turns, i.e.,
about 14 turns on the second
layer, the wire should be bent
and brought out radially from
the coil; this must be done on
the narrow side of the coil, i.e.,
on the same side as a slot. The
wire should then be bent back,
leaving a loop about 12in. long
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outside the coil as at D in Fig. 4. A
systoflex sleeve should then be passed over
the loop, the ends of the loop tied together
close to the turns, and the winding con-
tinued to the end of the second layer, when a
loop should be brought out of the coil at
a total of 43 turns as at E in Fig. 4. This
loop should be covered with a systoflex
sleeve but, in this case, the loop is brought
out through a slot in the coil cheek.

The third layer is continued, with a loop
brought out radially at the 5oth turn, as
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il-I2 layers
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Fig. 5.-Diniensions of asbestos board resistor
support.

at F in Fig. 4. This loop is covered with
a systoflex sleeve and brought out radially
on the narrow side of the coil. The third
layer is completed and, after winding on the
fourth layer the number of turns required
to complete the 74 turns, the end of the wire
is tied in position and brought out through
a slot in the cheek, as at G in Fig 4. The
finished coil may then be wrapped with
empire cloth.

Assembling the Transformer
The laminated core may next be fitted.

In doing this it is important that the insu-
lated sides of the stampings should all face
the same way. Two of the T-shaped stamp-
ings (A in Fig. 2) are first passed through
the bobbin. one from each side. A U-shaped
stamping (B in Fig. 2) is then laid on the
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first T stamping opposite the second 'F
stamping, and the core built up with alter-
nate T and U stampings at either end, It
is important that the stampings should be
tapped together so that there is no air gap
between the two halves, and that they
be tightly packed.

The core may be clamped together with
two pairs of clamps, each piece consisting
of of lin. X lin. X /,in. angle iron with
3/16in. holes drilled in. froth each end
through which 3/16in, screwed rods about
2 -)in, long are passed. A strip of fibre about
1/32in. thick sfiould be placed between
each clamping piece and the stampings, and
the screwed rods should not be
allowed to touch the edges of
the stampings.

The Control Resistor
To support' the resistor a

piece of asbestos board about
-lin. thick may be made to the
dimensions given in Fig. 5. The
resistor itself consists of about
12ft. of 15 s.w.g. nickel -chrome
resistance wire, but it is advis-
able to obtain 2ft. more than
this to allow for the leads.
About t2in. of the wire is to
be passed through the hole A
in Fig. 5 to act as a lead to
toe rectifier. From the hole A
3i1 t. of the wire should be
coiled into a tight spiral about
tin. internal diameter. This
wire is then uniformly coiled
from the hole A round the back
of the support to the slot C,
down the front of the support
from C to D, then up the back
of the support to the slot E.
The arrangement will be clear from Fig. 6.
At E the wire is twisted together to- form a
loop about 2in. long. From E 24ft. of the
wire is coiled as before and passed from the
groove E to the Slot F down the front of the
support and then up the back of the support
to the groove G. Again a loop is made before
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coiling 21ft. from G to H and back to I.
The final 21ft. of wire passes down the front
of the support from I to J, and up the back
of the support and out through the hole B,
where it is secured, leaving about sin. for a
connection.

Connecting Up
A bridge -connected metal rectifier having

an 'output of 6 amps, at 12 volts should he
purchased and the unit connected up, as
shown in Fig. 6. The whole may be mounted'
on a metal base, the resistor board being
fitted vertically by means of small angle
brackets fastened through the 3/16in. holes,

01-71)Pf

Ammeter

Resistor

Fig. 6.-Complete connection diagram.
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shown in Fig. 5. The metal rectifier may be
mounted by means of angle brackets fitted
to the centre bolt of the rectifier. The
charger takes less than one amp .and is con-
veniently fed through a three -pin plug. The
fuse F, should be rated at about one amp.,
and it is most convenient to use a three -pin
plug having a cartridge fuse fitted in the
" live " pole.

The fuse F is not essential, but provides
additional protection. This should be rated
at about 6 amps. A moving -coil ammeter
calibrated at o to to amps. is very useful.
In order to, avoid having two tapping
switches, four to or 15 amp two -pin socket -
outlets may be used, as in Fig. 6, and these
should be marked as indicated. Connections
between the resistors and the socket -outlets
may be made by means of 13 s.w.g. copper
wire, as used for the transformer secondary
winding, this being connected to the resistor
tappings by means of nuts and screws with
brass washers and spring washers. The
socket -outlets and D.C. terminals may be
mounted on a suitable wooden or bakelite
panel. If required the whole charger may
be fitted in an adequately ventilated metal case.
Operation of the Charger

Two contact pins are required to fit into
the sockets, these being fitted with fibre or
wooden handles and connected together with
40/0.0076 flexible cord. If it is required to
charge a is -volt battery one contact pin is
placed in the socket marked is, for maxi-
mum charging current the other contact pin
is placed in the socket marked H ; for
minimum charging current this contact pin
is placed in the socket marked L ; for inter-
mediate charging currents the contact pin
is placed in the sockets 2 or 3. For charging
a 6 -volt accumulator the first contact pin is
placed in the socket marked 6 ; the other
contact pin being fitted in one of the sockets
marked H, 3, 2 or L, depending on the
charging current required. When the pins
are placed in the sockets marked 2 and L
(Fig. 6) the charger is set for giving
minimum charging current to a 2 -volt
accumulator.

A Candle Power
By J. C. LOWDEN

materials required are:
(a) The Candle Tube: One piece

-metal tube of lin: inside dia., of 6-8in.
length. Conduit tube of tin. outside dia.
is perfect for the job, but any similar tube
will serve.

(b) The Blow Tube: One piece of fine
gauge tube about join. length. The finer
the bore and the thicker the wall the better.
For ease of working and soldering, copper
gas piping of 3/16in. outside dia. is ideal.

(c) The Clip: One piece of thin brass
strip 6in. long by in. wide.

(d) The Mouth Tube: One length of
flexible tubing of such a size as to fit tightly
over the end of the blow tube. Fiqe rubber
gas tubing is often used, but clear plastic
tube is pleasanter 'in use. The length is
not critical, but a longer tube tends to reduce
the expulsion of saliva into the flame. About,
24in. would suffice.

Construction
Prepare the candle tube by cleaning a lin.

strip around the dia., about 2in. from one
end. After cleaning, the strip should be
lightly " tinned." Tin one side of the strip
of brass. Bend the strip around the tube,
squeezing in the vice. Apply heat to the

-brasS strip. The projecting ends held in
the vice must be left free to accept the
blow tube.

When preparing the blow tube, slightly

low Lamp
bend one end. Over this end is to be
fitted the mouth tube. In preparing the
blow tube all curves must be smooth and
gentle, without* any crushing of the bore.

The airblast end of the tube must first
be sawn and filed so that the orifice is cir-
cular. The wall of the tube at the orifice
end is " sharpened " by gentle filing and bent
at that end into a smooth curve. The object
of this curve is to aim the airblast so that
it impinges directly upon the - candle flame.

At this stage the blow tube should be
secured within the two ends of the circlet
clip so that the blow tube stands off from
the candle tube by about zin. When satis-
factory, the blow tube is soldered firmly in
the clip. Final fine adjustment is then made
by careful bending of. the blow tube at the
orifice end. Use a tallow dip for the candle.

The candle is pushed up the bore of .the
candle tube, lighted, the wick trimmed and
a pool of grease allowe.: to form. During
all operations, ho'd the lamp vertical. As
the candle is burned away, it may be fed
up the candle tube with a stick or finger.

When the orifice is correctly positioned
and the candle well alight, gentle blowing
down the mouth tube will send forth a con-
centrated pencil of flame. Air, pressure must
be gentle at first-the effect of puffing will
be obvious-but pressure will soon be built
up, and a working heat obtained within a
second or so.

The flame generated is adequate to melt,

very quickly, light Tinman's Solder or most
of the low melting point flux cored solders
now in widespread use. The pipe is very
useful for such work as tinning the ends
of electrical flexes, light wire frameworks as
used in lampshades and similar work.

Orifice

Candle tube

Blow tube

Clip

Mouth tube

-The finished blow lamp.
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An Attractive Present for Your
Small Daughter's Itirthday

THIS doll's pram will be an acceptable
gift for any little girl and, properly
made, will be the admiration of many

a big one, too! Specially designed for the
home constructor it costs about half the shop
price, and even this can be reduced if less
lavish upholstery is provided. The com-
pleted pram is shown in Fig. 3.

The Body
The sides of the pram body may be cut

direct from bin. thick plywood, or may be

IL C.
Piggin

The body is completed by nailing into
place a strip of 22 or 24 s.w.g. sheet -iron or
aluminium, as shown in Fig. s. The "nails "
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22 swg. sheet metal
aluminium is
recommended

All inner corners of
top edge mounded off

Glue and nail
all joints

framed -up, as indicated in Fig. t. The
former method is the simpler; the latter is
somewhat cheaper.

Whichever method is used, however, it is
important to get the sides exactly identical
in shape. After roughing out they should be
clamped together and the curves worked -up
with a rasp or spokeshave. The use of a
template cut from thin card is recommended
to ensure accuracy.

The sides are glued and nailed to the loin.
spacers, which, when the glue is set, are

faired -off to follow the curves of the
body where necessary (Fig. s).

46 6o/thole
Ir 78 hole

iffilimmimii411111111

/3/2

Fig. 2.-Details of the axle and kin.
thick axle tie. Two of each are required.

Sides may be of solid ply or
framed up as shown.
Roughsew to shape oversize
spokeshave to fine/ shape
when fixed to hardboard

m?eirwith grorcgeatefcriame

fasteners

thick
mming

C.-

Hardboarri
ed s

pinned

II"

,t

Corners
faired off

to shape of
side

The finished body frame with the
aluminium panel partly in place

Fig. 1.-Outline of body
and springs, two methods
of making the sides and
pinning the metal to the

body.

Fig. 3.-(Right) A view
of the completed pram.
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are t8 s.w.g. panel pins, and should be
inserted at about zin. intervals starting at
the middle and working the metal into the
curves a little at a time. All nails and
pins should be punched below the surface of
hardboard or plywood, and flush with the
metal surface.

All woodwork should be glass -papered
smooth and the nail -holes filled with plastic -
wood, before a final smoothing. Dents and
blemishes in the metal can be stopped with
a metal filler, and smoothed with emery.

A coat of priming, followed by two appro-
priate undercoats, all well rubbed down with
fine glasspaper, should provide a sound foun-
dation for a coat of finishing hard -gloss in
the chosen colour.

However, before the final paint is applied
it will be as well to make the metalwork, as
in adjusting it to fit the body some slight
damage to the paintwork may be caused.

The Springs
The best material for these will be tin. X

kin. spring -steel 36in. long. Any blacksmith
usually has odd pieces to dispose of and will
do the bending for a reasonable sum. How-
ever, this is far from difficult. (tin. X
3/16in. mild steel can be substituted for the
spring steel should there be difficulty in
obtaining it.) The correct shape is shown
in Fig. T.

The large curves can be worked fairly
easily cold, but the tighter bend at the fixing-
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Use washer and split pin ,n front
and behind tech wheel

-78round steel

4 or to
suit wheel

Fig. 4.-Two methods of fixing the wheels.

points will need to be bent red-hot. It is
important after heating to allow the metal
to cool slowly so as to maintain its annealed
(softened) state, or it may be impossible to
drill it.

The curves can be worked by levering the
metal gradually -to shape between two odd
pieces of round iron held upright about tin.
apart in the vice.

For such a light structure there is no
need to set-up or temper the springs. (The
pram shown was tested under the weight
of an t t stone adult.)

The Axles
If a metal lathe is available, the angles

are best made from gin. square mild steel,
the ends being turned to suit the wheels, as
shown in Figs. 2 and 4. However, gin. dia.
bright mild steel will be equally successful
with the addition of a backwasher behind
the wheel, as indicated in Fig. 4.

The cross -ties are riveted to brace the
axles diagonally, and the springs themselves
are bolted to the axles (Fig. 5).

The whole chassis is cleaned -up
thoroughly before painting. It looks well
when finished in aluminium paint.

The Wheels
Spoked wheels 6in. dia., complete with

tyres and nickel plated hith-caps, cost about
3s, 9d. each, Disc wheels are rather Cheaper
but do not look so well.

As the length of the hub varies a little
with different makes of wheels, it is as well
to check before drilling for the split -pins,
otherwise additional washers will be needed
to prevent excessive end -play.

Fixing Body and Chassis
If the framed sides are Used,

long 3/16in. bolts can be passed
through the frame to secure the
spring -ends to the body of the pram.
Springs from

/".49 spring steel

Ties 1/2"4,1"19" mild steel

Pinch
fit

Axles -fIg;;,4,4
mild steel

Bolt springs to axles

Fig. 5.-The completed chassiS.
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In the plywood version, the springs are
fixed with roundhead woodscrews. Pilot
holes must be drilled for these, so as not to
split the plywood.

Handle
The metal side -pieces of the handle in

the photograph need to be hot -forged to
shape. There is no need, of course, to use
this more difficult curved shape detailed in
Fig, 6. Straight pieces of sin. X tin. mild
steel strip look just as well, and may be
secured to the dowel top -piece with stout
roundhead woodscrews (see Fig. 7).
2 orflright andllett hand

2

k2 long
round heed screw 7

J1F------)"or to s

Fig. 7.-A simple alternative handle.

Or to suit -
height of owner

f 8
A

Fig.

-5/4' dowel /0"
long

6.-Details of the handle.

3/^;dowel

1/8 x 2 mete/
strip

Lining the Body
Pram -cloth (a light -weight

leather cloth) is used to line
the interior of the pram, being
stretched over a padding of
upholstery wadding, kapok or
folded newspaper. It may be
secured as necessary with
impact -adhesives and tacks.
The top edge may be finished
with a length of tape to match
the pram -cloth, being fixed
with large covered -head up-
holstery tacks.

The Hood
The frames for this are

in to made, as shown in Fig. 8,
body from mild steel, and, the

hood itself is made from
stout leathercloth (Fig. 9).

The frames are held in
position as required by a

turn of the wing -nuts on
coach -bolts through the sides
of the pram. These nuts are
made "captive " by burring
the screw ends.

The fabric is cut into three
pieces, as shown. It is best to
work from paper patterns cut
to suit the individual job and
tested against the erected
framework. The pieces of
material are machined together
to form the " box " shape.

The bottom edges of top
and sides are turned under
and fixed with rustless tacks
to the edge of the pram body.
Then the cloth is pulled taut

Held here by
346 coach bolt
through pram

I

A e C from
3/8 4 1/1; strip

meta/

June, 1959

B from
10 446. dia. rod

End of 8 turned and lightly
riveted through A

Fig. 8.-Constructing the hood frames.

over the erected metal frames, and the front
edges are folded over it. These are secured
with fabric adhesive, but for extra strength
they should be stitched about every tin. The
fabric is also stitched on to the other two
frames.

The storm -apron can be easily devised
from a strip of the hood leather -cloth to
fit over the front part of the pram, being
secured with, elastic loops to the hood wing -
nuts. The fabrication of mudguards and
brake, the addition of lining, etc., are
matters for the individual.

Top piece I oft
f

Skye pieces 2 Oft
/ left hand

right hand

Joining allowance at A
i Turn under at B
I" Turn under at C

/2"
corner/7, I"
Fig. 9.-Marking out and

192

r Stitch
A toA

I-

I"

AI

AI

_

A I

/2 "

cutting the hood fabric.

First Practical Mechanics

HOW -TO -MAKE -IT BOOK

1 216 (13'9 by post)

Second Practical Mechanics

HOW -TO -MAKE -IT BOOK

I SI - (16,3 by post)

From George Newnes Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

W.C.2.

4
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Make your own
1,E)1r2)b-arTeo

AN ordinary 31in. X 21in. printiRg
frame can be used, but it might be
found more convenient to use two

pieces of glass hinged together along one
edge. The glass should be about 3in. long

Negative film

775 W lamp

31-o"
Upper glass plate

Lower glass plate Positive film
Fig. I.-The optical arrangement.

X zin. wide. Two 31in. X 21in. plates with
the emulsion cleaned off with hot water will
do very well.

Most dealers supply 35mm. positive film
and it is quite cheap to buy. A 25ft. length
costing 6s. 6d. contains enough film to make
over a hundred slides.

In addition to the normal equipment used
for processing a contact print, a 15 -watt
lamp (clear) will be required for making
the exposure. It is important to notice,
however, that since positive film is much
more sensitive to light than contact paper
an orange safelight must be used.

Since the emulsion on positive film is
similar to that on bromide enlarging paper,
the choice of a suitable developer is quite
a simple one. Johnson's Universol
Developer, diluted one part of developer to
seven parts of water, gives excellent results,
but any similar developer suitable for
bromide paper would do.

Suitable Negatives
Since the very small original is to be

projected to give a picture of some 4ft. X
3ft., or larger, it follows that the negative
must be sharp and free from grain. When
taking photographs for slide making a
shutter speed of not less than I /too sec. is
advised. The negative should show a good
range of tones, particularly in the shadows.

SlljeGig

Contact Printing Positive Transparencies
from 35mm. Negatives By J. Bowick

Scratches and pinholes should be avoided,
since these will appear greatly magnified
in the projected picture.

Making the Positive
This is done by contact printing the

negative image on to the positive film in
exactly the same way as you would make
a contact print. Cut a short length of
pond% film (about 2in.) and place it,
emulsion side uppermost, on the lower glass
plate (Fig. t). (The film tends to curl with
the emulsion side innermost.) Place the
negative, which may be single, or one of a
short strip of negatives, on toop so that
the emulsion sides are in contact and lower
the top glass plate.

The plates should be held directly below
and at a distance of 3ft. from the 15 -watt
lamp (Fig. t). Switch on the lamp and
expose for ten seconds (for a normal
negative).

Development
Follow the maker's instructions for the

particular developer being .used. The full
developing time should be given, and it is
important to agitate well during the whole
period of development. Single positives may
be developed in a measuring glass (Fig. 2).
With Universol, develop for two minutes at
65 deg. F.

Development time and lamp -to -film dis-
tance should remain constant whether the
negative is normal or not. Allowances for
dense or thin negatives should be made by
altering the exposure time: This is best

Fig. 2. - You
may find it
more convenient
to develop
single positives
in your measur-

ing glass.

found by trial and error, but the following
table will serve as an approximate guide.

Using a 15 -watt clear lamp 3ft. from the
film:

Normal negative to secs.
Dense negative 14 secs.
Thin negative 7 secs.

Where a number of negatives of equal
density occur together on a short strip these
may be printed at one time with a single
exposure. In this case all that is necessary
is to cut a longer length of positive film and
to use longer pieces of glass. It is not
advisable to attempt exposing more than
four frames at one time since the light tends
to fall off towards the ends.

Fig. 3. -A
suitable s li de

storage box.

When development is complete the film
should be given a brief rinse in water, then
transferred to a fixing bath and left for about
20 minutes. If a hardener is to be used this
may be incorporated in the fixing bath.
Finally, the film is washed in running water
for at least half an hour then allowed to dry
in a dust -free atmosphere. A little wetting
agent used in the final wash will help to
prevent drying marks.
Mounting and Storing

Cut-out cardboard masks are cheap to buy
and simple to use. No cover glasses are
required. Where a more lasting and dust -
free mount is required the metal type (or
plastic) should be used. These are supplied
complete with cover glasses. A suggestion
for a suitable slide storage box is shown in
Fig. 3. The slots are simple sawcuts. Con-
structional details are left to the reader.
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A Useful Piece of Apparatus for the
Amateur Yachtsman
By E. Rolfe -Hunter

THIS instrument is based upon the prin-
ciple that the wind exerts a pressure
ppon the hinged " gate " which can

be measured by the formula P=.005V2,
where V=wind velocity in miles per hour
and P=.the pressure in pounds per square
foot. The effect of turbulence inside the
casing is of necessity ignored. In this respect
it is suggested that the instrument might
be compared with the readings shown on a
standard -type anemometer, the scale being
modified if and where necessary.

The Casing and Spindle
The casing is made from a stout tin with

the bottom removed. The tin should be a

Slot over spindle.i.I-..-Metal securing clip

Pivot
ho/es

Wind
direction

Soldered to rim'
Hole to
read spirit

level
Brush handle

Tin frame
-- carrying

scale

Tin
container

Pivots

Fig. I.-A perspective view of the anemometer.

little larger in circumference than that of a
circle circumscribed about a square of sides
2in., and is screwed to part of a discarded
brush -handle by which it is held with its

.axis parallel to the wind stream. Holes are
punched in the tin, to take a short hat -pin
'which forms the spindle. These holes should
be large enough to admit the spindle without

Distance piece
soldered o spindle

001
O 04
O 0 10

O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0

Scale

HO/e TO view
spirit level

the

rubbing, since it pivots in
holes in the frame which
carries the scale. After pass-
ing through the latter the hat-
pin is bent at right angles to
form the pointer (see Fig. 2).
After the scale has been fitted
a small tin washer is slipped
over the pointer to act as a
distance -piece which prevents
excessive side -play. The
scale, after it has been cali-
brated according to the table
given, is glued to the frame,
behind which the glass of an
old spirit -level is puttied or

fixed into placewith a little
plastic metal. A
perforated wind-
screen shields the
pointer itself
from the wind, or
alternatively, the
pointer and scale could be boxed
in and covered by a piece of
Perspex or glass.

The completed anemometer
should be given a coat of grey
lacquer, the scale coated with
clear varnish and the bearing
points lightly oiled.

The " Gate"
This consists of a thin but

rigid square shaped piece of
metal exactly 2in. X 2in., and
weighing exactly toz. when
measured on a chemist's
balance. The weight can be
adjusted by sweating additional
pieces of metal to the side away
from the wind, or by careful
filing of the same surface. When
weight has been obtained the

gate is soldered by its edges to the spindle,
making sure that the pointer lies in the same
plane as the gate. This is clearly illustrated
in Fig. t. A locking device in the form of a
clip is passed through a hole in the
top of the tin to grip the gate when
not in use.

Slot Tin frame Nat pin\
;,/, Gate 2x/

I ounce weight)

REAR VIEW

0
Edge solder

to hat pin

Tin container

Handle

correct

Securing pin passing through
slot in top of tin)

FRONT VIEW

Fig. 2.-Constructional details.

O 00
O 0 0.
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0

 0 0 0
O 0 0
O 0 0
0 0 0

Perforated
wind screen

The Scale
Wind speeds are marked on a piece of

white cardboard in the form of lines radia-
ting from the axis of the pointer where it
passes through the scale. The angles given
in the following table are the angles at this
point.

Scale Markings
Miles- per hour Angle of Pointer

in Degrees
5 2

10 It

15 26
20 4t
25 54
30 63
35 7o
40 74
45 77
5o 79

8155
After marking out, the pointer is

slipped through a hole pierced at the point
of intersection of these lines and the scale
glued into position, making sure that the
pointer registers zero when the gate hangs
vertically downwards and the bubble of the
spirit -level is visible through the aperture
in the scale.
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This Method is Suitable
for Baby Shoes

FROM time to time we receive requests
for information from readers who
wish to preserve their baby's first

shoes by plating them. Similarly, informa-
tion is often requested on plating other non-
conductors-plaster ornaments, items of
wood, etc. The method described beloW will
allow the deposition of copper on any of
these materials, although a baby shoe is
described specifically.

The first necessity is, of course, a tank.
This need hold no more than one gallon
of liquid and can be of glass, enamel ware
or stone ware, a small glass aquarium is
ideal. Polishing equipment should include
brass wire scratch brushes, polishing felts,
etc. Lathe owners or those having one of
the popular electric drills would probably
prefer to use the special polishing accessories
available.

The plating solution consists of one gallon
of distilled water in which is dissolved
32 oz. of crystallised copper sulphate. Five
fluid ounces of sulphuric acid must be added
very gradually to this solution. All the usual
precautions must be observed in handling
this acid. Do not let it come into contact
with hands, clothes, etc., and keep it in a

well -labelled bottle out of the reach of
children.

For the 6 -volt power supply dry batteries
may be used, but better still is a storage
battery of the type used in some of the
smaller cars. In addition a 3011, 5 -watt
rheostat is required and an o-6 voltmeter.

Also required are copal
varnish, plaster of paris,
metallic copper powder,
brass rods and copper
anode.

The Circuit
This is shown in Fig. 1.

The rheostat is connected
in series with the battery
and the solution in the tank,

while across the anode and cathode is con-
nected the voltmeter.

Plating a Baby Shoe
The first step is to mix up some plaster

of paris and fill the shoe with it, smoothing
out any deep folds in the material but not
removing them altogether. While the
plaster is still wet stick a piece of rag.
wire into it and leave to set. Paint the
plaster -filled shoe with copal varnish, and
while this varnish coat is still wet, dust
over it a coat of metallic copper powder with
a camel -hair brush. An alternative to this
coating procedure is to dust the shoe with
blacklead, graphite or special electrotyper's
plumbago.

When the shoe has been varnish coated,
copper dusted and dried, it should be rinsed
in running water to remove any loose dust,

Rheostat Voltmeter

pper sheet
anode

Plating
tank

Fig. 1.-Circuit details.

1.-Sent in by John Bowick: The Wine
Merchant's Dilemma
A WINE merchant wished to distribute

among three persons 21 casks of wine,
7 of them full, 7 of them half -full, and 7 of
them empty, so that each of them should
have the same quantity of wine, and the
same number of casks. How was this done?

2.-From D. Ewins: Ship Spotting
EVERY day at 9 a.m. (G.M.T.) a ship

leaves New York for Southampton and
simultaneously one leaves Southampton for
New York. The time for the trip in
either direction is 144 hours. How many
ships from New York will one going from
Southampton meet?
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then dipped in denatured alchohol and water
and finally rinsed in clean water.

Lengthways across the top of the tank are
laid two brass rods, see heading sketch, to
the ends of which the connections are made.
These rods act as supports for the anode
and cathode. The anode is a sheet of cop-
per nearly as large as one side of the tank
and the cathode is the article to be plated
(i.e. the baby shoe), this being suspended
by means of the 14g. wire which is bent
into the shave of a hook.

When all is prepared, put the shoe hook
over the rod connected to the negative side
of the battery, holding it clear of the solution.
Switch on the current and immerse the shoe.

Adjust the rheostat until a reading of
volt is obtained on the meter. If a volt-

meter is not being used, set the rheostat at
' about three-quarters strength and gradually
adjust until the rate of deposition is satis-
factory. tf the plating 's dark and burnt
looking, too much current is being used.
A, gritty crystalline deposit is the result
of using too low a current. A pinky tinge
will spread from the wire over the shoe
when everything is properly adjusted and
the deposit, while in the solution, will have
a white appearance.

When the copper deposit reaches a good
thickness, remove the sho' and scratch brush
it, using plenty of water, then replace it in
the solution. Repeat this several times until
the shoe has received an even layer of copper
all over, then step up the current as far
as is possible without burning the deposit.

On completion of the plating, the shoe
is dried and rubbed ove: with a cloth buff
and white rouge, taking care not to perforate
the high parts of the plating. There is no
need to polish the depressions.
Finishing

Scour the shoe with a hot solution of
caustic soda, rinse with cold water and
scratch brush lightly. Next apply a hot
solution of liver of sulphur mixed with dis-
tilled water. This is painted on with a soft
brush until the copper turns a rich brown.
Another application of the scratch brush
follows and then another painting with liver
of sulphur solution and another scratch
brush treatment. When the shoe is dry,
touch up the highlights with the scratch
brush and then apply a coat of transparent
lacquer.

If a copper finish is not desired, the cop-
per plating can be covered by subsequent
deposition of silver, nickel or chrome.

All the plating materials mentioned in the
article are available from Messrs. W.
Canning & Co., Ltd., Great Hampton Street,
Birmingham, 181

3.-Cycling-A Man's Sport ?
JIM and his sister often went cycling.

One day Jim decided to set the pace at
8 m.p.h.. but his sister could only manage
6 m.p.h. After going for 5 hours, Jim
suddenly had a conscience so he turned
back. How far from their original starting
point did he meet his sister?
Answers

I.-First person, 2 full, 3 half -full, 2
empty. Second person, 2 full, 3 half -full,
2 empty. Third person, 3 full, I half -full,
3 empty.

2.-One for each 24 hours after it has
left (6) plus one which leaves at the same
time (I), plus the 6 which have left each
24 hours preceding the departure, i.e., total
of 13 ships.

3.-After 5 hours Jim is to miles ahead
of his sister. On returning his relative speed
is 14 m.p.h. He meets his sister after

14

to 5

7
- of an hour. In this time his sister

has travelled 4 2/7 miles or a total of
35 2/7 miles.

Some of the articles in :

PRACTICAL
HOUSEHOLDER

JUNE 1959
Now on sale, price 1 /3d.

Reeded Glass in the Home ; Some Ideas on
Shelving ; Make a Carpet at Home ; Cutting
New Keys ; Entrance and Garden Gates ;
Cactus Cultivation Indoors ; Do Your Own
Running Repairs ; A Cocktail Bar ; French
Polishing ; Dressing Table Stool ; Room
Divider and Breakfast Bar ; A Display
Cabinet ; Covering a Roof ; Decorative
Window Gardens ; A Pet Door ; A Review of
Some of the 1959 Wallpapers ; Terrace
Furniture ; Spray Finishing ; A Safety
Rocker ; Installing a Simple Hot Water
System ; Milk Bottle Holder ; Exterior
Decorating ; Building a Retaining Wall ;
Legal Notes.
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ADESIGN within the meaning of the
Registered Designs Act, 1949, is in
some respects vastly different from

the popular notion of design in that it does
not_ apply- to a method or principle of con-
struction; neither does it apply to an
arrangement of machinery or to engineers'
drawings. On the contrary, a design to be
registrable must consist of new or original
features of shape, configuration, pattern or
ornament applied to an article of manu-
facture by an industrial process or means
and those features must appeal to and be
judged solely by the eye. In a sense, there-
fore, a design to be registrable must involve
artistic merit. If the features of shape or
configuration are dictated solely by the
function which the article to be made in that
shape or configuration is to perform. design
registration could not be achieved. In view
of the meaning of design various kinds
of printed matter primarily of a literary
character cannot be registered as a design,
such as, for example, book jackets, leaflets,
maps, plans. advertisements and so forth.

A design to be registrable must be new
or original, i.e.. it must possess substantial
novelty. If a design sought to be registered
has been applied previously to the same or
any other article it is incapable of valid
registration. The same is true if the new
design differs from a prior design only in
immaterial details or in features which are
common variants in the trade.

Application for Registration
An application for registration of a design

as applied to any article must be made to
the Designs Registry of the Patent Office
at 25. Southampton Buildings, Chancery
Lane, London, W.C.2. In the case of a
design for a textile article, an application
may, however, be made to the Manchester
Branch of the Designs Registry, at Regent
House, Cannon Street, Manchester:- Except
in the case of designs to be applied to a
set of articles or to textiles, an application
for the registration of a design has to be
made on Designs Form No. 2 in the name
of the proprietor of the design. The
proprietor is usually the author of the
design. If, however, a design is executed
by the author for another person for good
consideration, then that other person can
be recognised by the Registrar as the
proprietor of the design. The name, address
and nationality of the proprietor must be
stated on Designs Form No. 2. This form
must further state or identify the article to
which the , alleged new design is to be
applied. The form has to be impressed
with a £ t Inland Revenue stamp. For the
convenience of applicants, there is an Inland
Revenue Office (Room No. z8) 'in the Patent
Office

Design Representations.
Designs Form No. 2 has to be lodged in

the Designs Registry together with three
identical representations or specimens of the
design. The purpose of a representation is
to give an accurate and complete picture of
the shape or configuration, pattern or
ornament of the article when the design has
been applied to it. Drawn or photographic
views are acceptable for the representations
and sufficient views from different view-
points must be provided so as to leave no
doubt whatsoever as to the complete shape,
configuration, pattern or ornament of the
article. Since internal features of an article
that are not visible to the eyes cannot be
registered, sectional views of the article are
inadmissible, except where such views
facilitate the disclosure of the external shape
or configuration of parts of the article.
Each view, must be designated. e.g., per-
spective view, front view, plan view or
otherwise as the case may be. Each repre-
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sentation must be upon stout paper 13in.
X 8in, in size with the view or views
executed or mounted in an upright position
on the sheet. When photographs are used
for the representations they must be firmly
mounted on the sheet by' adhesive.
Specimens may be furnished in lieu of
drawn or photographic representations, pro-
vided they are capable of being mounted flat
on sheets of the prescribed size and protided
they are not of a fragile nature. Apart from
designation of the views, no words, letters
or numerals must be shown on the repre-
sentations or specimens.

An application to register a design must
be accompanied by a separate statement of
the features of the design for which novelty
is claimed. i.e., whether of shape, configura-
tion, pattern or ornament.

Examination
After an application has been lodged in

the Designs Registry. the Registrar of
Designs conducts an examination to see that
the formal particulars on Designs Form
No. 2 and the representations are acceptable.
If they do not comply with official require-
ments, the applicant is informed about
necessary amendments. Since, as stated
above, a design can only be registered if
it is new or original, the Registrar is
entitled to refuse an application if, in his
opinion,_ there is no substantial novelty
in the design.

The Registrar is entitled to draw atten-
tion to illustrations of previously registered
or published designs which in his opinion
show that the design applied for lacks sub-
stantial novelty. In the case of a prior
registered design, the applicant is referred
to the number thereof which enables him
to inspect or obtain copies of the representa-
tions of the previous design. Quite fre-
quently, the Registrar will refer to illustra-
tions in previously published catalogues in
support of his refusal of an application. The
applicant is entitled to apply for a hearing
before the Registrar in order to argue against
the refusal. In the event of refusal the
applicant may file Designs Form No. 7
requesting the Registrar to state in writing
the grounds of his decision. Within a pre-
scribed time from the date of the decision
the applicant is entitled to lodge an appeal
which is heard by a High Court Judge con-
stituting the appeal tribunal.

Period of Design Registration
In the absence of official objections or, if

any, after they have been overcome, the
applicant is provided with a Certificate of
Registration to which is attached one of the
representations of the design. The registered
proprietor then has copyright in the regis-
tered design, i.e., the exclusive right in the
United Kingdom and the Isle of Man to
make, sell or' use the article conforming to
the design registered. This right may be
transferred to another person, but the docu-
ment of transfer needs to be registered 'at
the Designs Registry without delay in order
to avoid penalties. The copyright in the
design initially extends for a period of five
years from the date of registration. Before
the expiration of this period, the proprietor
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may apply to extend the copyright for a
second period of five years upon payment of
a renewal fee of £4. Before the end of this
second period, the copyright may be
extended on the application of the proprietor
for a third and final period of five years
upon payment of a renewal fee of £8. The
renewal fees are tendered respectively on
Designs Forms Nos. 9 and so,  each
impressed with the appropriate Inland
Revenue stamp fee.

Registration of Same Design for Other
Articles
If, after obtaining a Design Registration,

the proprietor wishes to register the same
design as applied to another article or articles
or wishes to register modifications or varia-
tions .in the original design he may apply
for additional design registration which, if
allowed, will have its copyright period
limited to that of the originally registered
design or any extensions thereof.

Public Inspection of Designs
Registered Designs, other than those in

respect of textile articles, wallpaper and lace
are open to public inspection immediately
on registration upon payment of an official
fee of 2s. in respect of each design inspected.
Designs registered in respect of wallpaper
and lace are not open to public inspection
until the expiry of two years from the date
of registration and in respect of textile
articles until the expiry of three years from
the date of registration. Photographic copies
of representations of designs open to public
inspection can be obtained from the Designs
Registry by payment of a small fee.

Marking " Registered "
Articles manufactured and sold under a

registered design should be marked with
the word Registered " or an abbreviation
thereof and be accompanied by the number
of the design registration. Failure to do this
will enable a defendant in an action for
infringement of the copyright in the regis-
tered design to escape damages on the
ground that he was not aware and had no
reasonable ground for supposing that the
design was registered.

Information About Registered Designs
By filing in the Designs Registry, Designs

Form No. 21 or 22 any person may request
the Registrar to carry out a search with a
view to revealing whether a representation
or specimen of a design filed with the form
is identical with or closely resembles a pre-
viously registered design. After carrying
out a search the Registrar is entitled to
inform the person requesting the search
whether the design is registered and, if so,
in respect of what articles, whether the
design registration is in force, the date of
registration and the name and address of the
registered proprietor.

Cancellation of Registered Design
After a design has been registered any

person may apply on Designs Form No. 26,
duly stamped, for cancellation of the regis-
tration on the ground that the design was
not new or original at the date of registration
of the design. The grounds of cancellation
must be set out on the form. If the Registrar
makes a cancellation order the registered
proprietor is entitled to appeal to .the appeal
tribunal.

Advice on Design Matters
The Designs Registry does not undertake

to give legal advice or opinions on questions
of infringement or on any other matter con-
nected with Designs Law. Advice may,
however, be obtained from patent agents
whose functions extend to all matters relating
to design registration.
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DIRECT FOCUSING WITH
SUPPLEMENTARY LENSES

By F. G. RAYER

Details for Making and Fitting a Scale
the greatest distance

1.9 dioptre lens with mount calibrated in inches.

POPULAR folding cameras will not
focus upon objects nearer than about
3ft. or 1 metre, unless a supplemen-

tary close-up lens is added. The exact dis-
tance covered with such close-up lenses
depends on the adjustment provided on the 6ft.=I.8288 etc.
camera, but is about ain. to 39.4in, with By estimating the positions of fractions a
a 1 dioptre lens, rein. to 19.7in. Camera Supplementary
with a 2 dioptre lens, and 9in. see. P"-SCO/e SuPP/ementaCY Scale For
to 13.1in. with a 3 dioptre lens. 3 le8 camerCamera/scale - ilensholder

When using these supple- scale
mentary lenses it is necessary.
to measure , the distance to the 4 2/455
subject, then consult the table
provided by the lens maker,
which gives an equivalent set- 13.8 / 5 -/485
Ling, in feet, for the camera
focusing scale. Errors may

6 2565
/

arise while doing this-in Feet Inches
reading the figures, in transfer- 2- /595 -/6
ring them from the table to the 8 27.95 Metres

camera scale, or in measuring
the distance of the object. In

//

2972
30.95 .32 5 5/ 69addition, the tables frequently /7

give fractions which are awk- /5 324 4 -/745
ward in practice. For example, 5 /8.2 /8
with a 3 dioptre lens the camera 30 35.55
scale must be set at 25ft. for a 50 -37

8 - /8 7

t subject distance of 12.55in., eo -394
/5 -/9-1 /9

Soft. for a distance of 12.65in., Int-in/Cy
.. -/9.7 19.7

and soft. for a distance of
12.85in. Fig. i.-Feet scale with 1 Fig. 2.-Metre scale with

When the camera scale is dioptre lens. 2 dioptre lens.
calibrated in metres setting is
even more troublesome. It is also necessary supplementary scale can now be drawn up,
to keep the tables always to hand, and to as in Fig. 2. By once again estimating
avoid taking one lens in mistake for another, fractions as closely as possible the simplified

These difficulties can be overcome by scale for the lens holder is obtained. This
marking the new, close-up scale directly simplification is also wise with the scale in
upon the supplementary lens mount. Any Fig. r, as it avoids crowding of figures and
popular camera with front -cell focusing can makes measuring up easier,
then be as readily adjusted for close-up The supplementary lens holder is now
work as for ordinary distances. It is only placed on the camera and markings made
necessary to measure the distance between on the holder for the new distances. This
camera and subject, and rotate the front can be done by applying black varnish
cell until the supplementary scale indicates thinly to the rim of the holder, allowing to
the correct figure, dry and scribing on this with a metal point.

Or a thin strip of paper may be fixed with
Preparing the Scale Durofix, marked in pencil, then protected by

When the supplementary lens holder is clear varnish. If more than one supple -
pushed upon the front cell of the camera mentary lens is used, eac'a should have its

marking on the sup-
plementary scale must
always coincide with
the " Infinity " mark
on the camera scale,
as in Fig. s. All
other markings will
then be correct.

Fig. r shows the
focusing scale of a
c a m e r a normally
covering distances
between 3ft. and
infinity. The supple-
mentary scale is
drawn up from the
maker's table orinstruction
leaflet, which will give
the new distances for
each setting of the
camera scale.

When the camera is
calibrated in metres
and the close-up lens
table is in feet the
table must first be

converted. As Ift. equals .3048 metre,
multiplication will furnish the equivalent
distances for the metre scale:

4ft.=1.2192 metres
5ft.=1.524

/3-
/385

/545

-/4

-/5
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own holder and scale. The inches scale
on the supplementary mount is read off
against the same index as that fitted for
the feet or metre scale of the camera,

Accuracy
Reasonable care in making the scale will

give sufficient accuracy. With all normal
close-up subjects, other than printed and
similar matter, there is some variation in
plane, so that the two decimal places of the
maker's supplementary scales become rather
pointless, even if the distance could be
measured out with such high accuracy.
There is thus no need to fear a loss of
sharpness.

Unknown Lenses
With unknown lenses, obtained second-

hand, or without tables,' a scale can be
drawn up by trial. A piece of ground or
etched glass as sold by photographic dealers
for focusing screens should be inserted- in
the back of the camera. The etched side
should face the lens and occupy the plane
of the film emulsion. Elastic bands round
two empty spools will hold it in position,
and the camera is best placed on a tripod.

With the supplementary in position and
the camera lens aperture at maximum, a
subject such as brightly illuminated printed
matter can be brought into focus by rotat-
ing the front cell, and the distance between
subject and supplementary is then
measured, and marked on the supplemen-
tary scale.

A check with ground glass is wise with
any camera when first using a supplemen-
tary, because some cameras are scaled in
accordance with the distance between sub-
ject and film plane, not subject and lens.

MAKING A DRESSMAKER'S -DUMMY
(Concluded from page 403)

may be used for the upright of the stand
and even a broom stick will serve the pur-
pose. This should be fitted at the 1-ase
with supports so that it will stand. The
length should be in proportion to the model's
height. Allowing for the depth of the neck,
a strong clothes hanger is now attached to
the top of the post or broom stick and
fastened strongly, as it is from this hanger
that the mould will hang and be suitably
affixed with fine nails, drawing pins or some
suitable liquid adhesive. When the taped
mould has " hung " on to the hanger, the
back cut seam of the dummy may be stuck
together, but not before a final check up of
bust and other measurements have been
made and any necessary adjustments carried
out. A piece of plywood or hardboard may
be cut out in the shape of the oval at the
base of the thigh line and neatly fitted into
position thus enclosing the dummy at the
base.

The Final Covering
For a first class permanent finish, the

dummy may be covered with jersey stockin-
ette or white muslin scrim. The muslin
is dipped in starch and applied. wet to the
dummy. All materials added in this way
must be smoothed down absolutely flat to
give a fine surface to the model. The dress-
maker's dummy, with its covering, will be
ready to use almost immediately the covering
material is dry.

If at any time the figure of the model
varies, by cutting the dummy in a straight
line up the back, a suitable strip may be
cut away with a razor blade or some material
added in the case of a larger size being
required. With the assistance of a friend
to hold the two cut parts apart, the adjust-
ment may be made with added strips of wet
glued tape.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor Does Not Necessarily Agree with the Views Of his Correspondents

DEEP SEA
SIR,-Human beings have been unable

to go deeper than about two miles under
the sea, owing to the enormous pressure of
water. The Bathysphere in which Professor
Piccard made his descent, had steel plating
over 3M. thick.

Yet, if fish and other sea creatures can
live -comfortably at these depths, then why
cannot human beings reach them without
undue difficulty? Perhaps the fishes'
resistance to the pressure is due to the
amount of fluid content in the cell structure
of their bodies, and as fluid, such as water
or oil, cannot be compressed, the same
might apply to the fish, in each minute part
of its body. Remembering also that there
are living cells in a fish's body, the per-
centage of fluid to each cell must be of
extreme importance.

I calculated that if the noted Professor
had used a simply constructed waterproof
cabin, with the same cubic capacity as his
Bathysphere, and then encased the cabin

la Ib
1110 LE

in a large water -filled sphere or cube, the
diameter or sides being about loft., arid
the thickness of plate equal to ;;in., it
would have resisted the same water pressure
as his Bathysphere. To explain the' argu-
ment at any length would take up a lot of
space, but a simple example would be a
hollow glass sphere filled with water.

If hydraulic pressure were to be applied
externally, it is obvious that if the pressure
were radiated into the sphere, the glass,
being non -flexible, would break. But,
remember also, that the water in the glass
was non -compressible, so that it would seem
that not only would the glass remain whole,
but that the pressure in it would remain
at constant-whatever the external pressure
may reach!

Accordingly, by allowing a bubble of air
into the sphere, so must the thickness of
its wall be increased to a definite amount
proportional to the external applied pressure.
-K. E. LANGNER (Ramsgate).

Automatically Operated
SIR,-With reference to

R. Watson's query
in the April issue, the
following set-up has been
operating my garage
doors for several years.
It is operated from a
press switch and not by
a car.

Both doors are spring
loaded to open. A batten
on door one holds door
two shut. Spring (A)
on the centre bracket is
strong enough to over-
come combined pull of
springs (B). Catches (C)
are positioned to engage
on threshhold (if fitted)
and top stopping. Opera-
tion of solenoid pulls
rocker in so releasing
catch (D), Spring (A)
then operates on rod to
pull wires and so release
door. The micro switch
is so connected that the
circuit is only made with
the door shut. The
emergency rod is so
positioned that when the
door is shut the pressure
on the 4in. nail (for
unobtrusiveness) operates the rocker. To
shut, the catch has merely to be pressed

Catch C

bracket
Light spring B

Garage Doors
To external

switch and
supply

Micro -switch

Striker--."

To solenoid

/v.
Hinge side

of door

The garage door system shown diagrammatically.

Side o
garage

down to engage the rocker and doors can
be pushed to.-R. F. LONG (Maidstone).

Silencer for a .22 Rifle
SIR,-With reference to your recent query

in " Information Sought " and subse-
quent letters published on this page in reply,
we should like to point out that we manu-
facture a very effective sound moderator for
use with .22 rifles. This, as is the case
with all silencers, only suppresses the sound
of the escaping gases (generated when the
powder explodes) as they impact with the
air. The sound moderator is actually a
small cylinder fitted with a series of baffle

plates in a similar way to a car silencer.
Between 8o and 90 per cent, of the gases
are accommodated and therefore the report
is silenced to the same extent. It is for this
reason that the term " sound moderator " is
used instead of the more common
" silencer."

The accuracy and shooting properties of
the weapon are not affected, with the excep-
tion perhaps of a lowering by two or three
inches of the point of impact for every
too yards of range. Fitting requires that

the muzzle end of the barrel be screwcut
by an expert. Details are available from
this firm at the address below.-PARKER-
HALE, LTD., Bisley Works, Birmingham, 4.

(Letters continued on page 457)

Making the Most of Your
Circular Saw

(Concluded ,from page 388)

and -fall saw table. The shoulders can be
cut by hand or on the circular saw by
adjusting the height and the fence.

Grooves and Rebates
Grooves up to about Kin. width can be

cut quickly with a wobble saw. This is an
ordinary circular saw except that it is
fitted with special washers which throw the
blade out of square with the axle. Fig. 4
is an edge -on view of it with the saw thrown
a tin. out of true, and the table set for a
gin. deep groove. When revolving at speed
its action is not only to cut downwards but
sideways also; thus, set as shown, the saw
will cut a groove fin. wide and tin. deep.
Feed should be reasonably slow to ensure
that the saw is allowed to " cut " its way
in the wood rather than to " tear " the
fibres. If a deep groove is required it must
be cut gradually, certainly not more than

at a time.
Rebates can also be cut with the wobble

saw but a width of more than kin. should
not be attempted in one cut. In actual fact,
most saws do not cant beyond this for the
reason that too great a strain would be
imposed on the bearings at high speed. If
a wider rebate is required, it can be done
in two or more runs.

Both grooves and rebates can, however,
be cut quite well with an ordinary circular
saw. The methods are the same as with
a wobble saw except that the work is moved
successively closer to the saw each time a cut
is made. Grooves thus cut will, in effect,
be more accurate than those cut with a
wobble saw, although not noticeably so.

A series of grooves a specified distance
apart can be cut by fastening a length of
silver steel, of a section which fits the grooves,
to the table top at the required distance from
the saw and parallel to it. The author used
this method recently when making a number
of boxes each to hold too zip. colour slides.
This idea will be useful for making the
slide box mentioned on page 409.
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and Faster than Ever!

RAWLPLUG_

1 Vkkillk
No nervous person need worry now about making
fixings with Rawlplugs. With the new Metalide
masonry drill it is safe, simple and silent to make the
right size holes in the masonry. No mess, no damage
to decorations and within a few minutes the job is
complete and strong enough to take its load.

3 SIZES

GAUGES

LENGTHS

50 RAWLPLUGS
FOR 2!3

Here is the newest of Rawlplug ideas for the household
handyman. A divided window box holding 50 Rawlplugs
assorted over Nos. 8, 10 and 12 gauges in three different
lengths of each size. Incorporated 131 the lid of the box is
a useful gauge to help you to select the right size screw
for the Rawlplug. You must get one of these new boxes of
Rawlplugs from your dealer now.

31-

1 For those who prefer to keep
their Rawlplugs in separate boxes
the shilling handy box is a boon.

Sizes 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 in assorted
lengths are packed in these individual boxes.

HANDY BOXES 1/ -

COMPLETE OUTFITS
For as little as 3/-, an outfit, complete with
No. 8 Rawltool, No. 8 Rawlplugs and Screws
and a 16 page fully illustrated booklet of
instructions can be bought from your dealer.

Larger outfits cost 5/6, 11/9 and 12/9 enabling a wider range
of fixings to be made.

DUROFIX

PER

HANDY

TUBE

1/6 per large tube
2/9 per f -lb. tin
10/6 per 1 -lb. tin
Commercial size tubes 6/-

13638

MASONRY
DRILLS

Metalide drills are made in the four sizes most
suitable for household fixing jobs. They can be
used in a hand brace or suitable electric drill.
No. 8 (3/16") No. 10 (7/32') No. 12 (1/4") No. 14 (9/32")

Green Blue Brown Grey
Wallet Wallet Wallet Wallet
5/6 6/- 6/6 7/-

Each Metalide drill is packed with an instruction leaflet in a
strong plastic wallet with transparent window. YS

FREE RE -SHARPENING

415

The most efficient, precision made, long lasting
Masonry drill is the Rawlplug DIMIUM (with the free
re -sharpening service). We strongly advise this drill
for continuousdrilling (such as industrial operation).
Prices are from 9/6 each and include a voucher
entitling the purchaser to one re -sharpening entirely
lice of charge.

V77-7- 721111144-77%,...
FOR DRILLING RIGHT THROUGH WALLS

1
LONG SERIES

DURIUM
DRILLS

These drills can be fitted with extension shanks to increase the drilling length
to 12° or 16". Ideal for making a clean job of taking cables, conduits and pipes
through walls. Six sizes g" to 1" diameter.

FOR MAKING AND

MENDING ANYTHING

If it can be stuck Durofix will stick it because
it is a universal adhesive which is heatproof,
waterproof and being transparent makes
almost invisible joins. Valuable ornaments
and trinkets can be repaired. When dry and
hard it will not become tacky in the hands
so it is ideal for sports goods. Once you have
proved how useful and reliable Durofix really
is, you will never be without a tube in your
home.
Durofix Thinner and Remover 116 per 2 oz. bottle.

FOR DRILLING GLASS, CHINA, VITROLITE, etc.
Making fixing holes in mirrors, or drilling pottery for
conversion into table lamps you must use the Durium Glass
Drill with the tip ground to the most suitable angles.

Cutting
D jail.' .
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Price
each 6/6 6/6 6/6 6/6 6/9 7/- 7/3 9/- 10/3

FOR FILLING AND
\L -r\

PLASTIC WOOD MAKING WOOD GOOD
1.1.J

,
-.7k

It is surprising bow many uses you can
find for Rawlplug Plastic Wood in the
home. Filling 'cracks and flaws, making
woodwork good before decorating, repair-
ing furniture, making models and so on.
Plastic Wood dries hard and can be cut.
planed, sanded, painted and varnished 2/3 per 1 -lb. tin
like real wood. You can even drive nails 3/9 per f -lb. tin
and screws into it. Colours :-Natural, 6/6 per 1 -lb. tin
Oak, Mahogany and Walnut. Plastic.
Wood Softening Fluid 116 per 2 oz. bottle.

All Rawlplug Products can be obtained from
Hardware Dealers. Ironmongers, Builders'
Merchants, and Stores everywhere.THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7

PER
TUBE
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TRAINING TECHNIQUE

DO-IT-YOURSELF

'61/ UAW white you BMA..
5-/MPLE...PRACTICAL...FASCMIATIAJG...

ANNOUNCING -after many years of highly successful operation
in the U.S.A. and in Europe -- the latest system in home
training in electronics is now introduced by an entirely
new British training organisation. AT LAST --- a compre-
hensive and simple way of learning -by practical means -the
basic principles of radio and electronics, with a minimum of
theory. YOU LEARN BY BUILDING actual equipment with
the components and parts which we send you. You
advance by simple steps using high quality equipment
and performing a whole series of interesting and instruc-
tive experiments. No mathematics! INSTRUCTIOlt
MANUALS and our teaching staff employ the latest
techniques for showing clearly how radio works in a
practical and interesting manner. You really have fun
whilst learning! And you end by possessing a first rate piece
of home equipment with the full knowledge of how it oper-
ates and - very important - how to service and maintain it
afterwards. A full library of magnificent illustrated text
books are included with the Courses. IN FACT for the ' Do -
it -Yourself' enthusiast, the hobbyist, or those wanting help
with their radio career training, or to set up their own full
or part-time servicing business -then this new and exciting
instructional system is exactly what is needed and it can all
be provided at very moderate cost. Easy payments available.
Post the coupon now, for full details. There is no obligation.

BUILD YOUR OWN  RADIO EQUIPMENT
 HI -Fl INSTALLATION
 TEST GEAR

LOTS OF INSTRUCTIVE

EXPERIMENTS AT HOME

iffOnematis!
IrTo RADIOSTRUCTOR, (Dept. G.28),
I 46 Market Place, Reading, Berks.

Please send brochure, without obligation, to:

Name

Address .

I (809)
...

IBLOCK
CAPS.
PLEASE

We do not employ representatives 6-59

RADIOSTRUCTOR
BRITAIN'S LEADING ELECTRONIC TRAINING ORGAN ISATION

BUY YOUR DISHES IN THE

" VOGUE "
TRIPLE PURPOSE SET
The Johnson Vogue " dishes come in sets of three and
are separately coloured : Orange, Grey, White. By
these colours you will identify them for each processing
job and retain them for specific chemicals. Strongly
moulded in plastic, they are available in half plate and
whole plate sizes : Prices :

SET OF 3 i PL. 6s. 9d. ; SET OF 3 + PL. 12s. 9d.

SOLD BY THE LEADING PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS

JOHNSONS
OF HENDON LTD

FOR CONFIDENCE
IN PHOTOGRAPHY

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone

Amplifiers, as used in 'plane intercom..
in self-contained metal case : can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit. intercom-
munication system, or with crystal set.
complete with valves and Fitting Instruc-
tions, 20/, post 3/-. Useful wooden box
with partitions to hold amplifier. 2/- extra,
Amplifier, containing resistances, con-
densers, transformers, switches, etc., but
less valves, 10/, Post 3/-. Hand Micro-
phones, with switch in handle and lead.
5/6. Tannoy, 7/-. Similar instruments,
moving coil, 8/8. All post 1/6. Mask type
with switch. 3/6, post 8d. Throat Mikes,
6/-, post 7d. Mike Buttons, (carbon), 2/-.
Moving coil. 316, Post 4di
Soldering Irons. -Our new streamlined
iron is fitted with a pencil bit, 200/250 v.
50 watts, 11/6. Standard Iron with adjust-
able bit, 200'250 v. 60 watts, 1316. Heavy
Duty Iron. 150 watts. 1.13'6, all post 1-.
These irons are guaranteed, and all parts
are replaceable.
Meters. -23 amp. 2in.. m/ c. 8/6 : 25 v. 2 in.,
info, 8/-; 150 v. 2in., m/c. 10"-; 3.5 amp..
2111.; T.C., 4 amp., 2lin., T.C., in case
with switch, 9,6; 100 mA 2in., min,
7/6, all post extra. Meter (L. & R.) contain-
ing 2.500 microamp movements, IL-. post 1'6.
Bell Transformers. -These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder. etc., 0/-, post 1,-.
Similar Transformer but output of 4, 8 or 12
volts, 1.316. Post 1/6. BUZZERS for use with
either the above or batteries, 413. post 541.
G.P.O. Telephone Hand Comb. Sets, 12;6,
post 1/6. Telephone Hand Generator.
8/6. post 2,-. Telephone Bell, 3/8, post 9d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show "live " side of switches, etc.,
2/6. post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser, pencil type, with vest-
pocket clip, 7;6. post 5d.
Crystal Sets. Our latest model is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
room, 12/8. post 1/-. Spare Permanent
Detectors. 2/- each. When ordered separ-
ately, 2/6; with clips and screws. 2/10, post
3d. Diodes, 216..0005 Variable Condensers
2/8, post 9d, Headphones, brand new,
S. G. Brown, G.E.C., etc., super -sensitive,
23/- a pair. Headphones in Good Order.
6/-. Better Quality, 7/6 and 10,-. Balanced
Armature Type (very sensitive), 13/6.
All post 1/6. New Single Earpieces, 3/6.
Bal. armature type, 4/6 (two of these will
make an intercom. set). Ex-R.A.F. earpiece,
2/6, post 6d. Money refunded if not com-
pletely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
52, NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.11.
New Illustrated List sent on request with
2d. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

THE SWIFT JET
BLOWLAMP

IMMEDIATE HEAT FOR SOLDERING,
SWEATING AND DOZENS OF OTHER
JOBS FOR ELECTRICIANS, PLUMBERS

AND HANDYMEN.

OPERATED BY METHYLATED SPIRIT
NO PUMPING OR INCONVENIENCE.
CLEAN, SAFE AND RELIABLE WITH A
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT
SATISFIED. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

"DEVA" PRODUCTS
183 PIELD HEATH ROAD,
HILLINGDON, MIDDLESEX

ONLY

10'-
INC.

POSTAGE
AND

PACKING

SUNDIAL new 8 -inch
motorised SAW BENCH
DEPTH OF CUT tin
For ripping, cross -cutting, mitring, tongue-
ing & grooving & tenoning. Machined table
top measures I4in x I4in. with Sin.
saw blade. Designed for clean and
accurate sawing. Strong construction
throughout in cast iron, Weight 93
lbs. Rise and fall spindle. Fence to
full length of table. Vee Belt Motor-
ised h.p. T.V. and Radio suppressed
motor. Press button starter switch
fitted.

PARRY & SON (Tools) LTD.
(Dept. PM. 6) 329-333, Old St., London, E.C.1

SHOredach 9422, 9423. 9424.

IDEAL FOR
WOOD,
PLASTIC OR
METALS

£27

Supplied on 1st payment of
£2.14.0, balance in 8 monthly
payments of £1.6.10.
Cash Price CIL Carriage and
Packing 2216.

METALS AND ACCESSORIES
ALUMINIUM, BRASS, COPPER,

STEEL, Etc.
Angle, Sheet, Tube. Foil,'Strip, Channel,
Rod, Bar, Wire, Moulding, Etc. Tin
Plates, Silver Steel. Expanded Metal,
Blanks, Rivets, Springs, Etc. Tools,
Drills, Taps, Dies, Screws, Etc.
Formica, Perspex. Pegboard. Paxolin,
Ebonite, Curtain Rail and Rod, Ad-
hesives, Etc., and many other items
for use in Home, Workshop, Etc..
LARGE or SMA.I.I. Quantities.

COMPARE out' PRICES
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

(2d. stamp for list)
IMMEDIATE DEs PATC LI

CLAY BROS. & CO. (M.1)
(ta SPRINGBRIDGE RD., EALING, W.5

Phone: I:.1 Ling 2215
2 MINS. EALING BROADWAY STN.,

OPPOSITE BENTALLS

CONTROL TOWER
" FLYING " MODELS

(see May issue)
We supply complete kits to assemble
the above models. Price only 39'6.
post free, also electric motors from 3 11
ELECTRIC MODEL AIRCRAFT Co.
II, Dryden Chambers. London. W.I.

THE JEFFERY
TRANSFORMER CO.

(Winders to the late Galpins)
199, EDWARD ST., ,NEW CROSS,
LONDON, S.E.I4 TlDeway 4458

Leaflets sent gladly on request

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
New and reconditioned 15 day Clock-

work and electric switches
from 35/ -

Send S.A.E. for divstrated details Is:-
DONOHOE (TIMERS)

I & 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH
SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND
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LETTERS TO THE THE PLANEIST T FORY
EDITOR [We regret we can accept no further letters on this subject-Ed.]

- - -
SIR,-I should like to systematically dis-

prove all the statements Mr; W. Mills
has made on the subject of a flat earth.

A sundial's shadow is not as simple as he
supposes. The direction to -which the shadow
points is one variable, caused by the rotation
of the earth. There is a second variable-
the length of the shadow, which varies both
throughout the day and the year. The varia-
tion during the year, which would be apparent
if one measured the length of the shadow at
noon every day for a year, is due to the vary-
ing inclination of the earth's axis to the sun.
The shadow's movements are no more com-
plicated as, although the sun undoubtedly
moves, the earth repeats all its movements.

As for gravity, it is merely the attraction
that exists between any body and any other
body, As the earth is the nearest body to
the sea, the sea is naturally attracted to
the centre of the earth, and settles in a

sphere round it. Rivers are also attracted
to the centre of the earth, and flow down-
hill towards it. However, Mr. Mills'
observations at Witney Bridge are not valid
as in only six miles many errors can creep
in. If at either end of the six -mile stretch
there was a deposit in the earth of heavy
metallic ores,- whereas at the centre were
only light, sandy soils, the water might easily
be attracted to the ends of the canal. When
another body, such as the sun or moon
comes near the earth, the waters of the sea
are attracted towards the new body and tend
to pile up on one face of the earth. These
tides do not occur in small stretches of water
such as lakes as there is no room for the
water to pile up one end.

Could any planeist produce a model of
the earth which is flat, yet shows the earth's
features as clearly as a globe? Why is it,
in addition, that one can go round the
world? How is it that the sun lights up
half- the world at any time? If the earth
is flat, it must have two sides. What is on
the other side? We haven't yet fallen off
the edge. There is only one shape the world
could have without having sharp corners
and an uneven and odd shape, this being a
sphere.

Mr. Mills, shadows are quite bogus. Does
the shadow of one part of a moving object
projected on to another part of the same
object, move? No. Not unless the whole
thing is rotated. Then, when the thing is
rotated, for every degree through which the
apparatus is rotated, the shadow appears to
move through one degree. In one hour the
earth moves through 15 degrees. In one
hour also the shadow of any object on the
earth appears to move through 15 degrees
also.

The movements of the planets can be
simply explained by considering the earth to
be a sphere revolving round the sun, being
one of many bodies all revolving at different
distances from the sun. What does a planeist
orrery look like? The orbist's model of the
solar system is a simple thing, but I am
sure the planeist's must be complicated, and,
as Lord Rutherford said: " These funda-
mental things have got to be simple."-
S. E. DINWIDDY (Drayton).

* * *
SIR,-It is a fact well known that the

earth's surface comprises 75 per cent. of
ocean, which of course always seeks its own
level. To put it another way, the surface of
the ocean is the same distance from the
centre of the earth at all points, for this
reason it is more suitable on which to base
one's conclusions than the ground would be.

To mention perspective in this connection
may appear irrelevant, but I hope to show
that it is not without significance.

In conventional perspective it is customary
to treat the horizon as a straight line which,
of course, is quite true when viewed in eleva-
tion; in plan, however, it can be shown to
be circular.

Observations made while crossing the
Atlantic in a liner provide perhaps the best
means of investigating the matter, as an
uninterrupted view of the ocean is available
showing the line where sea and sky seem to
meet.

From these observations it must be obvious
that from whatever point of the compass the
horizon is observed, whether east or west,
north or south, it always appears to be at
the same distance from the observer.

It is, therefore, not unreasonable to
assume that straight lines drawn from the
observer to the horizon will all be of the
same length, consequently one is forced to
the conclusion that the line of the horizon
is the circumference of a circle of which
the observer's eye is the centre.

Evidently the observer is elevated more
or less above the surface of the ocean, so
that straight lines can be imagined which
terminate at the horizon resulting in a cone
of lines, the vertex of which is the observer's
eye, while the base line is formed by the
diameter of the horizon. This cone is
tangent to a body which must always present
a circular outline anywhere in the navigable
world, and the only body which fulfils this
requirement is that of a sphere. The only
conclusion to be reached, therefore, is that
the surface of the ocean is spherical, and this
applies more or less to the earth generally.
-HORACE W. NEALE (Rotherham).

* * *
CIR,-Correspondent W. Mills states that
`--/ it is impossible to obtain more than a

45 degree angle to the sun -at any latitude.
By a simple geometrical construction, it can
be shown that it is possible to obtain any
angle from o to 90 deg. to the sun. For
the benefit of non -geometers such as Mr.
Mills, the following construction will be
useful: Draw two circles, one representing
the sun, and the other the earth. Now
draw a line from the centre of the " sun "
which touches the circumference of the
" earth " (i.e., this line is a tangent to the
" earth "). Let the point of contact of this
line with the earth be designated P. Now,
by a well-known theory in geometry, the
line joining the centre of the earth to the
point P is perpendicular to the previously
drawn tangent. An observer at P will see
the sun setting, and this is perfectly consis-
tent with a spherical earth.

When Mr. Mills talks about moving
shadows at the equator, etc., I rather think
he has forgotten the most relevant fact that
the object casting the shadow is moving with
the earth. The object and the earth are at
rest relative to each other,, and this does not
imply any specific shape for the earth.

Once again I challenge Mr. Mills to
explain the curved shadow of the earth on
the surface of the moon during a lunar
eclipse (or is this an " anomaly " in the
planeist theory? ).

A sphere is finite but unbounded. In
simple language, you can move about over
the surface and not come to any " end."
However, this is definitely not true when
one considers a plane. If one imagines a
fly placed anywhere on a sheet of paper,
and then moves in a straight line, sooner or
later, it will come to an edge. Why has
no one in this world ever found an
" edge " ?

It seems to me that many facts can only
be explained if the earth is assumed to be a
sphere, and a few facts can be explained
assuming any shape for the earth.-G. G.
All.woon (S.E. 3).

A 6in. Astronomical Reflecting Telescone (Concluded
_ from page 397)

8. Superior Equatorial Cradle Mounting weight as shown in Fig. 23 may be of great
A fine 'sturdy mounting can be made as assistance. The whole tube and cradle

in Fig. 3 (May issue) and Fig. 21. Rotation should move easily but not too freely. It is
of the cradle causes the telescope to follow quite wrong to go to the trouble of fitting
the rising and setting motion of the stars. high-speed ball races and such fittings, for
The cradle is tilted so that the angle is the these are designed for purposes far removed
same as the latitude of the observatory. This from the small angular movements required
may be readily found from the Ordnance of a telescope of this nature.
Survey map of the district at the local It is desirable to provide a simple hand
library. The entire mounting is orientated control to move the cradle in a direc-
on to the meridian and the long axis of the tion counter to the Earth's rotation. A
cradle, if extended, would pass through gramophone loin. turntable with a segment
the North Celestial point (close to Polaris, of brass cut with teeth to form a small por-
the North Pole star). If the telescope tion of a worm wheel co -acting with a worm
is to operate in equatorial regions the is shown in Fig. 14. The worm wheel must
long axis of the cradle will be near to the be capable of being freed and locked to the
horizontal. cradle trunnion so that the cradle can be

If one has the money the trunnions at A moved without using the worm during quick
and B should be made to co-operate with setting operations.
good -quality plummer blocks having brass The Finder
bushes. A suggested simple form of trun- Many experienced amateur astronomers use
nion is presented in Fig. 22. A sturdy tin very simple finders on their telescopes. A
can is made to contain a thick polygon of gunsight comprising a bracket with a hole
wood, this is then made to fit into a felt of lin. and cross wires is excellent. It
lined circular aperture in a split block of enables one to see the star field and isolate
hardwood. This method was not used on any brightish star. A length of in. dia. tube
the prototype but there appears to be no was found adequate for most things. If one
reason why it should not suffice where the desires an optical finder there are many low
handyman does not have recourse to a lathe. power short telescopic sights available from
In this form of mounting the telescope tube war surplus stores. The finder should give
must be in excellent balance and this is an inverted view, have a field of about 4 deg.
readily obtained by the judicious use 'of lead to 6 deg. and be mounted not less than 4in.
weights at the base of the tube. A slider from the tube wall (see Fig. 25).

An article on maintaining and adjusting your telescope will appear shortly.
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A REVIEW OF NEW TOOLS, EQUIPMENT ETC
IMPROVED KENNEDY PORTABLE POWER HACK -SAW

THIS popular little hack -saw is now pre-
sented with a number of technical

improvements as the Kennedy portable
Power Hack -saw, Mark II. The capacity of
the hack -saw has been increased to 2itin.
and the h.p. Hoover motor now has a
thermal overload control. If the hack -saw
stops accidentally, the motor cuts out auto-
matically, thus eliminating the risk of a
burn -out of the windings. A new zero -
cutting edge is incorporated --a simple but
very useful idea by means of which the
extreme edge of the vice -jaw indicates the
path of the saw cut. Acditionally, the vice -
jaw is now calibrated in fractions of an
inch so that short lengths of material can
be cut off without the need for marking.
The saw -frame arm is now fitted with a
handle which enables the release -catch to
be operated by thumb pressure alone. One
or two other improvements have also been

made. The price remains unchanged at £28.
Its biggest advantage is that after it has
been set up and the electric motor started,
then the hack -saw finishes the job without

The portable
power hack -saw.

any further supervision or effort being
required. Pedestals, tripods and other
accessories are also available. The makers
are W. Kennedy Ltd., West Drayton,
Middlesex.

"Double Top" Wardrobe
TIP C. HENDERSON LIMITED have

introduced on to the market their
completely new and simple to use wardrobe
gear, named " Double Top." This is the
first of its kind in the country, designed
for space -saving sliding doors to built-in
cupboards and wardrobes. Complete
standard sets, down to the last screw, are
supplied for openings from 4ft. to 8ft.
wide, and for two or three doors. Prices
range from 34s. per set. All fittings are
face fixed to the inside of the doors,
invisible from the outside. No mortising
or grooving is necessary to fit the gear. The
one set of track, hangers and guides can
be used for doors from din. to IAin. thick,
and up to 6o1b, per door in weight. Simply
reverse the hangers and adjust the bottom
guide accordingly. The noiseless nylon
wheels and guides will last a lifetime. The
makers state that any handyman can do
the installing, aided by the simple pictorial
fixing instructions packed with every set.
An illustrated list is available for readers
giving further particulars and prices, from
P. C. Henderson Limited, Tangent Works,
Harold Hill, Romford, Essex.

Gear

A close-up of
the wardrobe

gear.

AN IMPROVED POCKET RULE
N improved design of extending steel

pocket rule for the handyman has
been produced by the makers of Stanley
tools. It is the " Pull -Push rule.

The Stanley " Pull -Push" rule.

The chromium plated " D shaped case,
handy for slipping in the pocket. and
measuring exactly 2in. along the bottom,
enables it to be used for accurate inside
measurements, as well as for ordinary work.
To make the reading too per cent. accurate
it has a sliding " True -Zero " hook at the
end of the blade which automatically com-
pensates for its own thickness on both
inside and outside measurements, and a
" True -View " mouth, which exposes the
graduations on either side of the blade,
where it enters the case to eliminate sight-
ing error on inside measurements. " Pull -
Push " rules are available in 6ft. and loft.
lengths at 7s. 6d, and los. 6d. respectively.
They are also made in 2 metre and 3 metre
lengths, graduated in millimetres, or in
combinations of both English and metric
systems, at the same prices. Replacement
blades are available together with instruc-
tions for fitting. " Pull -Push " rules are
obtainable from all good ironmongers, tool
suppliers' and hardware dealers. The
manufacturers are Stanley Works (G.B.),
Ltd., Rutland Road, Sheffield, 3.

New Bridges Tools
ARECENT addition to the Bridges range'

of tools is a contractor's kit, The
power unit consists of Bridges -in. Neonic
Drill with speed of goo r.p.m. making it
ideal for drilling all types of materials. In
addition to the loft, lead fitted as standard,
a special extension lead with connector is
included. Augers for wood drilling, high-
speed and carbide tipped drills for masonry,
metal and brick -work, holesaws for hole
cutting are all part of the kit. The Neonic
Eye fitted to the drill gives a warning of any
faulty connection or broken earth lead. The
price complete with sturdy carrying case and
extension lead is £21 14s. 6d.

A further addition to this range is a
portable chain mortiser for mortising and
pin -hinge slotting without the need for
heavy and expensive chain mortisers. When
required for pin -hinge slotting, replacing the
mortising chain with the pin -hinge chain or
serrated chisel is a simple process. The
machine is adaptable to vertical and hori-
zontal usage. The maximum depth of cut
is 5in., the width of slot 3/64in. to in.,
length of slot unlimited, and the weight is
only 291b. The price of the chain mortiser
is £59 ios., a chain sharpening attachment
using the mortiser's own motor is available
at an additional £9 19s. 6d. The above -
mentioned tools are made by S. N. Bridges
Sr Co. Ltd., York Road, London, S.W.tt.

Thor Hammers
THE Thor Hammer Company, of High-

lands Road, Shirley, Birmingham,
supply mallet and hammer heads in plastic,
rubber, rawhide, copper, cellulose, lead,

(Above)-The Thor rubber faced hammer.
(Below)-A rawhide and copper hammer.

Both faces are replaceable.

lignum vitae, lignostone, etc. They also
manufacture a non -spark mallet for use
where fire hazards exist. Full details
of Thor hammers and mallets are obtain-
able from the above address.
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E A DER S' AHD WhhITS
The pre -paid charge for small advertisements is 6d. per word, with box number I,'6 extra (minimum order 6!-). Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement Director, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Tower House, Southampton

Street, London, W.C.2, for insertion in the next available issue.

PERSONAL .

BOOKS ON SPORTS, Hobbies.
Handicrafts. Invaluable detailed

catalogue of 2,200 of these Books -in -
Print is in Bookguide. June issue.
Most good booksellers give copies
free on request, or 6d. from news-
agents and by post. Bookguide and
Books -in -Print, 21, Lower Belgrave
Street, London. S.W.1.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY AT HOME
How would you like 2150 '? Mrs. Becks ith, of

Morden, says " What we would hate done
without the £100 I made in my spare time A:

don't know." She's an agent for FREEMANS
OF LONDON, who supply all goods on approval,
without a deposit, and payments are only 1.,
in the £ per sveek ; all expenses are paid, and once
you show our 4.000 item colour catalogue and
samples to your customers, you will have no diffi-
culty in start log a lucrative agency. Apply now to
Dept. MIL FREEMANS (LONDON, S.W.E, LTD,.

Lavender House, London, S.W./.

HOLIDAYS
1ANOE HOLIDAYS.-Hire a Canoe

for your summer holidays. Single
and Double types. Brochure, etc..
from: E. Barker, Dept. M., Calder
Grange, Mytholmroyd. Yorks.

FOR SALE
1.11LASTIC, catapult, models, etc..
2 2/16in. round, 9d. yard, post 3d.
C. Blundell, 472, Alcester Road South,
Birniingham, 14,

COMPRESSORS FOR SALE.-Twin
Piston with tank, 2' c.f.p.m..

£4. Single Cyl., £2. All types
Motors. S.A.E. for list. Dept. P.M.9,
Wheelhouse, 13, Bell Road, Hounslow
IHOU 3501.)
}.LOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment; available
from stock. Universal Electrical,
721. City Road. London, E.C_I.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AND
MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE
%Act ( Al PUMPS. EDS Bus
'IYPE 4. As New, 24.10.0. ea.
BALI. RACES. I" x I" bore. )1/ x 3.16'
bore, 1" x 1" bore, 1/6 ea., i" x i" bore,
21- ea.. 21" x 1." bore; 316 ea.
NEWALL LNDICATOR CLOCK
GAUGES. M/m. New, 351- ea:
HYDROMETERS'. Acid, 3/- ea.
MIN. MOTORS. 4) v. reversible,
totally enclosed. ea.
NINE ('EELS. 1.2 v. 3 amp., 53" x 21"
x 1" unused, 5/- ea., 481-doz.
PRISMS. Magnifying, 1 3/16" sq. on
adjustable frame. 2 filters, 51- ea.
I.T.A. AERIALS. -New. 3 element
22,6 : 5 element, 27/6: Co -ax. cable,
6d. per yd. ; air spaced 94. per yd.
MAINS POWER PACKS. 250 v.
80 npamp. or stabilized 150 v. 80 m'amp.
with 6.3 v. winding, 30/-.
MORSE KEYS. Small, ; medium,
3/- larger, 3/6. Buzzers, 31- ea,
HEADPHONES. Moving iron, low
impedance. 6/- ; high, 9/- ; balanced
armature, low, 101- ; high, 15/- : mov-
ing coil, low only. 10/- per pair.
KEY SWITCHES. D.P.C.O. each
way, P l ea. ,

INTEKNAL TELEPHONE SYSTEM.
10 line, automatic dial. Complete,
860.0.0.
N LUAU SWITCHES. 2, - ea.20:- per doz.
I.RoJEcron BULBS. 110 v, 1,000 w.,
20, ea.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES.
L- ea., 10:- per doz.
SWITCH SOCKET & PLUG. 5 amp.
3 pin, metal cased, 5/- ea.
12-24 V.D.C. MOTORS, GEARED.
Small and powerful, 4-8 r.p.m.,25/- ea.
Works from mains with suitable trans-
former and rectifier, i.e., 12 v.,
24 v., 30/- extra.
SOUND POWERED TELEPHONE
UNIT. Neon indicator, buzzer, built-in
generator, self-contained. Ex -
Admiralty. 25.0.0 per pair.
DRILLS. RS. 9/16" No. 2M.T.S 51- ea.
VENNER SYNCHRONOUS A.C.
MOTORS. With gear train, for clocks,
models. etc., 12/6 ea.
RUBBER TORCHES. Ex Cinemas,
less batteries. 3/6 ea.
LODGE AERO SPARK PLUGS.
18 nt.m. New, 2/- ea., 20/- doz,
110 v. A.C. MOTORS. 4. i h.p.. 82.0.0 :
1/3 h.p., 82.10.0' 1 h.p.. 83.10.0.
BLOWERS, MOTORISED. 3 phase.
440 v. 1+ h.p., 27.10.0 ea. Cost about £40.
PRESSURE GAUGES. 250 p.s.i.,
12/6 ea.
HUGGETT'S LIMITED

2/4, PARSONS ROAD, WEST
e'ROYDON. SURREY.

FOR SALE (Continued)
+IRQULAR GLASS DISCS for

grinding Astronomical Mirrors.
Smoothed and edged, per pair with
abrasive 80, 180, 280. 320, 400, 600,
superfine finisher. Swedish Pitch.
Wax. fine Rouge, Sin. x lin., £2%15/-;

K lin. £31151-; 8in. x
£5115,-. post paid. Money refunded
if dissatisfied. H. Gibbs, 75, Port-
manmoor Road, Cardiff, S. Wales.
APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS.-

Gigantic price reduction's. Save
pounds! Special offers; catalogue
free Scientific and Technical Supplies
(Nottm.). Ltd., 286, Alfred St.,
Central Nottingham.

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS, Grinding
Wheels Ceramic Insulators.

Govt. surplus ; s.a.e. for hat, S.
Midgley, Hebden Road, Haworth.
Keighley.

" zs-ASTRO TELESCOPE MAKING."
Standard Ramsdell Push -in

Eyepieces. tin.. fin.. tin., focus, 35/-
s.a.e. list. Object Glasses from
10/6: Eyepieces from 15/6. New-
tonian Mirrors, Diagonal Mounts,
Focusing Mounts, Tripods. Terres-
trial Telescopes and Microscopes. \V.
Burnet. Grand Sluice, Boston. Lines.

BATTERY RECORD PLAYER.
E.M.I. 99'6. 6 v. or 9 v. P. & P 4,6.
VALVE BATTERY AMPLIFIER.
39/6. I t. v. L.T. 60 y. or 90 0. P. & P. 3/6.
3 TRANSISTER AMPLIFIER. 79:'6.

I control 9 v. P. & P. 3/6.
Stamp for free catalogue.

P.P. COMPONENTS LTD.,
219, Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex.

ILF. 0295.

trINE ART COLOUR PRINTS for
miniature picture frames. etc.

for list only. Rushy Meade Studios,
School Rd., Blackpool.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGE. 2cc..
glass. with 2 needles, only 3/-,

post free. Spare Needles 2/6 per
dozen. Many uses. oiling, laboratory
work. etc. T. E. Dickinson, 12, Bath
Street. Liverpool, 22.

CONVERT YOUR SAW BENCH,
SPINDLE UNIT to a PLANING
MACHINE (tin. shaft)

FOR ONLY 39/6
Our specially designed planing attachment
is simply lilted in place of your saw blade
giving an excellent finish tin. width per pass.
Teri. NW. With Order -P. P. 21.. Mail
Orders only. Other shaft siaes extra.

KELTON ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
46. Castle Street, Liverpool, I

DUBBER MOULD MAKING Com-
patina for plaster casting

granulated ready for use, 6/6 per lb..
postage 1/6 first 21b., 3d. extra each
additional, lb. Cash with order. J.
Stanton, 69. Charlton Road. Leeds, 9.
XliTIFFLE FURNACES. 240v./1 kW,.
1'4- chamber 7in. x (If in. x 3in.,
hardening. metallurgy. 2.000'F.. 37/6;
Skin. x 4in, a 3in., 43/9. " Paytox,-
57. New Road, Rubery. Birmingham.
(1IN. PLANING and Rebating

Machines, 30in, overall. adjust-
able cut, heavy hallraces, £6/7/6:
also 4fin., ffin. and 8in. Planers at
low prices. Combination Woodwork-
ing Lathes, heavy-duty ballraced.
£11/18/-. Build your own circular
saw cheaply. New type Circular Saw
Spindles from 37'6, full range for
Saws up to 30in. diameter; also Com-
bination Spindles for sawing and
planing. All machines fully guar-
anteed; terms. Send 6d, for lists.
Generous terms to trade. Ortan
Lathes. Falcon Works, Costessey,
Norwich, Dept. P.M.

1,000 ONLY ex -Govt. 24v. Motors
to clear, lf x 5in, long,

driving shaft ilin. x 5/16in.. 6/6 P.P.
Lewis's, 14, Mill Street, Wantage,
Berks.

WANTED
WANTED, Sheet Metal Working

v Maohineay. HarDall Limited,
Wingate Road. Luton. (Tel.: Luton
52451-2.)

RADIO

BUILD YOUR OWN HI-FI at
home! At last, for reasonable

costthe chance to make your own
quality Audio Equipment and
to gain the knowledge to service and
maintain it. Free brochure from:
Dept. P.M.20. Radiostruetor. 46,
Market Place, Reading, Berks.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
LlASY TO FOLLOW KITS to build
-94 a Boat at home-for Cabin
Cruisers, Runabouts, Canoes, Prams.
Dinghies and Enterprise Sailing
Dinghies. Brochure from: Wyvern
Boats rWessexI Ltd , Milborne Port.
Sherborne.

ELECTRICAL
ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL

GOODS at extremely competi-
tive prices, e.g., 5 amp. Twin Cable,
35/- 100 yards: Lampliolders. 11/- doz.:
5ft. -Battens, 49/-; quality and imme-
diate despatch' guaranteed, Request
list. JaylOw Supplies. 93. Fairholt
Road London, N.16. (Telephone:
Stamford Hill 4384.)
VLUOREscENT LIGHTING FIT-
4- T-INOS for workshop and home.

- Complete range from lit, to 18in.
) also circulars) at lowest prices any-
where. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflets
and list of Control Gear Kits.

'callers welcome. We are fluores-
cent Lighting Specialists: E. 'Brill.
Dept. C., 125A. Northcote Rd.,
London. S.W.11. (Battersea 8960.)

RADIO . . .
Would (,ou like to build a small
Bedside Radio working a Loud-
speaker from a flashlamp battery ?
Transistors can do this. No mains
required. Simple to build. Send 8d.
stamps for notes on transistors and
Price List Components.
MORCO EXPERIMENTAL SUPPLIES
8 & 10, Granville St., Sheffield, 2.

SPECIAL OFFER.-B.T.H. Electric
Motors, h.p., 1,42.5 r.p.m.,

230-250v., A.C., single phase, latest
type, brand new and fully guaran-
teed. £8/10/-, carr. paid; approval
against cash. Many other sizes at
attractive prices. Send for lists. P.
Blood & Co., Arch St., Rugeley,
Staffs.

MODEL ELECTRIC MOTORS.
amazingly powerful: " Mini

Mo," 9/6: Maxi Mo," 13/6, post
free: 4f to 9v. lf in. x 1 fin., weight
lf oz.. 4/5,000 r.p.m..; drives boat
propellers, lin. and !fin.; aeroplane,
5in. and Sin. Model Electric Motors
!Dept. " Highland," Alkring-
ton Green, Middleton, Manchester.

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Single Phase, h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. 87.10.0
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. 89.12.6
h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. 89.I2.6
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. El 1. 0.0

I h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. LI I. 0.0
Fully guaranteed by makers, approval
against cash. Carriage paid mainland. State

voltage.
P. BLOOD & CO.,

ARCH STREET, RUGELEY, STAFFS.

TOOLS
PORTABLE POWER TOOLS, new,

used, bought, sold, exchanged.
terms. Arthur Drysdale & Co. Ltd.,
58, Commerce Road, Wood Green,
London, N.22. (Bowes Park 7221.)

EDUCATIONAL
APPOINTMENTS ARE WAITING i7

( Industry and Commerce fortrained men. Special tuition for
G.C.E. Also guaranteed coaching
for I,Mech.E.. I.Prod.E. Soc. of E.,
Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds, Manage -
went. Secretaryship, etc. Write forfree book on your career to: Inter-
national Correspondence Schools, 71,
Kingsway (Dept. 521), London, W.C.2,
" HOW AND WHY " Radio and

Electrenics made clear by
new, non -Maths, practieal way.
Postal instruction based on hosts of
experiments and equipment building
carried out at home. New courses
bring enjoyment as well as know-
ledge of this fascinating subject.
Free brochure from: Dept. P.M.12,
Radiostructor, 46, Market Place,
Reading, Berks.

MATHEMATICS Physics - Elec-
tronics: courses for G.C.E., etc.;

Grammar School education not.
required: from 5/- weekly. Write:
Senior Tutor. Tutorials, 200,
Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

G.C.E. I
I SERVICE

WRITE NOW for FREE GUIDE,
staring dace and type of examination,
so she Registrar, (Dept. M.341.

MERCER'S
CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,
69 Wimpole Street, London, W.I.

SITUATIONS VACANTANI I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.. City
and Guilds. G.C.E.. etc., bring

high pay and security. " No pass-
no fee " terms. Over 9570 successes.
For details of exams and courses in
all branches of Engineering, Building.
Electronics, etc., write for 148 -page
handbook-free. B.I.E.T. Inept. 9678),
London. W.8.

FIBREGLASS

PLASTIC U N ITS
Experimental Glass Fibre Unit, 14/9.
Plastic Metal for Gear Casting, Plastic Dies,
etc., 14/3. Porcelain -hard Cold Setting
Finish for food preparation surfaces, baths.
washing machines, etc., 16/9 pt. in white,
cream, black, sky blue, red, clear and
aluminium. S.A.E. for information list,
price list, etc. SILVER DEE PLASTICS
(Dept. 3), Hartington, Staveley,Chester-

field, Derbyshire.

WOODWORKING

WOODWORKING MACHINES. All
cast-iron constructed. Complete

Saw Benches, 7in., £4/15/- ; 8in.,
£51101- ; 10in., complete motorised,
£30. Planers. 5in.,' £12 ; Bowl Turn-
ing Heads, £4; with 8in, Saw Tables,
£71101-. Lathes, 57/10/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes, £10/10/-. Motors,
Pulleys, Belts, etc. 12 months'
written and money refunded guaran-
tee. 4d. stamp for illustrated book-
let. James Inns (Engineers),
Marshall St., Nottingham.
QAWBENCHES, 8in. to 30in., 'from

£9 ; Motorised, £13 ; Petrol
Portable, £44. Planers. Bandsaws,
Lathes, Saw Spindle and Planer,
Assemblies, Logging and Firewood
Machines, Chain Saws. Engines.
Motors ; deferred terms. Send 1/9
for handbook, catalogue and bargain
offers. List free, Beverley Products,
Sturton-le-Steeple, 47, Notts.

! ! T -O -O -L B -A -II -G -A -I -N -S !
Engineers-Carpenters-etc. Examples : Callipers, 6in., Ex -Govt., 1'6 per pr. Level
and Plumb, builders, 30in., 10/6. Feeler Gauges, 10 blades, .0015-.025in., 3;11. Screw
Thread Gauge, 28 blades W./B.S.F., 2/9. Mechanics Tool Boxes, 12in. x Sin. x 8in..
heavy gauge. Ex -Govt., 8/9. Spanner sets of 5 D.10. 'mid. I in. -tin. S.A.E., boxed,
hardened and tempered, 7/6 per set, Rustless Steel Tapes, leather case, finest atty.,
50in., 21/-. Files I. doz. asstd., 6in.-12in., Sheffield (boxed) Job Line, 1111.

C. &. P. EXTRA. Send 3d. stamp for LIST,
SHALLESS ENGINEERING CO. LTD., WHYTELEAFE STATION, SURREY

UPLANDS 6997. 8-7 p.m. including Sats. Wed. 8-I p.m.
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SERER

ASTRONOMICAL SUPPLIES
Warehouse Road,

Stebbing, Comnow, Essex.
EQUIPMENT for ASTRONOMERS
Mirrors, eyepieces, focusing mounts,
spiders, etc. Do-lt-Yourself kits.

S.A.E. for free details.

PAINT LINING TOOL. rolls 1/32in.,
1/16in. and (in. stripe. 5/3 post

free. Roaring 5in. flame Spirit Blow-
torch. 8/6, post 9d. List stamp. P.
Wren Mfr. Co., Wollaston, Welling-
borough.

G1LM OUR -VALE
NEW GAS TORCH,
for town gas.
Better than a blow lamp. Two sizes

25/6 and 19/6.
Makes silver soldering and small
brazing easy. Particulars and ten -page
specialist instruction book free, also
prices of the materials. 3d. Stamp.
G. M. VALE & CO., 55, Park
Road,Wellingborough, Northants.

vs,
ci

ASTRONOMICAL
TELESCOPES,

Grinding Polishing Kits, Mirror
Blanks. Aluminised Quartz -coated
Optical Flats, etc. : s.a.e. for lists.
L. J. Mays & Co.. 20, Clover Road.
Timperley, Altrincham, Cheshire.

HANDICRAFTS

MUSICAL
BOX MOVEMENTS

ONLY 13/- POST FREE.
Kits from 21,- complete with movement.
Please send 3d. stamp, or call for new FREE

illustrated brochure. Trade supplied.
THE SWISSCROSS Co. (Dept. V),

Tulse Hill, London, 5.W.2.

WATCHMAKERS
'TRADE WATCH REPAIRS, Pearl

Rethreading, Dial Restoration.
Best prices for old gold and silver.
Lawson for workmanship and value.
Send for list. J. J. Lawson, Dept.
PM, 10, Victor Road, Bradford 9.
Yorks.
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, un-

rivalled for reliability and
speed. coupled with reasonable
charges. Part jobs welcomed.
Material supplied. Hereford Watch
Co., 13, St. Owen Street. Hereford.

WATCH PARTS
For all makes of watches, tools, instruc-
tional books, etc. Special Kits for be-
ginners. Send 6d. for Super Bargain
Catalogue." T. G, LOADER (Dept. IR,
Watchmakers Mail Order Service,
Milestone Road, Carterton, Oxford.

I EARN to be a Watch and Clock
-11-4 Repairer in your spare time and
earn extra money at home. We can
supply everything you need at
unbeatable prices, including instruc-
tional books. Swiss watchmakers'
tools, watches, watch and clock
movements. lathes, cleaning machines,
all spare parts for watches and
clocks, etc. We also have a fine
selection of musical box movements
and kits. Send 9d. P.O. for bumper
bargain catalogue. The Watch-
makers Supply Company (Dept.
P.M.), Carterton, Oxford.

PHOTOGRAPHY
fILASGOW. If buying, selling or
`LA exchanging modern Cameras.
Enlargers. Equipment, Taoe Re-
corders. etc., for the best deal, call
or write to Victor Morris, 406, Argyle
St., Glasgow, C.2. (Central 8958.)
EXPOSURE METERS.-Build your

own Double -range Incident Light
Exposure Meter with 50 x 37mm.
photocell. f/1.4 to 1/32, 1,1,000th to
60 sec. film speed, 19 to 37 deg. B.S..
complete component kit 50/-: s.a.e.
details. G.R. Products, 22, Runny -
mead Ave.. Bristol, 4.

BELLOWS, Camera, Enlarger, Pro-
cess. Industrial Collapsible

Machine Guards. Beers, 4, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby. (Tel.:
41263.)

MISCELLANEOUS
A QUALUNG and Compressor Equip-

ment, Ballraces and Mis-
cellaneous Items. Lists 3d. Pryce,
157, Malden Road, Cheam.
" FORTUNES in FORMULAS," 900 -

Age American book of formulae.
American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2).
Hastings.
BBUILD YOUR OWN Refrigerator.

Everything to make Built-in or
Cabinet. Refrigerator. S.A.E. for
Sealed Unit List and Schematic
Diagram, or 1/- (refundable) for 32 -
page catalogue, including details of
free 4 cu. ft. Cabinet Diagram offer.
Hire purchase available. Dept.
P.M.5. Wheelhouse, 13, Bell Road,
Hounslow. (Phone: HOU 3501.)
WIN A MYFORD SUPER 7.-For

details see my list No. 34. Over
3,000 items, mechanical. electrical,
instruments, materials. stock. nuts,
bolts, screws, washers, tools. etc.I'll bet it's the most interesting list
you have ever seen. K. R. Whiston
(Dept. M.P.C.), New Mills, Stockport.

PATENTS

! A GOOD IDEA !
CAN MAKE MONEY FOR YOU

LET US ASSIST YOU
PROFESSIONALLY TO SELL YOUR

INVENTION.
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS,

PATENT DEVELOPMENT &
MARKETING CONSULTANTS
16 Gore Court Rd., Sittingbourne, Kent

This New Invention Re -
plates Metals, and gives
hard chrome finish. Motor
and cycle parts, household
utensils, etc.

Do Your Own
ELECTRO-PLATING

and Save HU.
Complete Outfit 15 -, post
free. (Full money back
guarantee.)

L. A. PRODUCTS,
Dept. M.,

156, High St., Berkhamsted, Herts.

SERIES III
N UCLEAVE PRESS

CROPS

RIVETS

PUNCHES
Ask your Tool Dealer or send for
details to

Sole Manufacturers.

FITZNER LTD.
197-199, KINGS ROAD.

KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

A " FERROUS " ARC WELDING AND
BRAZING SET will complete your work-
shop equipment. For Joining and re-
inforcing from approx. 26 s.w.g. up to any
thickness Mild Steel, Wrought or Malle-
able Iron. Type 0'.M.65 Heavy Duty com-
plete with all equipment 190;240 v. single
ph. 10/15 amp. (or domestic power supply)
delivered free, ex stock, E25

(Cash or C.O.D.)
H.P. Terms. Illus. leaflet-Manufacturers.
Ferrous Transformers (MEC), Ltd.,
Church Rd.. Croydon, Surrey. CR0 8351/3

FREE POCKET MANUAL

" How to fit
STEAM

TRAPS "
Unique guide to the correct selection and
installation of steam traps for mains
drainage, heating systems, process steam
units of all kinds including best conden-
sate -lifting installations. Concise directions:
clear illustrations. Copies free on request to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.), Cheltenham, Glos.

Sof
fON REPAIRS

S
TO CAR Booms

u PANELS,W1NGS

With 0110 N
Glass Fibre

AS DEMONSTRATED ON
ITV & " DO IT YOURSELF"

EXHIBITION
All materials supplied separ-
ately. Illustrated Booklet 2/6
post free.

Other kits FORD 1/10 H.P.
12/6, 25 -, CAR BODY SHELL AND

KIT.
Plus Post Ready to assemble, 11106.0.11.
2/-, 213, 2/6. Send for details.

Plastics
Westpole Motors Ltd. Dith-ion
8, Trent Howse, 89, Seamier -a. London, N.14
mosossmmesPA 1, 8331 NMNIMINIMIMIIMMI

REPAIR
PACK

7/6
Post Fret

GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY
Essential to success in any walk of life ! What-
ever your age, you can now prepare at home for
the important new General Cert. of Education
E.xam., on "NO PASS-NO FEE" terms.
You choose your own subjects-Educational,
Commercial or Technical. Recently announced
big extension of subjects gives everytme the
chance to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how vin,, caw obtain the General
Cert. are given in our 136 -page Guide-Free
and without obligation. Personal advice on
request.
Write today, School of Careers, Dept. 1 00.

2941, Wright's Lane, London, W.S.

(1- School of Careers
TOP GRADE

LEATHERCLOTH
VYNIDE- WADALIDE REXI NE

IN TRADITIONAL AND
CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

FOR THE HANDYMAN

Send 4d. stamps for Patterns and List of
Upholstery Sundries.

SAWYERS LTD.
St. Sepulchre Gate, Doncaster.

INTRODUCING A NEW

PORTASS S.C. LATHE
Silo. x 17in. Eackgeared Bench Lathe,
complete with Faceplate, mitchplate, book-
plate, change wheels, etc. Flat or vee drive,
226.15.0d. ('ash or terms. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or remittance refunded in full. Ex Works.
Details, Dept, P.M.,

CHARLES PORTASS & SON
Buttermere Works, SHEFFIELD, 8

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
MULTI -PURPOSE MOTORS. Low
voltage, with gearbox. 24 v. D.C.. but
good at 12 v. or lower. Two shafts,
4 and 16 R.P.M. at 12 v., 6 and 24 R.P.M.
at 24 v. Operate 3 sets of cams and also
Plunger giving powerful lateral thgust.
Takes under 1 amp. Wonderfully vaLsa-
tile motor. Each 25/-, post 2 -.
LOW VOLTAGE MOTORS, 6/12 v.
Each 7/6, post 1/6.
BATTERY CHARGING TRANS-
FORMERS. 11 v. and 17 v. A.C. (for 6
and 12 v. Charging at 1 i amp.). Each 1716,
post 1/9.
RECTIFIERS to suit above. Each 9!-,post 9d. (These transformers and recti-
fiers will run above motors.)
TELEPHONE HANDSETS (two inseries with battery make intercom.).
Each 17/6, post 1/6.
MAINS VOLTMETERS. 0:300 v. A.C.
Each 251-, post 2/-.
TRIPODS. 38in. long. Very rigid
Mot telescopic). Easily adapt to camera,
etc. Each 12/8. post 2/6.
MOTORS. 200/250 v. A.C./D.C. F.H.P.
approx. 80 watts. High Speed. lin. shaft.
(Converted ex-R.A.F. motor generator
-power about equal to sewing machine
motor.) Useful addition to workshop.
Each 301-, post 2/9.
Send 3d. stamp for list of otter motors,
transformers, pumps, lamps. switches. etc.

MILLIGANS
24, Harford Street, Liverpool, 3.Money Rack Guarantee.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 3d. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets:
Experi-

ments" 1:2
"Formulae"

112

"Home
Chemistry "
new ed., 2/10

Post Paid.

(Scientific DeM. A)
60 HIGH STREET

Stoke Newington, London, 14.16

R 0 GE R S 31/33 NELSONORT
ST.

SOUTHP
Thread Gauges, 28 arms ... 4i9Whitworth Screws, 144 Ass'td 5/9H.S. Drills. 12 Assorted to 48 ... 4/6Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted ... 3/6Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C. ... 3/9Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted ... 3/ -Copper Rivets. 1.2 doz. Assorted I/4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race

spindle, pulley, etc.. 181n. x 10in 61/6Rectifiers. 612v. at 6 amps. ... 181 -Air Jacks. 5in. stroke ... 17/6Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt ... 6/6
Mains Transformers. 18v. 6 amp. 35/ -
Garnet Cloth. 4in. wide. Per yd. 9d.Motorised Water Pumps ... 75/ -Circular Saws, 6in. 11/8: 7in. 1313, etc.Instrument Cases. 12in. x 8in. x6in. New .
Plugs & Sockets. 7 point ... 2/-Telephones. New. Modern... .. 16/-Revel Gears. Sin. & 2in. Pair 4/6Races, Belts, Valves, Pulleys, Pumps.
Brass, Steel, Aluminium, etc.
May we send our free list of hundreds of

interesting items? Stamp. please.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit
For Welding, Soldering, Blaz-
ing and metal construction &
repairs la the home, on the car or
cycle. Instant heat 6,000. F.
Works from 6v. or 12v. car battery
or transformer from A.C. mains. Con,
plate kit of Welding Tools, 9ft. cable,
clip, carbons, cleansing fluid, Goes,
filler rods, goggles, instructions, hints.
Thousands in daily use. As supplied to
Depts. of H.N. Government, LC.L. Staml.
ant Telephones, etc. Welds all
Metals up to one -eighth inch. 7,6IN REQUIRED
Obtainable only from Post & Packing:: c,
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dept. r.M.32),

209 Kinesland Road, London, E.2.

L
Terms : Dep. 1216, p. top...2/0 & 5 wkly post-.

of

BUILD YOUR OWN
CANOE

Printed illustrated instructions 1'6

TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD.
206 Amyand Park Road, St. Margaret's, Twickenham, Middx.
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Moulding Polythene
PLEASE suggest a method of forming

scrap Polythene into small blocks for
radio insulators, etc. I should prefer to do
this by solution in some suitable solvent
rather than hot pressure injection.-R. C.
Robbins (Bristol).

THE most suitable solvent for your pur-
pose is probably Xpene, in which

Polythene will dissolve to a treacly mass.
This you could pour into simple moulds
to harden by evaporation of the solvent.
Shrinkage will be considerable.

Polythene, however, liquefies at quite a
low temperature; your scrap could readily
be melted down in a domestic gas or
electric oven and poured into moulds. They
should be filled to overflowing and struck
off level before the material becomes too
viscous,

Armature Rewinding
T HAVE a Bridges tin. electric drill and
-L the armature wants rewinding. Would
you let me know how to go about it ?
There are it gaps in the stampings and
it coils on the armature. There are 22
segments on the commutator. I believe the
windings are tapped half way through. I
do not know how or where the coils are
joined to the commutator. There are 150
turns to each coil.-R. M. Page (Swindon).

THE armature could have I t coils, each
with 15o turns of 37 s.w.g. enamelled

wire, a loop being brought out from the
centre of each coil for connection to the
commutator. Use a coil span from slots

to 6, etc. With the armature placed so
that slots r and 6 are equi-distant from
the centre of one pole face number the
commutator segment which then lies under
the brush nearest this point, number 2. All
numbering is clockwise at the commutator
end. For clockwise rotation at the com-
mutator end connect the start of the coil
in slots r and 6 to segment 3, loop to seg-
ment 4, and finish of the coil to segment
5. Connect the start of the coil in slots
2 and 7 to segment 5, loop to 6, finish
of the coil to segment 7, and so on.

For counter -clockwise rotation at the com-
mutator end connect the start of the coil
in slots i and 6 to segment 23, loop to
244, and finish of the coil to segment r.
Connect the start of the coil in slots 2 and
7 to segment I, loop to 2, finish of the coil
to segment 3, and so on.

Rewinding a Transformer
r HAVE a step-down transformer of the
I- normal type with the secondary wound
separately over the primary. Mains voltage
230, output 3 kVA at iso v.

I wish to rewind the secondary for arc
welding to give 6o amps. so v, or 120 amps.
25 v. Could you tell me if it would function
satisfactorily la this form ? If so, what would
be the best method, if any, of regulating the
output ? Also, is the idea practical ? Could
you advise as to the type of wire to use
for rewinding ?-S. Russell (London, S.E.5).

LJE300[1i

RULES
Our Panel of Experts will answer 11

 your Query only if the Rules given 9
below are complied with. 0

- A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny. 
 crossed postal order, and the query coupon from p,
LA the current issue which appears on the inside of 1-i
 back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
- containing a query. Every query and drawing
r-,1-1 which is sent must bear the name and address of 

the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
 PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 
 Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.
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THE transformer could be used without
modification for arc welding in con-

junction with a choke coil, but, assuming
it is continuously rated, we consider that
the welding current should be limited to
about 4o amps. If you require a higher
welding current we suggest that you rewind
the secondary to give 8o volts, with about
55 amps, welding current. In order to do
this the secondary should be rewound with
76 per cent. of the present number of turns,
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lueprint
Service

=  I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series, No. I ,

4s.*

E 10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 4s,* EF.
= COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE. E

New Series. No. 3, Ss. 6d.''
E AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR

AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is. 6d. E.

= " SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4.
Ss. 6d.*

F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New a:
Series. No. 5, Ss. 6d.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New -
Series. No. 6, Ss. 6c1.*
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ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4s.*
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= PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No 12, 2s.*

The P.M,

COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING E.
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 8s.*

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
 Blueprints (2 sheets), 4s.

Art board dial for above clock, Is. 6d. E=

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT
I Is. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-sizeFull-size blueprint. 4s.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN
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using wire having approximately 532 per
cent. of the present cross-sectional area
(approximately 115 per cent. of the present
diameter). Double cotton covered copper
wire could be used. We think that 5o
volts is rather low for serious arc welding.

In any case a choke coil should be con-
nected between the secondary winding and
the welding electrode. This should be
capable of carrying the welding current
without overheating, and should have a volt
drop equal to about 95 per cent. of the
secondary voltage. The output could be
adjusted by varying the impedance of the
choke coil, as could be effected by using
a tapped choke coil or a choke coil having
a variable air gap in its iron core.

A Finish for Wrought Iron Work
T HAVE recently been making some small

pieces of wrought iron work and up
until now I have been brush painting first
with zinc chromate then with dull black
paint. This is very slow especially with
small intricate scroll work. The work is
built up (from black M/S) by oxy-acetylene
welding and brazing with silicon bronze
rods. The finish required is dull black and
rustproof. Could you please describe a
suitable process for doing this ?-J. Hether-
ington (Carlisle),

believe either of the immersion
processes will suit your require-

ments and in this connection we suggest
you contact these firms :

Messrs. Metal Finishes Ltd, 14, Frederick
Street, Birmingham, t and Messrs. Chemag
Metal Colouring Co., Consul Works, 540,
Chester Street, Aston, Birmingham, 6.

Give them full details of the parts you
wish treated and at the same time request
particulars of their products. Neither of
these processes requires current and we are
of the opinion the simpler the work, the
easier it will be for you.

Screw -cutting Query
T HAVE made a die -stock for use in the

tail sleeve of the lathe. The trouble is
that the round material being threaded
rotates in the three -jaw chuck. It is a new
5in, chuck and the job that I am working
on requires a 4in. thread on :Tin. B.M.S.
For use in a vice, I have made some half -
round clamps. These are successful, but
I always get the inevitable drunken "
thread. I would prefer to use the lathe,
can you help please ?-L. E. Fordham
(Caterham).

DESPITE the fact this is supposed to be
a new chuck we suggest a thorough

check before attempting further work with
it.

Grip a piece of silver steel gently in the
jaws. We specify this material because the
diameter is both round and parallel to a
close degree of accuracy, and we suggest
only holding it lightly in order to avoid
straining the jaws.

Insert a thin feeler gauge between each
jaw and the steel rod-again we suggest a
.00rsin, feeler, as this is the smallest in a set.
Try sliding it under each jaw, first at the
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front -and then at the back; noting whether
you can make it enter.

We have a suspicion the material has
rotated and caused them to wear slightly-
black bar will soon do this-so carefully
examine to see if they are scored in any
way. If they are damaged, then only
grinding or boring will restore them to any-
thing like their original condition.

With regard to the drunken thread, this
is common when hand methods are
attempted due to the die not starting
correctly. A rough screw -cutting operation
will remove the bulk of this metal prior
to starting the die, and if you can only leave
say, .osin. for that tool you should then set
the die to the thread and so avoid all signs
of this problem. Gradually close the die -
holder say, .005in. at the time. You can,
of course, perform this work in the lathe,
and -in this connection we urge the use of
a piloted dieholder to ensure the die runs
on the thread truly.

One further point. Are you sure the
B.M.S. is perfectly parallel and round? We
appreciate this metal does not possess the
same close tolerances as silver steel, but
occasionally it can vary to quite a
considerable amount. A check with -a
micrometer will supply this information.

You cannot produce good threads by
hand methods in the way you are doing-
the die will not start truly and this is the
crux of the problem. Only occasionally
does this happen and then you are lucky
enough to cut a good thread. Expressing
an opinion without actually examining the
chuck, we would say the front of these
jaws are worn and the only grip secured
is on the back edges.

Blower /or Organ
j HAVE an " Aoelian Grand," Player
I. Organ, with 22 stops, and wish to con-
struct a blower for air supply, instead of
the built-in bellows. Can you tell me how
to do it ? I wish to run the blower with a

h.p. motor at 1,425 r.p.m. Would
coupling of motor to blower be best direct,
or by belt drive ?-J. C. Newton (Tasmania).

THE dimensions, operation speeds, etc.,
of the fan installed will depend upon

the pressure and capacity requirements Of
the particular player organ. These are best
ascertained by actual experiment under maxi-
mum operating conditions. It is suggested
that no observations other than those
obtained by a pitot tube and manometer will
be necessary at the outlet from the built-in
bellows.

A straight -bladed fan, i.e., pressure type,
should meet the stated requirements; direct -
coupled to the motor running at 1,425 r.p.m.
From the total head and velocity observa-
tions obtained by experiment, and with the
speed fixed, the design of the fan can pro-
ceed; using, for this purpose, the. principles
outlined in the book ." Fans," by Th.
'Baumeister (published by McGraw-Hill
Book Co.).

It should, however, be observed that noise
might be experienced with the straight -
bladed type of fan. Should pressure condi-
tions permit, i.e., reasonably low operating
pressures, a forward -curved multi -blade fan
is best fitted. It is fairly quiet in operation,
but is unsatisfactory when working against
high resistance. Again, for quietness, the
air velocity through the connecting ductwork
should not exceed a velocity of Soo-r,000ft.
per minute.

Copper Stains
SOME years ago the lead hot and cold

water pipes in my house were replaced
with copper. Since then I have been
troubled with green stains which are par-
ticularly bad in the bath.
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What can I do to remove them ?-H.
CraWford- (Glasgow).
SOME domestic waters are slightly solvent

to copper, arid there is not much that
can be done about such cases. The stain
Will, be present at the other fittings, but will
not be so noticeable because the bath has lost
the high glaze which does not give much
hold to the stain whereas the other fittings
still retain theirs.

Experience has shown that the worst
stain occurs after the water has been
standing for some while, and it will be found
worth while to run to waste the first small
quantities of water at each point of use.

Railway Turntable
OULD you provide me with a circuit

diagram for wiring an automatic
oo gauge railway turntable ? I have at
my disposal a gramophone turntable,
complete with bearings, 24 v. A.C./D.C.
motor, a 12 v. - 24 v. A.C. or D.C. supply
at 3 amps., and an ex-W.D. interlock
firing switch containing a pair of 250 ohm
12 volt solenoids.-J. Burlison (Barrow-in-
Furness).
VOU may be able to make use of the

following idea. A contact disc may be
mounted on the shaft below the turntable,
with six sets of light flexible fixed contacts
which bear on, and make contact with this
disc, except when they are raised from the
disc by means of a piece of insulating material
F which is fastened to the disc at one 'point.
The six contacts s to 6 are connected to six

Circuit details for the railway turntable.

fixed contact studs on a rotary switch as
shown in the diagram. Six notches are cut
in the edge of the turntable to line up with
the locking bar E of the relay in any of the
six required positions.

With the rotary switch in the position 2
shown the relay coils are de -energised by the
insulated piece having lifted the fixed contacts
2 from the contact disc. The spring on the
relay has pushed the locking bar E into the
notch in the turntable corresponding to the
turntable position 2, and the contacts D are
open to de -energise the motor.

Suppose the rotary switch is now turned
to the position 6. The relay coils will
immediately be energised through the flexible
contact at position 6 on the turntable. The
relay will withdraw the locking bar E. This
should be arranged so that the flexible
contacts D close very slightly before the
locking bar is clear of the turntable slot.
The contacts D will then energise the motor
to turn the table. The table will continue to
turn until it is close to the position 6, when
the insulating piece F will open the contact
to de -energise the relay coils. The end of the
locking bar will then drop on to the edge
of the turntable, but the contacts D will not
open, and the motor will therefore continue
to run, until the turntable has reached the

exact position. The locking bar E will then
drop ipto the,,slot in the turntable, opening
contacts D to stop the motor.

Arc Welder
T HAVE an ex -aircraft D.C. generator, it

is 30 volt, zoo amps., and I would like
to use it as an arc welder, please tell me
how ? I have driven, it at about z,soo
r.p.m. but obtained very little current.-J.
Healy (Tubber).
IT is most likely that your difficulty is

due to the generator being driven at
too low a speed, although it might be due
to driving the generator in the wrong
direction, the brushes not making good
contact with' the commutator, or the shunt
field circuit not being completed.

In our opinion 3o volts is rather too low
for serious arc welding. It is possible that
the output voltage could be increased
slightly by driving the generator at- a still
higher speed, in which case a resistor would
probably be required in -the shunt field
circuit to limit the shunt field current to
its normal value so as to avoid overheating
the field coils. If the - machine has com-
pound field windings we suggest that you
try reversing the connections to these coils
so that they oppose the shunt field windings
to reduce the generated' voltage after the arc
has been -struck, It is, however, most
likely that you will require to connect a
resistor between' the dynamo terminal and
the welding electrode. This should be
capable of carrying the welding current
without overheating and could have a
resistance, oft ohm for the highest' welding
currents up to -about- 4 ohms for 5o amps.
welding current. If you have difficulty in
striking the arc due to the low voltage a
choke coil connected in series with the
resistor would help.

Astronomical Telescopes
T WOULD be obliged if you would -answer
1- the following queries concerning astro-
nomical telescopes :

I have seen it stated that " inch for inch,
a refractor is much more powerful than a
reflector." Why is this ?

Is there any reason why microscope eye-
pieces of the Huyghenian type should not
be used in conjunction with a 6ih. reflector ?
-J. R. Millburn (Aylesbury).
TNCH for inch. other things being equal,
-A- on a given focus a reflector and a
refractor would have equal power. It is
not on the, magnifying power that the two
are unequal but on the light transmitted to
the eyepiece. Reflectors are given about half
as much again diameter to the mirror to
make up for tarnish on the silver of the
mirror, which tarnish commences to form
immediately-and a mirror needs resilvering
every three months or according to site.

No, there is no reason, optically, why a
microscope eyepiece should not be used on
a 6in. reflector. Of course, accessories such
as standard diagonals, micrometers etc.,
would not fit the instrument.

Information Sought
Readers are invited to supply the required

information to answer the following qu2rics.

Sails for a Dinghy
CAN anybody tell me how to make sails

for a dinghy of the Enterprise or
Graduate type ?-R. BARNETT (Manchester).

" Magola " Motor Cycle Engine
CAN you supply drawings of the above

five -cylinder German engine, made
about 1923 by Meixner, Gockerell &
Landgraf of Munich ? It was rated to
b.h.p. at 5,500 r.p.m.-W. FARR (Swanage).
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ASTRO. TELESCOPES

INTRODUCING OUR NEW
RANGE FROM 5f- WEEKLY
Kit A. tin. Dia. Moonscope with 53X
Eyepiece, extra 80X eyepiece, Portable
Altazimuth Clamp Stand. Price E8.7.0,
postages, including stowing cylinder,
15/,
Kit B. As above with 6ft. Altazimuth
Garden Tripod in lieu of Clamp Stand,
£11..7.0. Postages 15/,
Kit C. 3in. Dia. Achromatic Moonscape
£19.10.0 with standard 53X and 160X
eyepiece, other eyepieces available,
also tripods as below.
Standard Astro. Eyepieces, I

0/D, dual purpose either screw in
(R.A.S. thread) or push in, -lin. focus,
304,, lin. focus, 30/. ; )in. focus, 40/- ;
}in. focus, 45/-, post 2/-. Suitable for
Kit C.
6ft. Garden Tripods, strong wood
construction, fitted with Altazimuth
mounting to take 2in. or 3in. Dia.
Telescopes (state size). Price £4.17.6,
carriage 7/6.
4in. Dia. Reflecting Telescopes.
Complete with 3IX Eyepiece and stand.
PriCe El 0. I 9.6, carr. 4/6. Extra
Eyepieces 62X, 30/- ; I24X, 45/-.
Post 1/6. Complete Kits of parts, ' Do
It Yourself,' ES.19.6, carr. 4/6. With
Ready Mirror, etc.
Credit Sale Terms Available
from 5/- weekly, payable monthly.
Stamp for particulars and lists.

J. K. M. HOLMES & CO. LTD.
(Dept. PM47), Martins Bank
Chambers, 33, Bedford Street,
North Shields, Northumberland

WATSON'S
SPECIAL OFFERS

J.A.P. 14/32v. 288 watts. 217.10.0. Carr. 15/-.
These are extremely nice charging sets each
slightly used, tested and with Three Months
" Same -as -Makers ' Guarantee.
CLOCKWORK MOTORS. Exceptionally
well made double spring motors taken from
Gan Predictors. 37/6. Post 3/,
VACUUM FOOD CONTAINERS. lf
Gallons with stainless steel interior. Size
271n. 'a 71in. diem. Ideal for any food or
liquid storage in caravans, boats, etc.
NEW Price. 35/- each. Carr. 3/6. ALSO
1 Gallon size. PRICE 25/-. Carr. 3/-.
GOGGLES. SPECIAL SAFETY TYPE
with Unsplinterable Glass lined chenile,
5/9. DE LUXE. TYPE, Lined Chamois &
Poam Rubber. 7/9. Post 1/-.
INSPECTION LAMPS. H.D. safety model
with waterproof glass cover and protective
guard complete with 10 yards T.R.S. cable.
NEW & BOXED, 25/5. Post 2/6.
TRIPODS. Extremely tine units approx.
381n. long with adjustable brass cap complete
with leather protective cap and carrying
sling. PRICE 12/6. Post 2./6.
PRISMATIC TELESCOPES.
7 x 50 MAGNIFICATION. 57/6.
Post 2/6. These instruments
cost originally nearly £40, and
were produced to finest optical lut
standards.
SMALL D.C.
MOTORS.12v.
5,000 r p m
Size approx.
3}in. x lfin.
diam. Ideal
for the Model
Maker, 9/-.
Complete with 6-1 reduction gear, 11/6.
Post 2/-.
Hundreds of other Bargains available.
Send 6d. stamp for Illustrated List.

EASTERN MOTORS
ALDEBURGH. SUFFOLK: 'Phone 51.
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GAMAGES
Something NEW for your Tool Kit!

,-7 CINTRUDE ABRASIVE CARBIDE FILE
This hard Carbide tile and rasp is ideal for shaping and
finishing such materials as Tiles, Plastics, Asbestos, Leather,
Glass, Firebricks, etc. Coarse one side and fine on the
other -virtually two files in one. It removes material with
ease and speed, cutting on both the forward and backward
strokes while the hard Carbide ,tiles remain
sharp almost indefinitely. Length 14 in.

Pau & Pkg. I -.

STEEL TOOL BOXES
An exceptionally strong box of generous
proportions, 24 S.W.G. metal. Fitted with
loose tray inside, hasp and staple, and
carrying handle. Olive Green -

Enamel finish. Dimensions 1 91
16 x 7f x 7 in. 6

Carr. & Pkg. 3 6.

Money -Saving Offer in

ASSORTED FILES

Good quality, Sheffield made Ides at a
money -saving price. SizeS from 6 in.
to 12 in. Rejected because of slight
flaws, but -all thoroughly serviceable.

12 FOR 11 f9 Pin

1 616

Exceptional Bargain !

GRIPITAL ' CHAIN
WRENCH

Very Strong.

The more you pull. the tighter
it grips. Turns any shape of
pipe. Ratchet action. Works on
Plastic, Glass, Wood and other
materials as well as metal. 9 in.
Handle, 15 in. Chain. Capacity : If in.
to 3 in. A,F Hexagon sizes. 2 in. to
4 in. Milled rounds. 2f in. to 4 in.
Smooth rounds.

CAR ACCESSORY LIST Pao & Pkg. 1,6. 3/11
BARGAIN

CAR
GAMAGES TOOL AND List Price I.5

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. HOL 8484

"444'1:0'
?Ai; es'

7 * /)

1r/
n ogik-ar 4.

4PP f pat_

For further details write to :-

Make tracks for
your Garden . . .

And make them now with dry,
sunshiny days ahead and the long
light evenings of summer. What
are your materials ? Track
parts, a few lengths of wood, a
pound or so of mixed sand and
cement and whatever else your
ingenuity may suggest. So easy
is it to begin this boundless,
fascinating hobby. And what
an attraction it will be, and how
your friends will admire it !

There's twice the interest in a

garden that is served by a real
live working railway.

BASSETT - LOW ICE LTD.
21, Kingswell Street, Northampton

London 112 High Holborn, W.C.I Manchester 28, Corporation Street.

The 6 MINORETTE Motorised 2301250V.

UNIVERSAL WOODWORKER
The Minorette ' has an 18" lathe
bed ; 7" Tilting Circular Saw table
complete with 7" Circular Saw blade ;
a combination table for use with slot
mortiser or as a panel support for
repetition cutting ; Slot Mortising
chuck complete with a /" bit, 6f"
sanding plate, 6" Grindstone and Arbor
Belt and Pulleys. The J b.p, electric motor
is double ended and is TV and Radio
suppressed. Attachments can also be
supplied for planing, grinding, grooving, comb
jointing, flexible drives, etc. Illustrated
leaflet free on request to Dept. PM6.

PARRY AND SON (Tools) LTD.
329-333 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.

DELIVERY
EX STOCK

Supplied on 1st pay-

ment of £4 Balance
of 8 monthly payments of
£4.16.11. Cash price £39.17.6.

1. Telephone SHOreditch 942'2/3,4
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ARCMOBILE "
ARC WELDING SETS

  4111 Ehrjr
111

ARCMOBILE u
£17 10 0

Including delivery.
A complete self-contained Arc Welder
using standard flux -coated electrodes of
14g. and 16g. 210,250 V. A.C. Mains consump-
tion 13 Amps. Welds sheet metal down to
22g. and steel and iron section up to 3/16in.
thick in a single run. Heavier sections can
be welded by multiple runs (building up).
Infinitely variable welding current by hand -
wheel. Maximum welding current 65 Amps.
Minimum 15 Amps. Weight 05 lbs.
Dimensions: llin. high, 12in. wide 13in. long.

NEST OF DRAWERS
Overall size 7" wide
x 5" deep x 11" high.
12 drawers, each
measuring 3" wide x
4f" deep x 1)" high.
Useful storage for
the engineer, motor-
ist and householder
for nuts, bolts and

'small components.
Green enamelled. LI. P. & P. 3.'-.

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.
JORDAN STREET, KNOTT MILL,

MANCHESTER, IS

NEW CABLES & FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

Per yd. 25 yds. 50 yds. 100 yds.
1 044 Twin 6/d. 12/8 226 45/4
1/044 3 -core 9d. 17/3 31/3 60/6
3/029 Twin 8d. 15/9 28/8 559
3/029 T. & E. gld. 18/3 34/3 699
7/029 Twin 1/- 2413 47'8 93/10
7/029 T. & E. 1i4 31/8 59/9 118.'2
7/044 Twin 1/11 46/- 87/6 1711 -
Twin Lead, 50 yds., 1/044, 48/8: 7/029. 89/9.
VIR 50 yds., 3/029. 12/- ; 7/029, 191-. Earth
Wire, 100ft., 7/029, 11/- ; 7/020, 7/9. Twin
PVC Transp. Flex. 50 yds., 10/-, Twin
Twisted, 25 yds., 50 yds., 21/-. TRS
PVC, Lead Cables of all sizes. Holders, C.G.
8/-. Batten, doz.. 12/-. Roses, 2 -plate, 8/-
3 -plate, doz.. 9/-, June. Boxes, Sml., 11/-
Lge., doz., 13/-. Switches. 1 -way. 18/-
2 -way doz., 24/-. White Switches, 1 -way
24/- ; 2 -way, doz., 30/-, Flush Switches
1 -way, 18/- 2 -way, doz.. 24/-. Ceiling
Cord, do., 1 -way, 51- 2 -way. 8/-. 2 amp.
2 -pin Sw. plugs and tops. ea. 3/-. 5 amp.
3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops, ea., 5/6. 15 amp.
3 -pin Sw. plugs and Tops. ea., 9/-. 13 amp.
3 -pin, ditto, A.C. only, ea., 7/8. Wood Blocks.
3 x 1, 5/6 ; 3/ x 1, 7/6 ; 3 x 3 x 7/6 ; 54 x
39 x doz.. 9/-. White, 3 x 8/- : 31 x 7/-
4 x 1, 9/-. Cable Clips, SmI.. 2/9 ; Med., grs.,
3/3. 10 amp. D.P. Insulated Sw. fuse, 6/-.
21 amp. Ironclad 2 -way 15A. Spite.. 13/6.
30 amp. Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse, 19/8.
00 amp. Metal D.P. Sw. fuse, 49/-. Sw. gear,
Fusebds., Spites., all types. Lamp Bulbs.
15, 25, 40. 60 watt, 12/- : 75 watt, 15/- ; 100
watt, 17/- ; 150 watt. 24/- ; 200 watt, doz.,
30/-, Carbon Bulbs, 230 v. 16 C.P., doz., 20/-.
Immersion Heaters, 3 Kw.. 50/-. Single
Car Cable, 10 yds., 3/- 100 Yds., 25/-.
Conduit and Fittings, fin. and lin. Industrial
Reflectors. Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent
Fittings, Time Switches, and all electrical
equipment. Full lists on request. Single
items supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms : Cash with order ; carriage paid if
over £5 : orders of £20 or over less 5 per
cent. discount. Open daily, inc. Sat..
9 to 1, 2 to 6 ; Thurs. 9 to 1. Callers welcome.

LONDON

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE
165 (P.M.), QUEENS ROAD,

PECKHAM, S.E.15
Tel. : NEW Cross 7143 or 0890
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Home Intercom
* Use it Anywhere
* Installed in Seconds
* Room to Room
* House to Workshop

FET No. 5. TELEPHONE HAND SET as
illustrated with sound -powered earpieces
and battery operated mouthpiece. Simply
connect two instruments with twin flex
and a 14 volt battery -in series. " Press to
talk " button prevents waste of current
whilst not in use. Two instruments with
cords and plugs, 25/-, post 216.
SKI No. 7. Consisting of two P.O. type hand
sets as illustrated with press -button in the
handle for ringing bell at other end. The
instruments are entirely sound -powered
and are supplied with two bells and batteries
with full instructions for installing. Simply
connect with four wires. 75"-, post 3/6.
Twin P.V.C. Wire. 3d. per yd. 4 -core with
P.V.C. outer sheath, 8d. per yd., or single
P.V.C. in 100 yd. coils at 10/6. post 1/-.
SET No. 9. MODERN DESIGN DESK

ELEPHONE with press -button on front
for ringing other instruments. Two com-
plete units ready for use -ideal for the
office, £8.17.6, post 7:-
S.A.E. for complete list of ten available sets.

l'ERS GUARANTEED
F.S.D. Size Type

ieroa raps 2l in. MC/FR
100 . MC/FR 70.-
Soc Si in. MC/FR 55;-

1 Milliamp 2l in. MC/FR 35'-
21n. 'MC/FR 17/6

30 211n. MC/FR 12/6
100 MC/FR 12/6
2so 2fin. MC/FR 12,6boo 2in. MC/FR

.5 Amperes D.C. 2lin. MI/FR 17/6
5 Amperes 2in. MC/FS 27;6

1:, 2in. MC/FR 10/6
25 ., D.C. 21in. MI/FR 7/6
5L-0-30 ,. 2in. MC!FR 151
50-0-50 2in. MC FS 12/6
20 Volts 2in. MC/FS 10/6
90 2in. MC/FS 10/6

300 A.C. 214n. MI/FR 251-
CROSSPOLN'TER METER with 2 separate
inn microamn movements, 22/6. Post 2/-.
MICROAMMETERS 50 F.S.D. 211n.
Proj. Round. Scaled 10 Milli-Rontgens.
45 -. Post 1'6.
XPELAIR -EXTRACTION FANS. 7lin.

blades with baffle outlet. 100/-, carriage 7/6.
ROTARY CONVERTER. Input 12 volts
D.C. Output 230 volts A.C. 50 Cycles, 135
watts. In fitted case with variable resist-
ance, 0/300 voltmeter, mains switch. The
ideal job for television where A.C. mains
are not available. Perfect condition. E1.0,
carriage 15/, Special connectors 5/- per pair
GENERATORS ONLY 12 volt or 24 volt,
08.10.0, carriage 7/6.
10 AMY BATTERY CHARGER. Here
is your chance to purchase a brand new
unit worth £40 ! For our special price.
£1 7.10.0, carriage 20.'-. Specification :
limut 200/250 volts A.C., 50 cycles. Output
10 r.mps, 22 volts D.C. Controlled by two 4-

i don switches for fine and coarse control
which enables 6 to 24 volt batts. to be
charged. Brand new with 012 ammeter.
Fused A.C. and D.C.

ARIABLE RESISTANCE
145 ohms 2.4 amps, in venti-
lated case 10in. x 7in. stud
type. 35/, carriage 7/6.
VACUUM PUMP. Brand
New. 7 cu. ft, per min. 10 lbs.
per sq. in.at 1,200 r.p.m.Rotary
Vane type 35!-, post 3/-.
SOLENOIDS. 12 volts D.C.
with a 3} in. lever, very
powerful. Ideal for Model
Railway. 5/- each, post 1/6.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR.
200/250 volts A.C., 60 r.p.m.,
suitable for electric clocks,
etc., 25/ - post 2/6.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR. 200/250 volts
A.C. 50 cycles with gear train driving 5
dials 1/10th hr. -10,000 hrs.., 35,, post 2/6.
MAINS MOTORS. Capacitor 230 volts
A.C. 1/40th h.p. 1,400 r.p.m. 55/., post 3/-.
SMALL MOTORS. 12 volts D.C. SAM
r.p.m. with speed governor in end cap,
2in. x llin.' 12/8. post
GEARED MOTORS for the model maker,
small but powerful, 12/24 volts A.C./D.C.
4'8 r.o.m.. 35/-. post 2/6.
GEARED MOTORS. 220/240 volts A.C.
175 r.p.m. Torque, 151b. in. Klaxon, £10,
carriage 15i-.
MOTORISED FUEL PUMP. 24 volts
D.C. approx. 400 g.p.h. made by Pulsometer
Engineering. Brand New, 55/, carriage 151,
VARIABLE TRANSFORMER. 230 volts
A.C. 50/60 cyCles. Output infinitely variable
from 0-270 volts 9 amps. Brand new. £15,
carriage 12/6.
NIF'E BATTERIES. Nickel cadmium, 6
volts 75 amps, crated and connected.
Alkaline filled. Brand new, 27.10.0. cge.151-.
flULGIN TEST PRODS, red and black re-
tracting points with replaceable fuses, flex
and spade terminals 5/6. post 6d.
ItULBS. 6 v. 36 w. S.B.C. Double Contact,
I2/- box. doz., post 1/-.

Price

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD.
19 LANSDOWNE RD. CROYDON SURREY
Wane CLO oBl9 Com, WILCO CROYDON

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS
AT KIIING-11IN PItII1ES
PATTERN A

Capacity 6
gallons

Size : 16 x
11 a 11' deep.

Grade 1
cowl it
57'6 each
carp. paid

This container
is despatched

,.slivered with a
film of protec-

tive grease.

INLESS STEEL VATS
Open lops, 28 a-. 8, depth 32'.
Bit AND NEW. Price, DM'. earls

care. paid.
Capacilf approx. 20 gallons.

sirAmt,Ess STEEL TRAITS
Size 14 .X .9

x deep, a
one - piecepressingfrom 18
gauge stain-
less .steel.
Radius cor-

ners and no crevices. Brand new
or in grade 1 condition.
35 - each. carr. paid, as illustrated.

PATTERN B

Complete with lids. With lids removed
if/annuity 6 gallons - Size 16 x 11 x 11" deep.
Brand- Ness and, If nosed -75 - each carr. paid.
Grade 1 Conditi (((( 57.6 earls, sari. paid.

PATTERN C
Capacity 3

gallons
Size : x 11 x 11'

- deep.'
These containers are
in original govern
ment wrappings and
are either unused or
in Grade 1 issuable
stores category.
This size is a particu-
larly handy size to
carry when full.
50 - each, carr. paid.

CONSTRUCTION : Each container has two lids, the outer which locks in
position for security in transit and the inner which forms a tight anti -splash seal.
They are made of 20 gauge, 18/8 stainless steel.
They have radius corners and so constructed without crevices for easy cleaning.

ROPE. Brand new, best quality sisal rope in handy coils, each 18o' long.
circ. 5/16" diam., 12/6. II" circ., 3/8" diam., 17/6. I I" eke.; diam., 25/-.

II" circ., diam., 30/-. 2" circ., 5/8" diam., 42;6. Postage and packing 3/ -
per coil extra.

NYLON ROPE. Soft braided, approx. I" circ., breaking strain approx. to cwts.,
4d. per foot. Plus post 116 per order.

THOMAS FOULKES r:::!;.7.,
5

084
LANSDOWNE ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON, E.11

WE'LL SPLIT OUR PROFITS WITH YOU-
WITH A FREE MACHINE ! ! !

Did you know that for an initial outlay of as little as £50
you can start up your own business'? Be your own boss by
owning a chain of

AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES
returning very high profits. The machines are fully covered
by insurance and installed by us on the best sites. All you do
is refill with stock and collect the handsome profits.

FOR LIMITED PERIOD ONLY
All purchasers will receive confectionery vending machines abso-
lutely free of charge provided that you operate for us on a 50-50
sharing basis.

PLEASE RUSH DETAILS TO: -

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE PHONE NO
{Dept. P.M.!)

STANTON AUTOMATICS
87-91, MEADOW LANE, LEEDS II. Tel. 25108

June, 1959

Develop Your
Latent Talents
Pelmanism is Your

Best Investment
You must have often asked

yourself why you don't get
what you want out of life. The
answer is that your mind is a
battle -ground where confidence
and -inferiority complex strive
for control. When confidence
has the upper hand things go well
for you.. In business, in social
life, in affairs of the heart, your
confidencebrings success.

Then why arc you not always
confident ? Over a million men
and women have proved that
confidence' 'can be increased by
Pelmanism and, that inferiority
complex 'can be conquered for
ever.

Is your enemy here ? Amongst
the hindrances and troubles swept
away for ever by Pelmanism arc -
Worry Procrastination
Indecision Mind -Wandering
Frustration Lack of Confidence
Forgetfulness Unnecessary Fears

When you have cleared your
mind of its difficulties and weak-
nesses, Peknanism will tune your
mind, sharpen and strengthen
it and develop many of these
stirring qualities-
---Initiative -Ambition
-Originality -Personality
----Concentration -Sell-Confidence
- Earning Power -Reliable Memory

All qualities of the utmost
value in every walk of life.

Practical Psychology
applied to your own needs

Pelmanism is an education not
from outside, but from within
you. It makes all other education
fruitful because it shows you how
to use it. Unlike any other form
of training, Pelmanism helps you
to use all your power, your know-
ledge and your strength of mind
and character, while others can
use only a fraction of the
dormant ability with which they
were born.

The Pelman Course is fully
described in a book entitled
" The Science of Success" which
will be sent to you, gratis and post
free, on application to :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE
130, Narita Mansions,

Wigmore Street, Lond..n, W.1
IYG'Lbeck 141 1

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY

Pelman Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore

Street, London, W.T.
Please send me, gratis and post free,

" The Science of Success "

Name

Address

Established over 60 years.
PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES. DELHI:

Alipur Road. MELBOURNE ags Fancier., -
Lane. DURBAN : Natal Bank Chambers (P.O.
Boa: 1489). PARIS; 176 Boulevard Haws-
mann. AMSTERDAM Prinsengracht 1021.
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The Channel Tunnel And What It Could Mean To Cyclists
THE bed of the English Channel is

being drilled to obtain rock specimens
some zooft. down and the object of

this survey work is to confirm a geophysical
. survey made by an American company last
year and one carried out by a French
company during the last century. The
results obtained from both these earlier
surveys were much the same and if the
present one is also in agreement, there is
a strong possibility that construction of a
tunnel will commence without further
delay. The route it is thought will be along
the line of the lowest of three layers of
chalk. The boring operations now going
on will show where the chalk is free from
faults and thick enough to accommodate
the tunnel. The original work on the
tunnel was carried out in 188o and a mile
of the tunnel was
built out from Dover
and from Sangatte on
the French side, but
since then political
and military con-
siderations have
prevented the work
from being continued.

Type of Tunnel
It is not known at

present whether the
tunnel will be a road
tunnel, a rail tunnel
or a combination of
both, but if a road
tunnel is built and it
is on the lines of the
Mersey Tunnel at
Liverpool, cyclists
will be able to use it.
Cycling to France !
This opens a wide
field of speculation to
all cyclists, especially
those living in the
Home Counties and
the South of England.

One of the immediate possibilities is that
of a week -end tour across the Channel.
Riders would be able to pass through the
tunnel either late on Friday evening or
early Saturday morning, spend the best
part of two days on French soil and then
return late on Sunday evening to England,
riding every inch of the way ! Cyclists
living within easy reach of Dover could
even ride across for the Sunday club run
and spend the day in Northern France or
just across the border in Belgium.

Racing Opportunities
The racing man's opportunities would be

enormously increased. Whereas, at present,
only the best English riders ever have the
chance of crossing the Channel and riding
as representatives of Great Britain, the
tunnel would make the cost of the journey
negligible and liaisons between French and
English clubs would enable clubmen to
become internationals with the greatest of
ease.

Not only, of course, would English riders
be crossing over to France, but French and
Belgian riders would be visiting England
and entering into club and open events
over here. One result of this could be that
the British public, attracted by the Inter-
national flavour of events would become
much more interested in cycle racing,
especially if coach loads of enthusiastic
French and Belgian race fans came across
to support their riders, as they could well
do. The Channel Tunnel would make it
as easy as visiting the next town on their
own side of the Channel.

Another aspect would be that British
riders would be able to gain experience of
Continental roads and Continental races
very much easier and it is the lack of this
experience which has held British riders

The picturesque Suffolk wool town of Lavenham. "The Swan" in the
middle distance dates from the 14th century.

back from full participation in the
Continental cycle racing classics in the past.

Riding Through the Tunnel
The possibilities for speculation are

endless and while it is very pleasant to
dwell upon some of the effects that the
Channel Tunnel might have on the world of
cycling, it might be worth while to think
a moment on what it would be like to ride
through it. The walls and roof would
probably form a half circle and the tunnel
would be lit by electric lights above the
centre of the roadway. The tunnel would
not necessarily be straight, as it would have
to follow the most suitable path through
the strata under the sea bed, but even so,
it is hard to see how the engineers could
avoid monotony. It is probable that this
monotony is going to be one of the
unavoidable and unpleasant features that
motorist or cyclist who makes the Channel
crossing by tunnel will have to accept.
Another aspect that the cyclist may have to
consider will be that of extra clothing, as

the air is almost bound to strike chill.
These disadvantages can be easily dis-
regarded when considering a tunnel only
a couple of miles in length, but things are
rather different when the length of the
tunnel is increased to something over 20
miles.

Customs
A further snag which will undoubtedly

have to be considered is that of the customs
at the English end of the tunnel. Anyone
who has crossed the Channel by sea cannot
fail to have noticed that, whiic the customs
shed on the English side is crowded with
long queues of people all being subjected
to a solemn ritual questioning and
ponderous search, those on the French side
are often occupied by a single official who
nonchalantly scribbles on passengers
baggage with a piece of chalk as they walk
past him.

A system similar to that on the borders
of France and Italy or Italy and Switzer-
land will have to be introduced at Dover
and if the volume of
comparable to that normally encountered
at the weekends on English coast roads, a
stop of more than a couple of seconds for
each vehicle would cause impossible queues
and end inevitably in utter chaos. The
most the customs officers could do in these
circumstances would be to check passports,
and take an occasional car on to a layby for
search. But no doubt the solution to this
problem and others will be found if the
tunnel comes into being.

There is no doubt that the effect of a
Channel Tunnel through which cyclists
could ride would be considerable so far as
cyclists in the South of England are con-
cerned, but what the long term effects will
be can only be decided by the tunnel
becoming actual fact, and the first step
towards this is in progress now.

Cycle Sales Decline
GRAVE fears have been expressed

recently by a spokesman of the British
Cycle and Motorcycle Industries Associa-
tion regarding the future of the cycle
industry. During the past four years, the
sale of bicycles has declined sharply, as
can be seen by the following figures:

1955 3,564,000
1956 2,875,000
1957 2,548,000
1958 2,156,000

There were hopes that the budget in
April would have provided some help in
the form of a reduction in purchase tax,
which at the present rate is considered a
great deterrent to sales. This, of course,
would help the industry to restore the
volume of home market trade back to pre-
war figures.

The British Cycle and Motorcycle Indus-
tries Association consists of members of the
bicycle, motor cycle and components
industries and tyre manufacturers, factors
and exporters. Its work is to promote the
sales of British machines and components,

),
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i.-The field in a typical road race.

THE hobby that merges with cycling
best is photography. If your interest
is primarily photography, the cycle is

a handy way of getting about and reaching
points of photographic interest; if your main
interest is cycling, photography enables you
to make a permanent record of your tiding.

An expensive camera is not necessary, but
it is an advantage if the camera is not too
bulky. There is no need to carry a large
number of extra equipment, but a lens hood,
2x yellow filter, exposure meter and perhaps
a range -finder will be found _Very useful.

Snap Photography
When it is possible to take your photo-

graphs in a leisurely fashion-when record-
ing a view for example-all the accessories
may be used; when, however, the photograph
must be taken quickly, all these items can be
dispensed with arid all the exposure and
distance factors estimated to save time. It
is a good idea to have the camera set up
as nearly ready for -action as possible. The
film can be wound on, the shutter can be
set for, say, I /too sec. which is fast enough
to record most normal subjects and the
aperture can be set according to the prevail-
ing lighting conditions, i.e., roughly whether
it is sunny or dull. The focusing scale can
also be pre-set, using the two triangles

Fig. 2.-Include the ferry

Photographyfor theCyclist
By C. J. J.

A Few Hints and Tips
its leather or canvs
case, preferably one of
the " ever -r e a d y "
variety. Most of the
accessories, too, can be
housed in leather
cases, threaded on to
the carrying strap of

the camera case. If the camera is to be
carried on the back it is advisable to shorten
the strap as much as possible, so that the
weight of the camera does
not swing it round the
body 'to hit the cyclists'
knees. It is possible, too,
to purchase special leather
patches, lined with studded

 t R   

in your tour photographs..

marked on the focusing scale. When all
these factors have been pre-set, taking a
photograph is only a matter of opening the
camera, loading the shutter and pressing the
release.

Carrying the Equipment
The camera, of course, must he carried in

would be in an

On Tour
Points of interest and views seen on the

road are obvious subjects and most tourists
photograph the youth hostel, guest house or
hotel in which they spend the night. When
looking back at a tour long after it has been

r 

Fig.-.3.-Gymnastics on the
beach.

rubber, which fit over the
carrying strap and make a
friction grip on the rider's
shoulder.

If the camera is carried
in the saddlebag, wrap it
up in a jersey or some-
thing similar and carry it
in the main part of the
saddlebag. In this way
it is better protected from
accidental damage than it

outside pocket.

finished it is often the small day-by-day
incidents which are recalled ' with most
pleasure and photographs, showing the
informal roadside picnic or the time you
searched for a puncture, using water from
a nearby horse trough, are good reminders.
The moment of panic recalled by a photo-
graph showing your cycle in company with
many others being swung from the hold of
the cross channel ferry will help to give a
different aspect to your foreign tour record.

4.-Make your group look casual.

This is an example of an " interest" photo-
graph, You could include the ferry, too
(Fig. 2).

When recording ordinary week -end club
runs, it is again the unusual incident photo-
graph which livens up the album. An
impromptu football match or gymnastics on
the beach (Fig. 3) will often give the
photographer just the opportunity he needs.

Groups often take a prominent place in
the photographer's album and very rightly
so. But it is not necessary to pose all the
club members in line. Why not catch the
club at table (Fig. 4) or sprawled by the
roadside resting ? It is just as easy to count
the faces and you have made a much more
interesting picture.

Racing Photographs
Many of the present day cycling clubs are

participants in racing of one form or another
and photographs of events (Fig. i) are of
great interest to club members and their
friends. Here is an opportunity for the
cycling photographer, even if is camera -is
only a modest one. Riders being pushed
off at the start of a time trial can provide
photographs with an authentic racing
atmosphere and the turn can often provide
an opportunity for the owner of a camera
with only slow speeds.

Fast shutter speeds are not even necessary
to photograph moving riders, provided the
camera user is skilful enough in " panning."
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BATTERY CHARGER PANELS.

\ !eta] panel 121" x 19" containing 20-40a.
scale moving iron meters. 2-16 position

rotary switches. Current carrying cap. 6 a.
I mains, rotary on/off switch, and 2 heavy
duty var. resistances. 6 a.. 2 ohms. Switches
and resistances mounted on rear of panel
with control knobs on front of panel. Weight
17 lb. -too heavy for post. Offered at very
low price of 12:6 ea., (-arr. & pkg. forward.

COMPASSES.
One of the finest nautical
instruments made - the
Type 802 Compass, has a
dial diameter of 6". The

card 2' dia..
which is fit-
ted 90* out
to port (i.e
90' error) is
graduated
every 2 degs.
and number-
ed every 10
degs.. and
floats in
spirit, keep-
ing a level
keel what-
ever angle
the compass
is inclined.

Prism sight mounted over dial. The com-
pass has anti -shock spring suspension.
Complete in strong wooden box, as illus-
trated. 9" x 9" x 10", the total weight of thi,
is 111 lb. Price 186, Plus postage 3!-.

TWO -PIN PLUG AND SOCKET.
Tins' plug has a looking device and once the
two portions are plugged together it is
Impossible for them to comeapart unless the
knurled ring is rotated on the socket:
Fitted with 18" length of (able and new and
boxed. Price 2/6. plus 1;- post. Suitable for
trailers, caravans, etc. 25;- per doz., post 211.

ARTHUR SALLIS (MI& LTD.
93. North Wt. Brighton. Tel. 25806.

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS
Rod, Bar, Sheet, Tube, Strip, Wire

3.000 Standard Stock Sizes.
NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL.

List on application.

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.1

SLOane 3463
Also at LIVERPOOL LEEDS MANCHESTER BIRMINGHAM

LENS KIT FOR SIMPLE ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE

* PLUS ! 132- PAGE ILLUSTRATED VOLUME

FRANK'S BOOK OF THE TELESCOPEmmw

THE BOOK answers the questions
of the amateur astronomer and includes chapters on Astronomical Photo-
graphy, War Surplus Instruments, Eyepieces, Assembling and flouncing a

6 inch Reflector, etc.
THE LENS KIT consists of simple non -achromatic unmounted lens of high
optical quality. The focal length is 40 inches. Diameter nearly 2 inches, and
precision ground single unmounted lens ocular of Kepler type. Suitable
strawboard tubes with covering material can be supplied for 3i.6 extra -
including postage.

PRICE FP 211

CHARLES FRANK
8.;;07.5.:s.tr:z7RK,07...0

, G. LBIANS0GcA0m W. a,h.gC.5..I

Send for illustrated catalogue.

Optical Specialists for over Half a Century.

!Build your own
At last! A specially
selected and designed
HI-FI Sound Installa-
tion for your home at
really reasonable cost!
You save because you
assemble everything
yourself following our
step by step instruc-
tions. You gain because
you learn about the
equipment as you build
and are able to service
and maintain it after-
wards. Best of all -
you'll have fun building
it and be thrilled with the finished instrument which will bring you
an entirely new experience in the enjoyment of sound. No pr"vious
skill or experience is needed. Post coupon now for full details,
without any obligation. Easy terms available.
Equipment includes: Luxury Cabinets. Top Quality Amplifier suitable for
stereo or non -stereo reproduction. VHF/FM Radio Units. Record Player.
Tape Recorder. Hi-Fi Speaker system.

To, Radiostructor, (Dept. H33), 46 Market Place, Reading, Berks.
Please send Brochure without obligation to: -

Nurse

Address

(308) v., tin not employ representatives

BLOCK
CAPS
PLEASE

6-59

RADIOSTRUCTOR
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Huge Purchase High Speed Steel
Tool Bits, hardened ready for use,
essential to any lathe user, secure
your stock now as these are really a
good investment. 1/4' square. 2 1/2"
long, 6/6 per doz. 5/16 sq., 3' long. 8/6
doz.. 3/8" sq.. 3" long, 12/- doz.: 7/16'
sq.. 3 1/2' long. 15/- doz. Six doz. lots
less 10 per cent.

5.000 Taps. 1/8" to 3/8' dia..
Assorted Threads, suit M.E. or experi-
menter, mostly fine threads, twenty
assorted, 3/9.

One Ton Ground Silver Steel. 13'
lengths, 1/16' to 15/32" dia.. doz. assorted
lengths. 5,13.

1.000 H.S. Morse Taper Shank
End Mills, 1/4" 3/8", 1/2" dia., worth
50/-. gift 12/- the three. Also No. 2
M.T. Shank End Mills. 9/16'. WV,
11/16', 3/4", 718" dia.. 30/. the set. Secure
these now as at this ridiculous price
quick clearance is certain.

5.000 Ball Races, standard o.d..
1/8" bore, 2!- ; 3/16', 2/- : 1/4". 2/-
3/8'. 216: 1/2'. 3/8 : 418 each.
6 or 9 mm., 1./- each.

2,000 Hand Reamers, sizes 17/64",
19/64", 5/16', 21/64". 3/8', 7/16", 15/32",
31/64"-3/6 each, 22/6 the lot. Also
17/32". 21/32', 5/8", 11/16". 419 each, 16! -
the lot. Both lots, 35!-.

Extra Special Carb. Grinding
Wheels Otter. 6--7" dia.. 1/4', 1/2",
3/4' thick, 112' or 3/4' hole. 10/. the
three, postage 2/-. Value over 30/,
6 for £1, post paid. Ass. grits for tool
and cutter grinding, also 5" dia dish
wheels, 1/2" hole. 4'9 each.

2.000 Small H.S. Twist Drills,
approx. 1/32"-3/32`. 4/. doz. Approx.
1/16'4/4", 7/6 per doz. Approx. 9/32,
15/32% six for 10/-.

3.000 Circular Split Dies, 1' dia.
cutting 1;4", 5/16", 318% 7116". ifs Whit.,
B.S.F.. also brass thread, 26 thread all
sizes and American N.F. 121- per set
of 5 sizes. 2 sets 22/8. 4 sets 42/6. Taps
to suit 12/8 per set, either taper or
second or plug. 1" dia. stocks 6/- each.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills,
size 1/8", 5132% 3;16% 722'. 114', 5/16',
lb/. set, also 3/8", 7/16". 1/2" ditto, 1216
set.
All Items brand new. £1 orders post

paid, except overseas.

J. BURKE
192 Baslow Rd., Totley, Sheffield
Inspection at Rear 36 Fitzwilliam St...

Sheineld

BODYBUILDING
For fast and permanent results in building a
well -muscled physique, backed up by strength,
stamina and speed, there is nothing to equal

MAXALDING
The individually planned courses are conducted
by post to any part of the world and can be
carried out successfully under all conditions
of life.

FREE LITERATURE
Profusely - illustrated with 200 photographic
reproductions of pupils from 15 to 65 years of
age, the explanatory literature will be sent
without cost or obligation of any kind on
request.
All Maxalding correspondence is mailed in
sealed envelopes without any external advertising.

MAXALDING SHEPHERDSWELL,DOVER, KENT

A teenage pupil showing
control and development of
the upper -back muscles.

Parr DC 34

NEW. Send 25'-. plus
3/- post, handle on

free 7 days' appro. Cash plus return postage
refunded if not worth 26.6.0. Take to
dealer for independent valuation. Full
chrome leather of finest quality. calf
length. Soles and heels of finest HEAVY
LEATHER. sewn, pegged and riveted. By
best makers, every pair bearing maker's
name. which cannot be published. For
M/Cyclists, Outdoor Workers. Riding, Fish-
ing. etc. Ideal Jackboot. Sizes 5 to 9, 11 to
13. Unissued. Also LONG WHITE wool sea
socks, only 7/6 pair. LISTS FOOTWEAR.

(HEADQUARTER and

HURRAH !NEW CONTINENTAL TENT
WITH PERMANENT PORCH

°"'.£9.19.
OR SENT FOR

CAR2R1'
.7'
6

6

HESE

R8LEL BACKCilONS

Real Cotton Duck Tentage, 100% proofed.
Right up to the minute in quality and
homely layout. FACTORY TO YOU -
RESULT HALF PRICE 1 Amazingly
roomy and lightweight. Oft. 91n.long x 7ft.3in.
wide x 6ft. high. 3ft. wall. Sections roll
back during day giving additional space
provided by PERMANENT PORCH
which covers 8ft. 9in. x 6ft., 29,19.8, carr.
7/6, complete Poles, Pegs, Ridge Pole.
Valise, Sprung Guy Lines, etc. Or send
12/8 dep. plus 7,6 cart. Bal. 24 ftnly. payts,
9!-. If req. Fly -sheet for tent section. 47/6.
Ground Sheets. 451, Two-tone model (rot -
proofed Willesden ' Green, and orange).
42/- extra. LISTS TENTS.

G ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
(DEPT. PMC/44). 196-200, COLDHARBO UR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH
JUNCTION, LONDON, S.E.S. Open all Saturday. 1 p.m. Wednesday.

ti
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DON'T LET SOLDERING
GET YOU DOWN

Aihr4
use
FLUX ITE

Soldering ceases to be a knotty problem
the moment you use FLUXITE. Solder
flows on easily and smoothly-and stays
on. For over half a century FLUXITE has
been the choice of craftsman and engineer
alike and, in this age, its reliability and
speed has made FLUXITE even more in
demand than ever.

IT

SIMPLIFIES

ALL

SOLDERING

FLUXITE Ltd., Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.I
c-,.m.si

* Permanent Magnets in action *

just another of the countless

workshop uses for " Eclipse "

Magnets. A piece of mild steel

on one pole of a powerful magnet

is all you need. See other action

pictures of " EcliPse" Magnets

in "Small Magnets are so
Versatile !", a new booklet avail-

able from your usual tool dealer.

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from all tool distributors

From Holfords Branches, your
local Tool dealer, or post free
direct from the makers.

44 JUNIOR"
THORLITE

A NEW RUBBER -FACED
HAMMER FOR THE

MECHANIC

An essential tool for the Practical Mechanic, Craftsman,
Model Maker, Motorist, Fitter, Carpenter, House-
holder, Do-it-Yourselfer, in fact everyone who wishes
to use a hammer without damaging the part struck.
Can be used with safety on all metals. wood and
plastics. Comprises a light alloy head fitted with one
hard and one soft rubber face of 1 in. dia., and a
strong ash handle.

COMPLETE YOUR TOOL KIT WITH A THOR
THOR HAMMER COMPANY
HIGHLANDS RD., SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM Tel. SOLihuli 4695 (4 lines;

NO MORE BURN -OUTS
OF TRANSFORMERS AND RECTIFIERS

No fuses to bother with when you fit a magnetic switch to your 12 -volt Train
or Model supply and also Battery Charger. Cuts out at 2 amps. on overload
or dead short. Easily fitted. 13/6, P.P.
OUR WELL-KNOWN TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/240 v. Output
tapped 3 to 30 volts 2 amps., or tapped 5.11.17 volts 5 amps. 24/6 each. P.P.
F.W. METAL RECTIFIERS. 12 v. I a.. 7/6. 3 a., 1316. 4a., 17/6. 6 a., 27/6.
16 amp.. 53/6. P P.
MOTOR CYCLE OR SCOOTER BATTERIES. 6 v. 10 AH, Hard Rubber
Case with cover. Size 5 x 5 x 1.7 in. Weight 3 lbs. I5/-. P.P. Also ideal for
model use.
RELAYS. We have large stocks of assorted types from 31-.
UNISELECTOR SWITCHES. 50P. 3B. or 25P. 6B. 50 v. D.C. 25,1-. P.P.
LIGHTWEIGHT PENCIL BIT SOLDERING IRONS by famous
maker. 200/240 v. 25 w. Indicator light in handle. (List price 24.61 15.6. P.P.
VALVES. 6SH7s ex equipment all tested. 6 for 10/, P.P.
KEY SWITCHES from 3/-. TOGGLE SWITCHES, DPDT. 3 6. MICRO
SWITCHES, M/B, 5/6.

Post orders only to

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART,
27, Princes Court, Wembley, Middx.



Every photographer who is seriously
interested in obtaining the best
results needs a copy of the NEW

NEWNES COMPLETE
'AMATEUR Edited by

M. LILLINGTON HALL

PHOTOGRAPHY
THIS is a book designed to help and interest every amateur

photographer, from the casual snapshotter who is
just beginning to learn, to the expert who is exploring

new fields.
Completely up-to-date, it deals with all the newest and

most exciting developments -colour (including processing
and printing), stereo photography, " available fight "
photography, photomicrography, underwater photography,
and many others.

CONTENTS
SECTION I -THE CAMERA AND HOW TO USE IT

By NI. Lillington Hall, M.A.
Chapter

1. The Camera Lens
2. Shutters
3. k iewing and Focusing
4. Choosing a Camera

SECTION 11 -FILMS, EXPOSURE AND LIGHTING
5. Film Materials By T. L. J. Bentley, A.R.C.S., B.Sc.
6. Exposure By T. L. J. Bentley, D.I.C., A.R.C.S., B.Sc.
7. Exposure Aids By T. L. J. Bentley, D.I.C., A.R.C.S,. B.Sc.
8. Light Filters By T. L. J. Bentley, D.I.C., A.R.C.S., B.Sc.
9. Artificial Lighting Equipment By R. W. Unwin, A.R.P.S.

10. Flashlight Photography By R. W. Unwin, A.R.P.S.
11. Electronic Flash By R. W. Unwin, A.R.P.S.
12. Exposure and Lighting for Colour Photography

By M. Lillington Hall, M.A.
SECTION 11I -PICTURE MAKING

13. Pictorial Photography By Margaret F. Harker, F.I.B.P., F.R.P.S.
14. Composition in Colour By M. Lillington Hall, M.A.
15. Portraiture By Herbert Williams, F.R.P.S.
16. Indoor Photography by Available Light

By Bernard Cuthbert, A.R.P.S.

17. Architectural Photography
18. Night Photography
19. Action Photography
20. Stage Photography
21. Telephotography
22. Underwater Photography
23. Close-up Photography
24. Document Copying
25. Photomicrography

By Douglas F. Lawson, A.I.B.P., A.R.P.S., F.Z.S., M.B.O.U.
26. Stereo Photography By the Marquess of Ely.
27. Abstract and Trick Photography By Leonard Smith, A.R.P.S.
28. Technique with the Miniature Camera

By Lancelot Vining, F.I.B.P., F.R.P.S.
SECTION IV -THE DARKROOM

29. Darkroom Equipment
By Val Drumm, A.I.B.P., A.R.P.S., M.B.K.S.

30. Developing the Negative By George L. Wakefield, F.I.B.P., F.R.P.S.
31. Negative Faults and Their Cure

By George L. Wakefield, F.I.B.P., F.R.P.S.
32. Colour Developing By George L. Wakefield, F.1.B.P., F.R.P.S.
33. Printing By Val Drumm, .A.I.B.P., A.R.P.S.. M.B.K.S.
34. Enlarging and Projection Printing

By Val Drumm. A.I.B.P., A.R.P.S., M.B.K.S.
35. After Treatment of Prints and Special Printing Processes

By Val Drumm, A.I.B.P., A.R.P.S., M.B.K.S.
36. Colour Printing By George L. Wakefield, F.I.B.P., F.R.P.S.

SECTION V -SLIDES FOR PROJECTION
37. Making Slides By J. S. V\ wring, F.R.P.S., F.R.S.A.
38. Projecting and Viewing Slides By C. W. Long.

APPENDIX
Notes on Clubs, Examinations, Compe:itioas ant Exbibitioas
Bibliography
Index

This entirely new o.crk replaces the
famous AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY
(now out of prim offer nine editions)

30s. net
FROM ALL

BOOKSELLERS

or in case of difficulty use the
C.O.D. Order form on the right -

400 pages 64 plates 30s. net

By Margaret F. Harker, F.I.B.P., F.R.P.S.
By Bernard Cuthbert, A.R.P.S.

By M. Lillington Hall, M.A.
By Lancelot Vining, F.I.B.P., F.R.P.S.

By Gerhard Schwartz, A.R.P.S.
By Norman Lewis, F.R.P.S.

By Gerhard Schwartz, A.R.P.S.
By Gerhard Schwartz, A.R.P.S.

ORDER HERE

Please send me Cash on Delivery one copy of the new
NEWNES COMPLETE

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY (30s. net)

Name

Address

Send no money now, simply complete and post this form to GEORGE NE WNES LTD..
Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. You pay on del, sery, pins norm,'
C.O.D. charges. (If you prefer
not to pay charges send a
remittance for 31s 6d.)

P.M./June, 1959 14EWNES
Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by \V. Speaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London, W.I0.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand -Gordon & Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa
and Rhodesia -Central News Agency Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland 20s.,

Overseas 18s. 6d., Canada 18s. 6d.

" Practical Mechanics " Adsice Bureau. st:OUPON
This coupon is available until June 30th. 1950. and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together w ith ad. Postal.
Order. .4 sigraped addressed enrelepe MIMI also he encloted.-

Practical Mechanics. June. 1959.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship Elec. Draughtsmanship
jig & Tool Design Machine t 5

Press Tool & Die Design Automobile 2 9

Sheet Metalwork Structural it
Automobile Repairs R/F Concrete
Garage Management Structural Engineering
Works M'gmnt. & Admin. Mathematics (all stages)
Practical Foremanship Radio Technology
Ratefixing & Estimating Telecommunications
Time A Motion Study Wiring & Installation
Engineering Inspection Television
Metallurgy Radio Servicing
Refrigeration Gen. Elec. Engineering
Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.LC.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS *

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA : P.O. BOX NO. 4570, MELBOURNE

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132 PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY MTER'ESTING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,, A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

r

Free Coupon
To : NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 04-x5o, Holborn, London, E.C.x

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

TEND Off k
TH/5 COUPON

NOW AND 13E
5e-froR,

SVCCESS

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(zd. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)
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